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ABSTRACT
THE EFFECTS OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY INSTRUCTION ON 
MATHEMATICS ACFHEVEMENT AND CAREER INTERESTS 
OF URBAN SEVENTH-GRADE STUDENTS.
Eric M. Fischer 
Old Dominion University, 1997 
Director: Dr. John M. Ritz
The present study has been im plem ented to provide insight as to how, 
given limited resources, Technology Education curricula might be developed 
to best support the unique goals of an urban m iddle school aerospace m agnet 
program . It was hypothesized that applied academic strategies, including 
interdisciplinary hands-on aerospace and com puter-assisted instructional 
activities, would affect larger gains in m athem atics achievement and would 
enhance career-interest developm ent of u rban  seventh-grade students to a 
greater degree than would non-participation in such instruction. A 
random ized subjects, pretest-posttest control group design was used to assess 
treatm ent effects upon 71 urban seventh-grade students. Dependent variables 
w ere m easured using the The M etropolitan A chievem ent Test, Sixth Edition- 
M athematics Survey Tests (MAT6)® and the Interest Determ ination, 
Exploration and Assessment System®. Significant gains in m athem atics 
achievement w ere made in applying m athem atical concepts and 
com putational processes to the solution of m athem atical problems as a result 
of treatm ent conditions only. Measures of career interests indicated 
significant decreases in interest levels of treatm ent subjects in Social and 
C onventional them es which included the fields of Com munity Service, 
Educating, Child Care, and Office Practices. However, inferences were 
inconsistent and m ore research has been recom m ended.
Members of Dissertation Committee: Dr. Rebecca S. Bowers
Dr. W alter F. Deal III
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
In the wake of Johnson's Great Society, cultures of poverty continued 
to threaten democratic renew al w ithin the nation's u rban  centers. Post World 
War II u rban  developm ent resulted from advancem ents in agricultural 
technology and increased dem ands upon the industrial sector. Am erica's poor 
were forced to leave ru ral farm lands to pursue gainful em ploym ent within 
larger cities. By the 1950s and 1960s, racially- and ethnically-segregated urban 
ghettos em erged, forming pockets of poverty am idst affluent surroundings 
(Kantor, 1995). Since then, slum neighborhoods that arose have been plagued 
by high crime rates, alcoholism and drug abuse, gang violence, disease, 
illiteracy, and unem ploym ent. Consequently, schools in urban 
neighborhoods have also suffered the effects of the depravity  and have 
become characterized by low achievement, poor discipline, high truancy rates, 
unsafe conditions, and high-teacher turnover (Berube, 1984). After three 
generations since Johnson's leadership in social reform, the debate over how 
to educate the urban child continues. In spite of a constellation of educational 
reform m ovem ents w hich have come and gone, u rban  school systems 
continue to decline (Bennett, 1992).
It has been the intent of contemporary political and educational policy 
makers to ensure that all Americans possess the technological knowledge and 
skills necessary to compete in a global economy and exercise the rights and 
responsibilities of democratic citizenship (United States D epartm ent of Labor, 
1991). Former President George Bush stressed the im portance of intelligence 
and ingenuity in democratic education. He described the challenges facing
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
American education as "nothing less than revolution. A battle for our 
future" (Bush, 1991, p. 8). Bush considered education to be the key to 
America's international competitiveness. To achieve direction and standards 
in educational reform, Bush and the nation 's governors established national 
performance goals which stressed "the ability of all students to reason, solve 
problems, apply knowledge, and write and com m unicate effectively" (Bush, 
1991, p. 62).
President Bill Clinton's Goals 2000 stresses the need for all of America's 
students to develop a new set of competencies and foundational skills so that 
they can enjoy productive, full, and satisfying lives. To that end, key areas 
have been targeted for urban-educational reform . Those areas include the 
developm ent of new applications of technology in education and the creation 
of innovative and effective technologically-based instructional delivery 
systems (United States Congress, 1994). William Bosher, Jr., Virginia's former 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, had also stressed the importance of 
utilizing technology to provide for world-class instruction in Virginia's public 
schools. In his address to the G overnor's Com mission on Cham pion Schools, 
Bosher warned, "If we do not use technology as a major factor to enhance 
opportunities and eliminate disparity’, then we will have relegated ourselves 
to continuing to use a flat, linear piece of equipm ent called the chalkboard" 
(Office of Public Affairs, 1994, p. 4).
Virginia’s Governor, George Allen, has also recognized the need for 
preparing today's students to compete in a rapidly changing technological 
world by focusing more political attention on educational institutions. In his 
Champion Schools Initiative,  Governor Allen stated, "I strongly believe in 
the trem endous value of Virginia's public school system. To maintain a
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
healthy democracy, we must offer all the Com m onw ealth 's children a quality’ 
education" (Allen, 1994, p. 1). Allen recognizes that educational concerns that 
currently distress policy makers, school adm inistrators, teachers, and the 
general public are in fact, well founded. Of particular concern to Allen is the 
effectiveness of state expenditures for education. A lthough per-student state 
spending has increased sixty-six percent since 1984-85, student achievem ent 
has failed to im prove during the sam e period of time. In Virginia's schools, 
only half of state  funding allocated to schools actually reaches classrooms 
(Allen, 1994, p. 1).
To com bat problem s in education, G overnor Allen has developed the 
Champion Schools Initiative to act as a fram ew ork for educators to build  
upon in o rder to meet the sta te 's educational goals which include: 
establishing h igher academic standards, institu ting achievem ent testing for 
accountability’, involving parents in  their ch ildren 's education, creating 
excellence th rough  the encouragem ent of com petition and cooperation, 
curbing school violence and drug abuse, increasing achievem ent through the 
use of innovative technology, providing greater choice in education to better 
serve schools' "consumers" (students and parents), reevaluating and 
im plem enting economic plans, and  including com m unity leaders in 
curriculum  developm ent (Allen, 1994, p. 2).
To ensure educational accountability am ongst the State's school 
districts, Virginia's Board of Education recently developed Standards o f  
Learning in four core subject areas: m athem atics, science, English, and history 
and social science. U nder the leadership of four school divisions beginning in  
April 1994, thousands of Virginia's parents, teachers, principals, school board 
members, and comm unity leaders contributed  m any hours of time to help
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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review and revise drafts of proposals for the new standards. National experts 
were consulted and public meetings were held across the state to hear from 
citizens. Thousands a ttended  and hundreds more w rote letters to share their 
suggestions. All of the comments and ideas were review ed by the Board of 
Education as the standards were developed. The new  Standards of Learning 
require school systems, teachers, and students to be held accountable to more 
stringent levels of s tu d en t achievement. The intent is to p rov ide parents and 
teachers with clear academic standards, against w hich each student’s 
performance and achievem ent can be m easured. O f u tm ost im portance is 
enabling schools and com m unities to work together to set clear, rigorous, and 
measurable academic expectations for all young people (Virginia Board of 
Education and the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1995).
In devising strategies to ensure accountability to the new  educational 
standards, the Virginia Board of Education and the Superin tendent have 
recommended that accountability be addressed at the school building level, 
where leadership and resource allocation can m ake a difference in student 
achievement. In fact, it has been deemed the constitutional responsibility' of 
local school boards to hold individual teachers accountable for their 
performance and the educational achievement of their students. In addition, 
"improvement" m odels for school-based accountability are to be devised. 
Incentives or consequences related to school perform ance are to be developed 
by the Board and the Superintendent after considerable research, analysis, and 
opportunity for public and professional input. The preferred  m ethod of 
school-based accountability which has been recom m ended by the Board is to 
reward school personnel for achieving targeted im provem ent in student 
performance. The State has also assumed the responsibility to set expectations
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
for what students should know at key points in their educational careers and 
will audit the progress of schools and students by m easuring results at 
designated grade levels. It has been deem ed the responsibility- of local school 
boards and schools to determ ine how to teach children to achieve those 
expectations (Virginia Board of Education and the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, 1995).
Despite political and legal support m echanisms for educational 
accountability, and the new Standards of Learning, school systems 
throughout V irginia have m any obstacles to overcom e to im prove learning. 
Urban school system s in  particular have faced difficulties in raising 
educational achievem ent to m eet new standards for accountability'. In an 
effort to im prove studen t achievement, this study has been im plem ented in 
an urban center w ith a population of approximately 104,000 people and a 
population density' of 3,135 persons per square mile. The city lies within 
Virginia's H am pton Roads region. About fifty percent of the population is 
black, and fifty percent is white, however, several sub-divisions within the 
city m aintain fairly hom ogeneous racial populations (U. S. Census Bureau, 
1990). The city's crime rate is 5,742 per 100,000 population (U. S. Census 
Bureau, 1990), the m edian community' adjusted gross income is 517,512 
(Virginia Education D epartm ent, Richmond, 1994), and  the unem ploym ent 
rate is 7.4 percent (The Virginia Pilot, 1997). To attem pt to meet new 
educational standards, the city's school system has intensified academic 
instruction, im proved school facilities, and strengthened school-community 
ties. The school system serves approximately 18,400 students in thirty schools, 
including: tw enty-three elementary' schools, four m iddle schools, and three 
high schools. Sixtv-seven percent of the school system 's children are black,
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
thirty-two percent are white, and one percent are of other racial backgrounds. 
Fifty-eight percent of the school system 's students are eligible for subsidized 
school lunches (Virginia Education Departm ent, 1995-96). The city embraces 
cultures of poverty am idst cultures of affluence.
In 1996, in her first year as President of the Virginia Board of Education, 
Michelle Easton sent Governor Allen and the General Assembly disturbing 
news concerning the state 's public schools. Recent public school evaluations 
made by the Board of Education have assessed progress made by its public 
schools as average to disappointing. On the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills 
adm inistered during the 1995-96 school year, Virginia's fourth-graders scored 
in the sixty-first percentile nationally while V irginia's eighth-graders scored 
in the nation 's fifty-eighth percentile. Fourth-graders in the city under study- 
scored in the fifty-eighth percentile, and the city's eighth-graders scored in the 
forty-fifth percentile, below the state's average, and  well below the national 
average. This suggested that a significant decline in national-academic 
competitiveness was occurring w ithin the school system  during the students' 
fifth-, sixth-, and seventh-grade scholastic experiences. Additional support for 
this finding was evident when examining the school district's scores on the 
Virginia Literacy Passport Test (LPT). While only 69.5 percent of Virginia's 
sixth graders passed all three parts of the Literacy- Passport Test in 1996, only 
52.9 percent of sixth-graders from the school system under study passed all 
three parts. Easton has also noted that nine of the state 's 134 school divisions 
were not presently meeting state standards of operations. The city housing 
this study was one of the nine failing divisions. Easton stressed that the state's 
poor school results suggested a need to change the focus of public school 
curricula to reflect m ore of a concentration on academics and to make school
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
system accreditation m ore m eaningful (Bowers, 1996).
In response to p ressures to im prove levels of academ ic achievement 
for all of Virginia's studen ts, the school system  under study  has implemented 
a long-range strategic plan designed to im prove system -w ide instructional 
programs, develop city-wide state-of-the-art educational facilities, and 
promote ancillary services to the community. Program s designed to equip 
students with work and  life skills related to the u tilization of technology are 
currently being im plem ented throughout the school system . To that end, the 
improvement plan included  a com m itm ent to a m agnet aerospace program  
at one of the city's m iddle schools. There were 1,166 studen ts enrolled in the 
middle school under study. It was the city's largest of four middle schools. 
Seventy-three percent of the student body were black, twenty-six percent are 
white, and one percent were of other racial origins (M iddle School Guidance 
Office, 1997). In 1997, only 51.1 percent of the school's sixth graders passed all 
three parts of the Literacy Passport Test (School System, Department of 
Research and S tudent Services, 1997). High rates of studen t absenteeism 
hindered academic instruction. Only fifty-three percent of the school's student 
population were absent ten days or fewer during the 1995-96 school year 
(Bowers, 1997). M any of the students enrolled in this m iddle school were 
from poor families.
The m iddle school under study offers its com m unity an aerospace 
magnet program  of instruction. The intent of offering such a m agnet program  
is to provide parents w ith  choices in educational p rogram s available to their 
children. By offering program  choices, the m agnet m iddle school curriculum 
provides opportunities for urban children to pu rsue  higher levels of 
academic achievem ent th rough  innovative instructional m ethodologies. The
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school's mission which includes the provision of an excellent academic 
setting where all studen ts develop to their fullest potential and  master 
essential skills have been stated as such:
The Aerospace Magnet Program a t ... Middle School will prepare students to compete 
in the global society o f the 21st century. An interdisciplinary approach will 
emphasize academic excellence through hands-on — [sic] minds-on experiences in the 
laboratory setting. Critical thinking, problem solving, communications, and decision 
making will be major areas of focus to prepare motivated students for further study in 
the technology of aerospace. (M iddle School Mission Statement, 1993)
The goals of the aerospace magnet program  include offering the 
com m unity choice in  instructional program s th rough  the developm ent of 
intensive m athem atics, science, and  technology curricula. The in tent of the 
aerospace magnet program  is to integrate aerospace studies and experiences 
into all academic instruction to better m otivate and  prepare students to 
pursue more successful academic and professional careers. The school's 
magnet program  goals are stated as such:
[The| ... Middle School offers a M ath/Science/Technology magnet program which is 
designed to help students develop their capacity for critical thinking, decision  
making, and analytical skills in the disciplines of math, science, and technology. The 
program consists of learning activities em ploying state-of-the-art laboratories, 
computer networking research, and intensive subject-related field experiences all 
featuring the aerospace theme. Aerospace is used in curriculum to blend computer 
projects through interdisciplinary units into instructional content that is being 
delivered. (Magnet Schools Assistance Program Application for Federal Assistance,
1993, p. 72)
The aerospace m agnet program  is offered by the technology education 
teachers and is a vital part of the middle school curriculum . Through the 
aerospace program, technology education study helps students to develop
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
skills in creative problem-solving through applied applications of academic 
and practical concepts. In 1993, the Departm ent of Vocational Education and 
the m iddle school adm inistration began a long-term  renovation project 
dedicated to converting two existing technology facilities into state-of-the-art 
aerospace technology laboratories. W ithin these facilities students stud}' in a 
cooperative learning environm ent through com puter-assisted and 
interdisciplinary hands-on instructional activities w hich have been designed 
to captivate children 's interests and sharpen their academ ic problem-solving 
skills. The new  technolog}' facility is currently undergoing developm ent 
within w hat was previously a graphic arts laboratory and a materials and 
processes laboratory. Renovation has been extensive including the addition of 
new walls, lighting, furniture, carpet, and com puter networking capabilities. 
The technology program  being developed offers students in grades six 
through eight courses in aerospace exploration, design, invention, materials 
and processes, and technological systems. Approxim ately 640 students are 
enrolled in Technology Education classes at the m iddle school under study 
each year. This is approximately 55 percent of the total student body.
In the past four years, technology program  implementation has 
experienced several delays including limited resources and a high rate of 
personnel turnover. By the 1996/97 school year, num erous school system 
employees involved in the technology revitalization project had left their 
positions, including: the Director of Vocational Education, the Vocational 
Curriculum  Specialist, the school Principal, the G uidance Coordinator, and 
one of the two Technology Education teachers. As a result of new leadership 
initiatives, plans for the technology facility and aerospace program  
developm ent are currently being reevaluated to design a curriculum which
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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best meets the unique needs of an urban  comm uni ty.
Statement of the Problem
The problem  w hich presently exists is how m ight urban middle 
schools im plem ent curricula  w hich offer their com m unities choice in 
instructional program  design and best support the unique goals of a magnet 
school instructional program  paradigm ? The problem  lies w ithin the 
identification of m eans to best prepare urban youth for future academic 
success and participation in democratic, socioeconomic and political systems. 
More specifically, this study is concerned with the identification of 
instructional strategies which help to increase mathematics achievement and 
enhance career interests of urban seventh graders by enabling them to apply 
academic concepts through  exciting and challenging aerospace technology 
experiences.
Statement of H ypotheses
For the purpose of assessing the effects of various technology program  
components on urban seventh-grade students, operational hypotheses need 
to be stated. On a concrete level of assessment, the Aerospace Technology 
program  can be classified into interdisciplinary hands-on and computer- 
assisted com ponents of instruction. Further conceptualization yields more 
intricate associations between interdisciplinary hands-on aerospace 
instructional activities and com puter-assisted instruction and  mathematics 
achievement of urban  seventh grade students, as well as between 
interdisciplinary hands-on instructional activities and com puter-assisted 
instruction and levels of career interests of urban seventh-grade students.
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Considering relationships between components of applied Aerospace 
Technology instruction  and  m athem atics achievement, it is hypothesized 
that:
Hypothesis 1. W ithin an  urban m iddle school aerospace m agnet 
program, interdisciplinary hands-on aerospace and computer-assisted 
instructional activities will affect larger gains in the mathematics 
achievem ent of u rban  seventh-grade students than will non-participation in 
such instruction.
Considering relationships between com ponents of technology 
instruction and career interests, it is hypothesized that:
Hypothesis 2. W ithin an urban  m iddle school aerospace m agnet 
program, interdisciplinary hands-on aerospace and computer-assisted 
instructional activities will enhance career interests of seventh grade students 
toward m athem atical/technical fields to a greater degree than will non­
participation in such instruction.
Purpose of the Study
This study has been designed to provide school system adm inistrators, 
teachers, and the citizens of urban communities w ith a plan for providing 
choice in m iddle school technology instruction through the developm ent of 
innovative and inventive interdisciplinary m agnet Aerospace Technology 
Education instructional experiences. More specifically, the intent is to develop 
a program  of applied  instruction which will improve levels of student 
m otivation, affect increases in m athem atics achievem ent, and enhance the 
career interest in urban  seventh-grade students beyond levels attainable in 
the absence of such instruction. It is hoped that this study will culminate in
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the developm ent of useful recom m endations for aerospace technology 
program  im plem entation.
This study will build upon existing educational theories for making 
inferences concerning the existence of causal connections between 
interdisciplinary hands-on aerospace activities, com puter-assisted instruction, 
achievement in m athem atics, and  studen ts ' interests in careers. Further 
delineation of the research problem  com pares participation in an 
interdisciplinary Aerospace Technology Education curriculum  as compared to 
participation in o ther elective curricula. Also of critical importance to the 
im plem entation of this study is the determ ination  as to w hether or not such 
an instructional program  can be integrated into a school-wide thematic 
curriculum  dependent upon interdisciplinary instructional and block 
scheduling methodologies. To be exam ined are the effects that applied 
aerospace instruction have on the m athem atical abilities and the career 
interests of urban seventh graders. The answ ers to these im portant questions 
lie in the literature to be reviewed. O ther answ ers lie w ithin the products of 
experimental investigation and educational research.
Significance of the Study
In alignm ent w ith national tends in m iddle school program  design, the 
m iddle school under study is currently undergoing a major paradigm shift. 
This study is intended to form an im portan t link betw een school system 
goals, magnet school goals, resource allocations, and program 
im plem entation. The tim eliness of this s tu d y 's  im plem entation can provide 
solutions to problem s in program  developm ent prior to the allocation of 
funds to inefficient and less effective areas. This study will also provide a
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valuable link to the attainm ent of academic accountability standards which 
have recently become law. State lawmakers have already warned of the 
possibility of punitive actions being taken against school systems failing to 
meet or exceed required  standards. Furtherm ore, this study will serve as a 
m odel for other school programs to use to better equip students to become 
successful in today's rapidly changing global economy. The security of our 
nation rests in the ability of schools to equip A m erica's children with the 
relative and appropriate knowledge, essential skills, and attitudes necessary to 
renew socioeconomic and political democratic systems.
Limitations
This study is concerned w ith a technology education program which is 
based in an aerospace magnet m iddle school in sou theastern  Virginia. More 
specifically, this study  is limited to assessments of mathematics achievement 
and career interest developm ent resultant of instructional experiences in 
applied technology. The school housing the study  serves a large population of 
urban families. School-wide academic achievem ent is low, truancy rates are 
high, as are suspension rates. Discipline problem s, a general lack of student 
academic preparation for meaningful instruction, and high rates of student 
absenteeism provide challenges for teachers beyond the scope of typical 
suburban and rural educational practices.
The school system 's Departm ent of Vocational Education and the 
m iddle school itself have recently experienced high rates of adm inistrative 
turnover. Since its inception five years ago, the m iddle school program  has 
experienced the leadership of three principals. During the same period of 
time there have been four directors and three curriculum  specialists
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overseeing Technology Education program s. Renovation of the school's 
technology laboratories has also been started. These factors have caused a 
problem  of m aintaining continuity in program  developm ent.
The Technology' Education program  had received no funding during 
the 1994-95 and 1995-96 school years. During the 1996-97 school year, the 
technology program  received $2,050.00 from the school system 's Departm ent 
of Vocational Education and $400.00 from the school board to cover new 
equipm ent, equipm ent repair or replacem ent, instructional resource 
materials and software, and project supplies for the 640 students enrolled in 
technology classes this year.
A ssum ptions
The im plem entation of this study is hinged upon  adherence to certain 
conceptual and substantive assum ptions. First, it is believed that education is 
the single most im portant factor of democratic renew al that a society has to 
offer its youth (Dewey, 1916). In addition, as educators, it is our responsibility 
to provide urban youth w ith educative safe-havens from  the depravity' which 
invades our nation's urban streets (Feldman, 1989). It is also believed that 
aviation- and aerospace-related activities help to inspire and motivate 
children to proceed on their own to higher levels of inquiry. Throughout the 
nation, m agnet program s in the aviation and  aerospace genre have 
successfully motivated students to realize and integrate practical applications 
of aerospace research, design, and construction w ith appropriate vital 
academic concepts (Coro, 1994). Programs of instruction that utilize creative 
m agnet "hooks" naturally inspire and motivate students to learn (Estes, 
Xolan, Levine, Daniel, and W aldrip, 1990).
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D efinition of Term s
To enhance the reader's com prehension of the present study, the 
following terms are defined, noting specific contextual meanings inherent to 
related fields of study:
Aerospace- Aerospace may be defined both as an activity and as an 
environm ent. As a field of activity, aerospace includes astronautics and 
aeronautics. As an environm ent, aerospace includes that total expanse 
extending upw ard  and outw ard from  the earth 's surface and through the 
atm osphere and to space beyond (Strickler, 1994).
Av ia t ion-  A viation relies upon  aircraft as a m eans of rapid transportation 
w ith some specialized industrial uses where the three dimensional utility of 
the aircraft becomes im portant (Strickler, 1994).
Block Scheduling-  The scheduling of "blocks" of classes in flexible daily and 
long-term  time slots has helped schools to better manage instructional time 
and staffing resources by assigning teams of students and teachers to classes 
scheduled to accom m odate instructional effectiveness rather than annual 
schedules (Smith, Pitkin, and Rettig, 1995).
Career Education- The total effort of public education and the community to 
help all individuals become fam iliar w ith the values of a w ork-oriented 
society, to integrate those values into their personal value systems, and to 
im plem ent those values in their lives in such a way that w ork becomes 
possible, m eaningful, and satisfying to each individual (Hoyt and Hebeler, 1974). 
Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI)-  Com puters offer educators the means 
to offer every student, or small group of students, the one-to-one discover}' 
dialogue found to be effective since ancient times. There is w idespread use of 
com puters in u rban  education because they im prove the quality of education
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for large numbers of underachieving students. Educational software has 
become readily available and affordable for urban school districts (Doerr, 1979). 
Concrete Mathematics Manipulatives-  Concrete m anipulatives are solid 
movable pieces or parts which are m aneuvered and m anipulated by students 
during the solution of problems. It cannot be assum ed that when children 
close their eyes and picture manipulative-based concepts, they "see" the same 
picture that the teacher sees. Concrete m anipulatives provide students with 
m ore than  theory in  mathem atics, science, and technology. They provide 
students w ith m eans of sensing, experiencing, and m anipulating m aterials of 
a problem  (Clements and McMillan, 1996).
Cooperative Learning- Cooperative learning approaches replace independent 
seat work with cooperative learning activities in which small groups 
(typically two to six students) work together on practice or application 
exercises. Thus, under cooperative learning arrangem ents students work w ith 
some of their peers rather than working alone on assignments, and they 
receive information and feedback from peers in addition to the teacher and 
the curriculum  materials (Slavin, 1983).
Hands-On Instructional Activities- During hands-on instructional activities, 
students m anipulate and m aneuver concrete m aterials to help develop 
understandings of mathematics, scientific, and technological concepts 
(Fielder, 1989). Hands-on activities have provided urban school systems with 
m eans of capturing student's interest in education and improving academic 
performance.
Interdisciplinary Instruction- The Technology Education curriculum  
recom mends that students be encouraged to recognize the inter­
connectedness of mathematics, science, and technology education. Students
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are to actively use appropriate  information and procedures from the 
disciplines of mathematics and science as tools to work m ore effectively 
through design processes in technology education. Realizing that 
m athem atics, science, an d  o ther instruction is more m eaningful when 
integrated into real-world applications, technology educators have targeted all 
disciplines w ithin the en tire  school curriculum  for developm ent within 
instructional activities. The technology curriculum is to be view ed as a great 
integrator of all school disciplines. The intent is to unify fragm ented curricula 
which m ight confuse students (Technology Education, Virginia D epartm ent 
of Education and James M adison University, 1994).
Magnet Instructional Program- M agnet schools have their roots in urban 
school systems. While varying in scope, design, and outcome, m agnet school 
program s share im portant objectives, including: the prom otion of excellence 
in educational opportunity, equality of educational opportunity, and student 
and parental choice in educational programs. While adhering to core­
curriculum  standards, m agnet schools offer their com m unities specialized 
and innovative instructional approaches to attract students of varying racial, 
ethnic, and socioeconomic backgrounds. Sometimes entire schools house 
m agnet program s, and o ther times m agnet programs of instruction constitute 
a part of the total school program . Magnet program s of instruction are 
intended to be open to all students in a school district, regardless of 
attendance zones (U. S. D epartm ent of Education, Office for C ivil Rights, 1991). 
Techno logy- Technology is the application of knowledge, creativity, and other 
resources to solve practical problem s and thereby extend h u m an  potential 
(Technology Education, Virginia Departm ent of Education and James 
M adison University, 1994).
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Technology Education- The technology education curriculum  has been 
designed to prepare all students to become technological thinkers and 
innovators through practical applications of math, science, and technology. 
Within the technology laboratory', students typically engage in applications of 
the technological m ethod in real-world situations. Technology courses are 
designed to be used as an "integrator" of other disciplines taught w ithin the 
school. The technology curriculum  offers all students an exciting activity- 
based environm ent w hich enhances their interests in studies and  helps to 
prepare them to better participate w ithin future democratic systems 
(Technology Education Service- Virginia D epartm ent of Education, James 
Madison University, V irginia Tech, Old Dom inion University, 1992).
Urban- Urban schools serve the large and highly concentrated populations of 
the w orld 's larger cities. H arsh environm ental conditions of the streets often 
spill-over into urban classrooms. Urban schools are often characterized by low 
achievement, poor discipline, high truancy rates, unsafe conditions, and 
high-teacher turnover. U rban school teachers rely upon unique teaching 
methodologies in o rder to engage large num bers of low achieving students in 
meaningful instructional activities (Berube, 1984).
Sum m ary
This study has been implemented to provide urban school systems 
with research-based inform ation concerning the developm ent and 
im plem entation of im proved Technology Education program s of instruction. 
To best serve urban com m unities through excellence and choice in 
educational program s, it is hoped that the applied instructional m ethods 
recom mended will effectively increase levels of m athem atics achievem ent
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and enhance the career interests in urban seventh-grade students.
This in troduction will be followed by C hapter II, The Review of the 
Literature, which will present the reader w ith the results of existing studies 
relative to w hat has been found concerning m agnet program  
im plem entation, aviation and aerospace instruction, hands-on and  
com puter-assisted instruction, mathematics achievement, career interest 
developm ent, and  curricu lum  planning and  im plem entation.
Following the Review of the Literature will be Chapter III, 
Methodology. The purpose of the Methodology section is to provide a 
description of the research design used w ithin this study, the subjects that 
participated in the study, the study 's independent variable, the instrum ents 
used to m easure dependent variables, the field and  laboratory procedures 
followed during the study, and the statistical procedures to be followed. In 
Chapter IV, Findings, the research findings of this study will be presented 
with respect to furnishing evidence for the hypotheses posed. In Chapter V, a 
discussion of the results of the study will be furnished. Data will be 
interpreted in C hapter V and relations betw een findings and theory will be 
discussed. In addition, conclusions concerning the study 's generalizability to 
other applications will be made. Chapter V will also provide the reader w ith 
practical recom m endations concerning the planning and im plem entation of 
Aerospace Technology program s of instruction.
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This review of the literature has been presented to acquaint the reader 
w ith existing literature relative to w hat has been found concerning magnet 
school programs, particularly those stressing aerospace-related curricula, 
program  requirements, the effects of interdisciplinary’ hands-on and 
com puter-assisted instruction on mathematics achievem ent and career 
interest developm ent in adolescents, Technology Education curriculum  
developm ent, and block scheduling. The intent of this review  is to establish 
possible im petus for such study, and likelihood for obtaining meaningful, 
relevant, and significant results. It is also the intent of this review  to provide 
delineation of various theoretical positions, a conceptual framework 
affording basis for generation of hypotheses, and statem ent of their rationale.
M agnet School Programs
In recent years, m agnet school programs have become num erous 
throughout the United States. Such programs typically build  school curricula 
upon basic or unifying instructional themes. With their roots traced back to 
troubled urban school systems, m agnet programs now proliferate throughout 
the nation. Although m agnet them es vary widely, most program s embrace 
sim ilar objectives, which include the promotion of educational excellence, 
the equality of educational opportunity , and increased studen t and parental 
choice in education (Pearce, 1993).
Magnet instructional program s base traditional school studies upon
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strong m otivational themes. Educational excellence is facilitated within 
diverse m agnet school programs while adherence to national, state, and local 
core-curriculum guidelines are m aintained. Specialized m agnet courses are 
typically added to individual school program s as designated by school system 
adm inistrators according to individual com m unity needs and available 
resources. In addition, m agnet them e-related instructional activities are often 
integrated into core subject curricula. In its m ost successful form, the magnet 
theme is integrated throughout a school, or group of schools, to provide a 
single thrust, or goal, which guides all curricular experiences. Most 
importantly, no single curricular m odel or instructional methodology is 
adhered to throughout the nation. Instead, efforts to satisfy the individual 
needs of each student and his or her parents, dictate the formulation of 
instructional program s. Students enrolled in  m agnet program s are not only 
able to pursue core academic goals, but also individual interests and career 
goals (Musumeci and Szczypkowski, 1993).
In addition  to a commitment to excellence in education, magnet 
programs also enhance an urban com m unity 's ability to sustain more 
equitable levels of education by introducing a voluntary component to 
desegregation plans which typically rely upon compulsory strategies, such as 
bussing students across districts. By overriding school district attendance 
zones, m agnet school admission policies help to provide a more equitable 
distribution of educational services. Such access to program s is intended to 
increase racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic diversity within school 
populations (Clewell and Joy, 1993). In a study concerning the effects of 
district-wide desegregation through the im plem entation of magnet programs, 
Blank, Dentler, Baltzell, and Chabotar (1983) found that a strong local school
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district's com m itm ent to equal access for all students improves levels of 
desegregation beyond standards dictated by law. The implementation of 
m agnet program s was also found to have a significant effect upon decreasing 
levels of com m unity conflicts over racial equity  in education. Rossell and 
Clarke (1987) found that voluntary' desegregation through universal access to 
school m agnet program s was more effective than  w ere mandatory' programs 
of desegregation. In addition, it was found that further desegregation had 
occurred in m agnet programs in the years following program  
im plem entation. O ther studies that have focused upon  interrelationships 
between studen ts in magnet program s have indicated that such programs 
help to facilitate better communication and increased harmony between 
students from  diverse backgrounds (Larson, W itte, Staib, and Powell, 1993). 
M agnet program s offer the prospect of significant im provem ent in levels of 
equity in educational distribution (Clewell and Joy, 1993).
In a policy' study by Clewell and Joy (1993) of the Montclair, New Jersey 
School District, various plans for providing choice in  education to the public 
were evaluated. Montclair, New Jersey, is an u rban  school district that has 
successfully desegregated its elementary' schools through a voluntary magnet 
school plan based on choice in education. This study was conducted to 
evaluate the effectiveness of M ontclair's p lan  in  providing racial balance, 
quality, and  diversity across schools.
Central to M ontclair's magnet system is a  voluntary plan that allows 
parents to select a school, rather than being assigned to one. Reasons for 
affording com m unity residents choice in school programs included: 
prom otion of educational excellence, increase parental involvement in 
schools, encourage varied program offerings, and im prove racial balance
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throughout the d istric t's schools. As a result of program  implementation, 
Montclair's schools, w hich were characterized by extrem e racial imbalances 
prior to the m agnet plan, became racially balanced as a result of choice 
initiatives. In addition, school faculties also became m ixed, thus providing 
minorities w ith positive role m odels to follow. Schools also saw a favorable 
change in school climate after m agnet program  im plem entation. Diversity 
amongst school program s was also favored by m ost parents in the 
community. One of the m ost successful aspects of the m agnet program  was 
that disparities betw een scores of varying racial groups was dim inished as a 
result of the program .
As a result of their evaluation, Clewell and Joy (1993) recom mended 
that careful strategic planning be adhered to in  m agnet program 
developm ent. Strong leadership m ust be present and  community 
involvem ent is essential to planning phases. D uring initial program  
implementation, they recom m ended that m agnets be gradually  introduced to 
a school district. It was also recommended that attendance zones be 
eliminated. In addition, leadership and staffing placem ents m ust be carefully 
planned. The M ontclair experience provides educators w ith concrete 
examples of how  effective m agnet program  im plem entation can be 
accomplished.
Musumeci and Szczypkowski (1993) conducted a three-year evaluation 
of fourteen New York State m agnet school program s. Of particular interest to 
the study were racial balance in magnet program s, studen t performance, and 
planning and developm ent procedures utilized during program 
implem entation. From  the results of their study, Musumeci and 
Szczypkowski found that m agnet schools dramatically reduced racial isolation
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throughout the districts studied. Magnet schools were also show n to provide 
students w ith m ore integrated learning environm ents. District-wide 
academic achievem ent was also noted in m agnet school districts, including 
reduced disparities in  levels of achievement betw een students of varying 
racial and ethnic backgrounds. Along w ith more equal achievem ent amongst 
students of varying racial and ethnic backgrounds, differences in levels of 
achievement betw een male and female students narrow ed in m agnet school 
programs. M agnet schools also saw increases in attendance rates amongst all 
students, and an  increase in students continuing their education in post­
secondary educational institutions. Among the im provem ents in education 
which have em erged as a result of establishing m agnet school programs were 
improved perceptions of school systems by the com m unities they served. 
Musumeci and Szczypkowski recom mended that staff development 
opportunities be strengthened in order to im plem ent specialized magnet 
programs. It was also recommended that strong principal leadership be 
central to school program s. Finally, parental participation in school programs 
was considered essential to magnet program  success (Musumeci and 
Szczypkowski, 1993).
In an evaluation of the secondary m agnet schools in Montgomery 
County, M aryland, Larson, Witte, Staib, and Powell (1993) examined magnet 
program effects upon a school system's racial balance and student 
achievement. The evaluation design examined and com pared data  from both 
magnet and non-m agnet programs. Racial balance was show n to be effective, 
with many white studen ts attending what were m ostly m inority schools prior 
to magnet program  implem entation. In m agnet schools, m ath and science 
scores increased while differences in scores betw een races decreased. In
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addition, program  quality throughout m agnet schools studied was shown to 
improve. A lthough the magnet program s being examined focused prim arily 
on academ ic excellence, student attitudes tow ard the school program s also 
im proved.
Seever (1993) conducted a sum m ative evaluation of the Knotts
E nvironm ental Science Magnet School, one of 56 m agnet schools in the
Kansas City, Missouri, School District. Of particular interest were the effects of 
m agnet program  im plem entation on racial desegregation and student 
perform ance. The Knotts Environm ental Science Magnet School, which
began as a predom inantly minority school, m et its goals for racial
desegregation. In addition, school program s im proved and thematic and 
effective instruction were provided throughout the school program . As a 
result, s tuden t achievement increased in alm ost all subject areas studied. 
Seever recom m ended that staff developm ent be increased, staff m anagem ent 
procedures be strengthened through im proved leadership, and research 
concerning program  effectiveness be im plem ented on  a continuous basis.
Wallace (1993) conducted an evaluation of the Chicago Public Schools 
Paideia Program . The thrust of the Paideia program  emphasizes high 
achievement expectations for all participants and is based on didactic, 
coaching, and  Socratic seminars as modes of instruction. The report reviewed 
the im pacts of the Paideia program  on cognitive, affective, and social grow th 
of its participants. Evaluation results revealed that faculty members 
experienced both  professional and personal grow th through participation in 
staff developm ent programs. Student attendance and failure rates were also 
shown to decline. In addition, student attitudes tow ard the school program  
increased along w ith levels of student achievem ent. Wallace recom m ended
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that the program be continued along w ith regular staff developm ent 
opportunities. It was also recom m ended that class sizes be reduced as large 
class sizes were show n to h inder increases in achievement.
In a formative evaluation of the Talented and Gifted M agnet program  
in Prince George's County Public Schools, Virginia, Salehi and Lehm an (1996) 
studied prom inent instructional strategies that define daily educational 
experiences of students and  supportive staff developm ent opportunities that 
were provided. Of prim ary concern to the study was the effectiveness of 
hands-on academic instruction and em phases on problem  solving and  higher 
o rder thinking skills of students. In addition, the usefulness of them atic 
integration of subject disciplines was highlighted in the study. Salehi and 
Lehm an noted that the relevan t strength  of the program  im plem entation was 
a reflection of positive perceptions of teachers and parents. However, noted 
Salehi and Lehman, the m eeting of program  objectives appeared to occur at 
the expense of students ' perception of a friendly school environm ent. Salehi 
and Lehman concluded tha t the p rogram  has im plem ented m ost of its 
objectives. Survey response patterns, however, indicated a need to im prove 
staff developm ent opportunities and to create a more challenging 
environm ent for students to do m ore research to derive solutions to 
problem s on their own.
As a solution to problem s in urban education, m agnet schools have 
served to provide urban  com m unities w ith superior means of delivering 
instruction to all students. Results of evaluations show that m agnet school 
program s help to facilitate im proved educational services to urban 
communities by helping to desegregate schools through voluntary choice 
initiatives, increase academ ic perform ance of all students, decrease disparities
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in achievement betw een racial, ethnic, and gender groups, increase parental 
and com m unity involvem ent and support for school program s, increase the 
effectiveness of staff developm ent program s, and  increase student, teacher, 
parental, and  com m unity perceptions of school program s. Recommendations 
of m agnet school evaluations include: careful strategic planning for program  
implementation, leadership  and staffing, the g radual in troduction of magnet 
programs w ithin a district, the elimination of district-w ide attendance zones, 
increased parental participation in school program s, and provisions for 
increased staff developm ent to better enable educators to facilitate more 
effective specialized and  interdisciplinary instructional opportunities.
Aerospace M agnet Education Programs
Since the late 1960s, a new era of aviation and aerospace magnet 
educational program  im plem entation has em erged. By the 1990s, many of the 
nation's public school system s had im plem ented aviation and aerospace 
instructional program s which have proven them selves to be successful 
vehicles for inculcating in students the know ledge, skills, and attitudes 
necessary to either en ter rewarding careers in aviation and aerospace 
industries or to pursue post-secondary educational opportunities. Alicia Coro 
(1994) has stressed the importance of using technology based hands-on 
problem-solving activities to effectively im prove studen t academic 
achievement and enhance student m otivation. The exploitation of applied 
problem-solving activities has added to the m otivational value of various 
aerospace education curricula.
The Survey o f  Magnet Schools A na lyz ing  a Model for Quality  
Integrated Education (1983) was the first national survey of aviation magnet
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schools. E ighteen schools completed the survey. Schools included both new 
and long-standing programs with a general emphasis on responding to 
com m unity and  industrial needs in the area of career education. All 
program s surveyed were shown to have low drop-out rates and increasing or 
stable enrollm ents. Most schools surveyed included local businesses and 
industries in program  im plem entation and  all schools surveyed utilized 
Federal A viation Adm inistration resources. In addition, m ost schools 
surveyed had  active advisory committees and program  articulation w ith 
feeder schools and colleges. Community awareness for program  initiatives 
was show n to be generally high, w ith partnerships and internship program s 
common. It was also shown that proactive leadership played an im portant 
role in levels of program success. While the survey show ed that m agnet 
school program s can be effective in im proving educational quality and 
assisting w ith school desegregation in urban schools, program s throughout 
the nation w ere shown to vary widely in quality and effectiveness. Even 
though variations in the schools surveyed were evident, w ith the 
inform ation derived a conceptual model of an  "ideal design" for an urban  
magnet aerospace program of instruction could be constructed.
In the "ideal magnet aerospace program " district wide access for 
students is available on the basis of voluntary preference. The curricular 
theme is definite, appealing, and distinctive, and the school principal and 
staff are willing to provide and are capable of providing instruction w ithin 
the chosen them e. In addition, in an ideal program  school districts m ust 
periodically review  the curriculum for rigor, fairness, and accountability. It is 
also crucial that school facilities are placed geographically on sites chosen for 
their racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic neutrality. In addition, student
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enrollm ent m ust reflect the dem ographics of the com m unities it serves. 
Transportation to and from the school program  m ust be provided for and 
school security m ust be adequate. Finally, the ideal aerospace magnet program 
must be properly funded during early im plem entation phases if success is to 
be fostered.
Aviation and Aerospace Education Curricula
To best use public school education to prepare all students for future 
democratic participation, developm ent of school curricula m ust incorporate 
means of technological, mathematical, and career-interest developm ent 
(Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills, 1991). When 
developing a m odified curriculum  for urban schools to im plem ent, particular 
attention m ust be given to problems in resource availability and low- 
achieving studen t populations (National Research Council, 1989). In 
Novem ber 1991, M ervin Strickler Jr., an international consultant on aviation 
education, addressed  the First Annual National Leadership Institute on 
Aerospace M agnet Schools sponsored by the Federal Aviation 
A dm inistration and the Little Rock, Arkansas, D istrict School System. 
Strickler's discussion was highlighted by a com prehensive description of his 
model for an optim al aerospace magnet school program  curriculum . Strickler 
identified the following ten categories of aerospace education: the 
environm ent, the basic sciences in aerospace, people in flight, people and 
events in aerospace development, aerospace vehicles, aviation and space 
operations, the art and techniques of flight, com m unications and control, 
m anufacturing and facilities, and aerospace and society. Table 1 illustrates the 
key com ponents of Strickler's (1991) curriculum  model.
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TABLE 1
Strickler's Recommended Aerospace Technology Instructional Units 
and Included Areas of Instruction
Unit T itle Included Areas of Instruction
]- E nvironm ent H ow  th e  physical s tru c tu re  of the earth, its atm osphere, and space, in terrela te
and coexist.
2- Basic A erospace Sciences A fo undation  o f know ledge w ith which m ore advanced scientific concep ts
could be considered  including: aerodynamics, astrodynam ics, m eteorology, 
and physics.
3- People in Flight The s tu d y  of h u m an  flight and the ability of people to exist a t h ig h er a ltitudes.
and in o u ter-space  including medical aspects such a s  physiological factors, 
psychological factors, and circadium  rhythm s. In addition, the logistics, 
necessary p repara tions, and ramifications of people living m space 
including: qualifications for astronauts, physical training for acclim ation to space 
travel, food and  nu tritional requirem ents of people living in space, and m eans 
of env iro n m en ta l p ro tec tion  and control.
4- People and Events in Aerospace T he s tu d y  of m ythological and legendary aerospace events to p resen t day space
D evelopm ent exploration  including: significant contributors to the study  of flight, influential
pioneering organizations, various records and achievem ents in aerospace history, 
and the m ajor e ras  o f people-in-flight. Im portant eras of people-in-flight 
include: the  period  of pre-pow ered flight, pre-W orld W ar L the  W orld  W ar I era. 
the period  betw een  w ars, the  W orld W ar II era, post W orld W ar IL. and the 
fu tu re  o f fight.
5- A erospace Vehicles Technological in n ovation  and invention in the a reas of flight and space travel
including: lig h ter-than -air craft as well as heavier-than-air craft, launch  
vehicles, spacecraft, w eapons, and related on-board equ ipm ent designed  to 
perform  specific tasks. In addition  to the study of types of aircraft 
instrum entation , p ropu lsion  systems, and fuel types.
o- A viation and Space O perations The d is tinc tion  betw een the operational activities of the three m ajor d iv isions of
aerospace u tiliza tion  including: the civil aviation com ponent w hich  relies upon 
aircraft a s  a m eans o f rapid transportation with som e specialized industria l uses 
such as crop  d u stin g , fire fighting, and traffic control; the com m ercial air 
transporta tion  system  which m aintains a global orientation, and covered  general 
aviation, spo rt flying, p rivate air travel, the use of aircraft in business, and 
agricultura l app lications of aerospace technology; and the m ilitary 's use of 
aerospace vehicles including how aerospace has becom e the backbone of 
m odern  w arfare , bo th  offensively and defensively, and how  aerospace pow er 
had becom e the  m o d em  equivalent of eighteenth century  sea pow er, branches 
and com m ands, w ars in the air, research and developm ent, logistics, space 
applications, m issile  warfare, and search and rescue.
A eronautical skills including: pilot training, flight technique and m anagem ent, 
navigation, m aneuvers, flight planning, astronautical skills, a s tro n au t training, 
mission sim ulation, m ission planning, mission activities, w orking w ith  m aps 
and charts, th e  u se  o f p ilot equipm ent, the reading and com prehension  of flight 
and m echanical m anuals, the use of reference m aterials, test pilo ting , aerobatics, 
exhibition and dem onstra tion  flying, and skydiving.
Aviation, avionics, a ir  traffic control, the National Airspace System , radar, 
radio  com m unications, data  acquisitions, space tracking system s, th e  guidance 
and com m and of spacecraft, and cybernetics, or the  science of con tro l and 
com m unication  processes in m an and machines.
A irports, term inals, surface transportation, military aerospace facilities, space 
flight facilities, industria l applications of aerospace technology, spccificallv in the 
areas of m anufacturing , research and developm ent, and m aterials processing.
The im plications of aerospace developm ent upon social, econom ic, political, 
legal, educational system s, career opportunities w ithin the aerospace industry , 
and g o v ern m en t involvem ent in aerospace technologies.
7- A rt and T echniques of Flight
K- C om m unications and Control
si- M anufacturing and Facilities 
lit- A erospace and Society
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In 1968, Johnson and Blashield answ ered questions concerned with 
justification for including aviation and aerospace education  w ithin school 
curricula. They asserted that the general nature and breadth  of aerospace 
education provides educators of all disciplines fertile g round for curriculum 
developm ent. They also m ade the distinction betw een  two schools of thought 
on teaching m ethodologies and aerospace subjects. One of the m ost com m on 
m ethods of teaching various subjects w ithin an  aerospace them e is to relate 
information, data, experiences, trends, scientific, m athem atical, social, artistic, 
and other facets of aerospace to regular existing subjects. A nother method is 
to teach specific concepts within specialized courses designed specifically to 
educate students on aerospace technology. The form at adopted should be 
determ ined by each school and com m unity. W hile both instructional 
methodologies p rov ide appropriate formats for school use, aerospace 
education could be used effectively w ithout replacing any existing subject or 
discipline. How ever, students are better served to study traditional subjects 
within the context of aerospace topics. Johnson and Blashield saw  education 
as being a logical, rational, and systematic use of the many disciplines 
inherent in aerospace education. They recom m ended that integral curricular 
concepts be taught utilizing aerospace themes as a central m otif or thematic 
approach to existing curricular concepts.
The in tegration of academic subject m atter into aviation and aerospace 
instructional activities provides students w ith  exciting, m otivational, and 
relevant instruction. Public schools facing problem s in education can utilize 
aviation and aerospace program s of instruction to prepare studen ts for entry- 
level positions in aviation and aerospace industries or for post secondary 
educational opportunities. Despite the m anner in w hich aerospace is taught.
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whether through thematic units or specialized courses, aerospace education 
can provide effective means to educational ends.
Aviation- and aerospace-related instructional activities which 
encourage students to use interdisciplinary hands-on approaches to 
reinforcing crucial academic concepts provide elementary and m iddle school 
students w ith the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary' to w ant to pursue 
future high school studies. In order to help facilitate effective aviation and 
aerospace instruction at the high school level, exploratory or "feeder" 
program s have been implemented throughout the nation at elementary', 
junior high school, and  middle school levels. Coro (1994), in an address to the 
Little Rock Arkansas National Leadership Institute on Aerospace Magnet 
Schools, stressed the importance of extending aerospace m agnet program  
offerings into junior high school, m iddle school, and elementary school 
programs. Aviation and aerospace m agnet secondary schools and post­
secondary program s benefit when elem entary and middle schools that 
prepare students for them have included aviation and aerospace learning 
experiences into their course offerings. M any aviation and aerospace high 
school teachers w ork with elementary and  m iddle school teachers to help 
develop appropriate curricular activities which serve to better prepare and 
motivate students to continue studies in aviation and aerospace magnet 
programs (Strickler, 1994).
A review of aviation and aerospace program s and curriculum  models 
for all grade levels indicates the presence of commonalities which include 
fulfilling specific community' needs by emphasizing interdisciplinary 
thematic curricular integration, m athem atics instruction, hands-on aerospace 
activities, computer-assisted instruction, career oriented instruction, and
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unique staff-developm ent opportunities (see Figure 1).
Figure 1
Key Components of Aviation and Aerospace Technology Curricula
Aviation High School 
New York. NY
August Martin High School 
New York. NY
South Mountain Center for 
Aerospace Education. Phoenix. AZ
Shawnee High School Aviation 
Magnet Program. Louisville. KY
Minuteman Regional Vocational 
Technical School. Lexington. MA
Highland Springs Technical Center 
Highland Springs. VA___________
Kent County Vocational Technical 
School. Woodside. DE__________
Southside Center for Applied 
Technology. Lexington. KY
West County Tech _ _ _ _ _  
St. Louis. MO
BOCE5II Suffolk Aviation Academy ____
Bellport NY
Hialeah Senior High School __________
Miami. FL
Washburn High School Aviation
and Aerospace Magnet. Minneapolis. MN
Sauk Rapids High School ____________
Sauk Rapids. MN_______
Delcastle Technical High School _______
Wilmington. DE______________
Skvline Career Development Center _____
Dallas. TX_____________________
William Ruffner Middle School _______
Roanoke. VA________________
Creek Bementary School ______
Midwest City. OK
Horace Mann Elementary School 
Shawnee. OK________________
Summitt Bementary School 
Austin. TX
□ ark  Bementary School _ 
Ene. P A _____________
Leedley Public Schools 
Leedlev. OK_________
□ ark  Bementary School 
Wichita. K5___________
tfak Grove Bementary School 
Hattiesburg. MO





Program Created as a 




Interdisciplinary Them atic 
Curricular Integration
- Emphasis Placed on  
Hands-On Aerospace A ctivities
Emphasis Placed on  
Mathematics Instruction
-
Emphasis Placed on  
Computer-Assisted Instruction
- Emphasis Placed on  Career Oriented Instruction
Unique Staff-Development 
Opportunities Are A vailable
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However, a review of aviation and aerospace program s suggests the 
need for im proved scheduling models. Classes within such program s are 
often scheduled around the time requirem ents of applied  instructional 
activities. The scheduling of "blocks" of classes in flexible daily and long-term  
time slots has helped schools to better m anage instructional time and staffing 
resources by assigning teams of students and teachers to classes scheduled to 
accommodate applied academics rather than traditional courses (Averett, 
1994). Block scheduling at the m iddle school level has been show n to 
prom ote m eaningful interdisciplinary instruction. W ithin such scheduling 
structures students can be afforded ample opportunity to work with others 
w ith sim ilar interests during  m otivational activities that stress the in te r­
connectedness of academic concepts and their real-world applications. Block 
schedules can also allow time for effective staff developm ent opportunities to 
be introduced. In addition, block schedules enable educators to plan m ore 
effective laboratory instruction in innovative fields of activity (Smith and  
Pitkin, 1995).
Im proving M athematics Instruction Through A pplied Technology
New accountability standards for learning throughout the nation 
recognize the need for teachers of varying disciplines to integrate 
instructional subject m atter. Virginia's seventh-grade Standards o f  Learning  
place an em phasis on the integration of problem -solving activities in 
mathematics. The standards stress that the developm ent of problem -solving 
skills be a m ajor goal of school-wide instruction at every grade level. The 
standards also recom mend that instruction in the process of problem solving 
be initiated early and continuously throughout each student's education.
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Such long-term strategies help develop in students a wide range of skills and 
strategies for problem solving. Virginia's standards require that by the 
seventh-grade, students be fam iliar w ith the properties of real num bers, solve 
linear equations and inequalities, and use data analysis techniques to make 
inferences and predictions. To accomplish these goals it is critical that while 
learning mathematics, s tuden ts are actively engaged, using concrete m aterials 
and appropriate technologies during  m athem atics instruction. However, 
educators must realize that the ability to use technology shall not be regarded 
as a substitute for studen ts ' understanding of quantitative concepts and 
relationships or for proficiency in basic com putation. While m athem atics has 
its own language, and the acquisition of specialized vocabulary and language 
patterns is crucial to a student's understanding and appreciation of the 
subject, real-life applications of the mathematical principles are best applied to 
science and other disciplines.
Virginia's standards require that seventh-graders be able to utilize a 
number sense to com pare, order, and determ ine equivalent relationships 
between fractions, decimals, and percents. Furthermore, seventh-grade 
students must be able to simplify expressions by using order of operations, 
mental mathematics, and  appropriate tools. They must also be able to 
estimate and com pute the solutions to practical problems involving 
consumer applications, scale drawings, and basic operations w ith integers, 
fractions, decimals, and percents. Teachers m ust also ensure that students are 
able to solve problem s involving the m easurem ent of objects. Given 
appropriate dimensions, seventh-graders must be able to estim ate and find 
the area of polygons by subdividing them into rectangles and triangles. It is 
also expected that during the course of seventh-grade instruction, the student
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will investigate and solve problem s involving the volum e and surface area 
of rectangular prisms and cylinders using concrete materials and practical 
situations to develop formulas. The standards also require that seventh- 
graders draw  geometric shapes and construct three-dim ensional m odels from 
given dimensions. They m ust also be able to determ ine the volum e and 
surface area of such models (Virginia State Board of Education, 1995).
The body of research supports the use of applied activities during 
effective m athematics instruction. Recent docum ents which stresses the 
reinvention of m athem atics curricula such as the N ational Council of 
Teachers of M athematics' Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for  School 
Mathematics (1989) and  their Professional Standards for  Teaching 
Mathematics  (1991) call for m athematics to be taught w ithin active and 
constructive environm ents. The Professional Standards fo r  Teaching 
Mathematics  state that good mathematical tasks capture students' curiosity 
and do not separate m athem atical thinking from m athem atical concepts or 
skills. Instead, optim al m athematics instructional activities offer students 
ample opportunity for skill developm ent w ithin the context of m eaningful 
experiences. Such experiences have been shown to evolve from laboratory 
environm ents that invite students to explore and discover m athem atical 
relationships and connections and to pursue and validate m athem atical 
hypotheses.
In the Curriculum and Evaluation Standards fo r  School Mathematics,  
a basic assum ption concerning meaningful instruction is that students are 
actively engaged during learning experiences. To that end, it has been 
recommended that in grades five through eight every' classroom be equipped 
with ample am ounts of m anipulatives and m aterials to enhance
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instructional deliver}’. Revs and Long (1995) cited lim itations to those 
recommendations. They noted that good tasks had shared characteristics and 
were easv to recognize in progress. They also added that good tasks were 
difficult to design, implement, and replicate because they depend on specific 
students and on  the classroom environm ent in w hich they evolve. These 
weaknesses m ake unique educational experiences difficult to achieve 
universally.
Wolff (1993) found that students' interaction w ith physical apparati and 
problem -solving events allow them to construct m ultiple representations 
and serve as anchors for conceptual m athem atics knowledge. Wolff 
recom m ended that program s of mathematics education provide for content 
integration and  interdisciplinary instructional strategies. Schwartz (1992) 
recom m ended that mathematics be integrated into course curricula by 
applying m athem atical concepts to relevant current events. He recom m ended 
that during m athem atics instruction students work in cooperative learning 
environm ents and complete open-ended problem -solving projects. Haigh 
and Rehfeld's (1995) research on the effects of teaching applied mathematics 
courses also recognized the value of integrated instructional methodologies. 
They recom m ended that teachers follow recom m endations m ade by 
professional educational associations concerning applied mathem atics 
instruction. M itchell and Miller (1995) also followed recom m endations made 
by professional educational organizations to integrate m athem atics and other 
curricula. In their study, several distinct kinds of problem -solving 
investigations identified from real-life situations were adapted for classroom 
use. The results of their research suggested that m eaningful m athem atics 
instruction is attainable through integrated multidisciplinary, Cooperative-
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learning, and sm all-group activities.
Boaler (1993) conducted a research project designed to assess m eans by 
which students transfer the understanding  of mathem atical concepts across 
different task contexts. His research suggested that students who had learned 
in an environm ent characterized by the integration of process and content 
were more able to transfer their learning across contexts. Students w ho had 
learned mathematical processes independently of content were m ore likely to 
vary' their procedure and perform ance in response to the contexts of the tasks. 
Boaler recommended that integrated school curricula be used to help facilitate 
mathematical achievement and an appreciation of school and real-w orld 
mathematical links. A dditional research on the integration of technology', 
mathematics, and the sciences was conducted by Easterday and Bass (1993). 
Considering the use of m athem atical procedures and computers to solve 
particular scientific problems, they discovered ways of making instruction 
more meaningful through interdisciplinary integration. They found that 
problem-solving skills can be enhanced through the use of real data w here 
the functions, if any, are not readily' apparent and where the use of graphic 
calculators and spreadsheets assist in the solution of problems. M onroe and 
Mikovch (1994) stressed that in o rder for learning to be meaningful, concepts 
must be connected and integrated w ithin the experiences of the learner. In 
particular, connections between concepts and mathematics, interdisciplinary 
information, and real-world contexts are of particular value to educators.
Connections have been d raw n  between applied instruction and 
mathematics achievement. Research indicates that relationships exist 
between the m anipulation of concrete materials during  planned instruction 
and the child's meaningful understanding of m athem atical concepts.
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Recently devised m odels of the constructive academic environm ent reflect 
upon theories of behavior and cognition prized by educators throughout 
history. The constructivist principle of active learning focuses on the child's 
transformation of cognitive play activity into m athem atical, scientific, and 
technological activity (Thompson, 1991). During early educational 
development, Pestalozzi used stones as m athem atics m anipulatives. He 
believed that the learning environm ent was not completely effective unless 
children were given opportunities to m anipulate physical objects to 
practically apply solutions to problems (Roberts, 1979). Decades later, 
Montessori's teaching m ethods followed the natural physiological and 
psychological developm ent of the child. By using didactic materials, 
Montessori taught children using motor, sensory, and language m odes of 
interrelated instruction (M ontessori, 1965).
Early research on the use of m anipulative m aterials to teach 
mathematical concepts w as favorable (Kieren, 1971). How ever, o thers found 
that such claims were unw arranted. During the 1960s and 1970s, researchers 
compared, in a num ber of educational settings, outcom es of m athem atics 
instruction w ith concrete or pictorial materials to outcom es of instruction 
without such m aterials. Their results were often mixed (Sowell, 1989). 
Friedman (1978) review ed m uch of the research of the 1970s and suggested 
that after the first grade, the overemphasis of m athem atics m anipulatives in 
instruction did not appear to be of value. By the mid 1980s, o ther researchers 
sought to extol the benefits of hands-on instruction on m athem atics 
education.
Hands-On Math  w as a developmental project funded from 1985 to 1987 
by the state of Georgia. Four of the Marietta City School System 's seven
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elementary schools engaged in fostering m athem atics instruction with 
m anipulative m aterials while three other schools served as a control group. 
Staff development opportunities for all participating teachers and  principals 
were provided prior to program  implementation. The results were mixed. 
While some project schools d id  observe increases in test scores, significant 
differences in achievement levels betw een treatm ent and control groups were 
not indicated on paper-and-pencil state-m andated tests. Despite the results, 
project schools noted that students appeared to enjoy mathematics 
instruction w ith m anipulatives more than they had  p rio r to project 
implementation. The evaluation also indicated the use of m anipulatives 
increased in project classrooms, and teacher-beliefs concerning the 
effectiveness of m anipulative m aterials in the m athem atics classroom  were 
more positive (Fielder, 1989).
Wilson and Stensvold (1993) sought to identify overall goals of hands- 
on laboratory instruction. They examined the attainm ent of reliable and 
accurate inform ation to gain an understanding of the universe through 
laboratory techniques, scientific introspection, and m aterials and processes. As 
a result of research findings, they recommended that three types of activities 
be provided within the constructivist laboratory in order to achieve intended 
outcomes. The first, generalization activities, require students to induce 
generalizations concerning relationships betw een ideas. The second, 
resolution activities, require students to define a problem  that they wish to 
resolve, devise means of resolving that problem, and  decide w hen the 
problem is resolved. The third, confirm ation activities, involve the use of 
materials to reinforce already learned concepts through their application to 
real-world situations.
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Fuson and Briars (1990) studied  first- and second-grade students in two 
research projects to assess the effects of using m athem atics m anipulatives in 
basic mathematical problem  solving. The first study was com pleted in a rural 
school district and the second study was completed in an u rban  school district. 
Teachers in both studies were instructed in the use of m athem atics 
manipulatives. M eaningful gains in addition and subtraction  skills were 
observed in students stud ied  as a result of the use of concrete m anipulative 
materials. Folkson (1995) exam ined the connections betw een m athem atical 
concepts and other areas of knowledge in primary school children. He used 
concrete, bridging, and symbolic stages of instruction to challenge students to 
achieve higher levels of m athem atical reasoning and understanding . By 
solving problems through m ulti-disciplinary strategies, ch ildren  excelled in 
problem solving skills. Small (1996) encouraged students to use various 
mathematical skills and concepts to solve problem s and  evaluate their 
solutions. He reported that the elementary students stud ied  im proved in 
logical reasoning abilities and gained a better num ber sense.
Bohan and Shawaker (1994) examined the processes by w hich children 
learn m athematical concepts th rough  the m anipulation of concrete m aterials. 
They described three stages of instruction which should dictate the course of 
instruction within the constructivist laboratory. Those stages include the 
concrete stage, the bridging stage, and the symbolic stage. During the first 
concrete stage, mathematical situations are to be attacked by students using 
only manipulatives and not symbols. Within the second bridging stage, 
students m anipulate m aterials and  symbols sim ultaneously. The bridging 
stage is used to provide a connection between symbolic problem  solving and 
real-world applications in m aterials manipulation. The third stage of
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instruction isolates the symbolic realm of problem -solving activities and 
abandons the use of concrete m anipulatives. At this level of instruction 
symbolic problem  solving becomes the goal of m athem atics instruction. 
Eventually, the early use of concrete materials enables studen ts to associate 
symbolic processes w ith m aterial applications w ithout the need for materials. 
Bohan and Shaw aker stressed that unless critical connections between 
conceptual solutions to problem s and m aterials m anipulation  are form ed 
during instruction, such m anipulation m ight become trite  and  inefficient.
Sowell (1989) conducted a meta-analysis of 60 studies to determine the 
effectiveness of m athem atics instruction w ith  m anipu lative  materials. 
Subjects in studies ranged in age from kindergartners to college-age adults. A 
variety of m athem atical topics were studied. Results of meta-analyses 
revealed increases in m athem atics achievem ent th rough  long-term  use of 
concrete instructional materials. In addition, students ' attitudes toward 
mathematics were im proved by instruction w ith concrete m aterials provided 
by teachers know ledgeable in their use. It was also show n that mathematics 
instruction w ith pictures and diagrams did not appear to differ in 
effectiveness from  instruction  w ith symbols.
The literature supports the use of applied m athem atics instructional 
strategies which include the integration of m ultiple disciplines w ithin real- 
world problem -solving applications. The literature also advocates the 
advantages of an environm ent rich with hands-on experiences for all levels 
of learners. Research supports that with com petently developed instructional 
expertise, appropria te  resource allocation, and curriculum  development, 
m anipulatives increase levels of'childrens' achievem ent in  m athem atics.
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The Formulation of Career Interests During the Adolescent Years
W hen concerned w ith influencing the career aspirations of m iddle 
school children, particular attention m ust be given to characteristics peculiar 
to adolescent behavior relative to career interests and career-planning 
processes. Ginzberg (1951) identified three classic stages in school childrens' 
career awareness and planning: the fantasy period, the tentative period, and 
the realistic period. During the fantasy period, elem entary school children 
follow emotional and  exciting impulses tow ard career choices. Practicality has 
little influence up o n  these plans. During the adolescent years, children enter 
a tentative period of somewrhat m ore realistic thought. During that period, 
middle school students begin to m atch their career interests with their 
abilities and values. During the high school years, children enter a realistic 
period of career planning which is characterized by actually planning and 
establishing school schedules which will lead to particular career choices. 
Johansson (1996) found that environm ental influences often cause children's 
career interests to change during fantasy and tentative stages, while later 
during more realistic periods career choices becom e m ore stable.
The plasticity of adolescent career planning processes has been found to 
be closely tied to the adolescents' search for identity. Papalia and Olds (1986) 
identified the factors which influence adolescents to choose particular careers 
as socioeconomic status, parental influences, individual personality, and 
education. O thers have also drawm relationships betw een the socioeconomic 
status of children and career interest developm ent. Naiser (1993) examined 
the variables which lead to choosing careers in science and engineering. From 
the results of surveys of full-time science and engineering professors, Naiser 
was able to identify mathematics and science hobbies, parental influences,
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field trips, and natural curiosity as the most influential variables which 
influenced their choices in careers. He noted that early experiences in 
mathematics and  science were shown to be extremely im portant in 
developing career interests. Naiser recom m ended that early educational 
exploration include experiences that provide frequent hands-on instruction 
for all students.
Peterson (1984) found that parental influences upon  their children's 
career ambitions tend to favor familiar choices relative to their own 
socioeconomic status. Children from low socioeconomic surroundings were 
shown to often no t gain sufficient exposure to o ther socioeconomic lifestyles 
to be able to identify w ith unfam iliar situations. Boyle (1966) found that the 
socioeconomic status of student bodies affect the career interests of many 
students, w ith m iddle- to upper-class com m unity schools tending to foster 
higher career aspirations amongst students than do lower-class community 
schools. However, parental influences on childrens' career aspirations have 
been shown to be a better predictor of high am bition than social class. Smith 
(1981) studied 2622 sixth-, eighth-, tenth-, and twelfth- grade students from all 
social strata in o rder to determ ine w hether or not parental expectations were 
in agreem ent w ith their children's expectations concerning career goals. A 
positive relationship was found betw een parents and their children, w ith 
m other-child relationships yielding higher levels of agreem ent than father- 
child relationships. Conger and Peterson (1984) exam ined the influences that 
parents' careers had on their children's career interests. Their review of the 
literature identified a relationship between fathers and  sons, but not in 
fathers' and daughter's career choices. Werts (1966, 1968) also found a 
relationship betw een career choices of fathers and sons. Hoffman (1979) found
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that college-educated daughters of working mothers had higher career 
aspirations than  d id  college-educated daughters of m others who were 
hom em akers.
Many jobs require individuals w ith certain personality traits as well as 
particular talents. Holland (1963a, 1963b) found close ties betw een childrens' 
career aspirations and their perceived individual personality' traits. Children 
were also found to target career fields which required tasks that they enjoyed 
and were well-versed. Dipboye and Anderson (1961) found that children 
aspired to fill careers which might help to fulfill personal desires.
Education can have a profound effect upon each child 's career 
aspirations. Bell (1963) found that children who are rew arded for doing well 
in school and are supported  through scholastic endeavors receive the benefits 
of having higher career aspirations. The particular school that children attend 
can have an affect on career aspirations. Singer (1974) found that positive 
career aspirations affect productive school behaviors. S tudents w ith high 
career aspirations were show n to do better in school than did students with 
lower-level career aspirations. Streitmatter (1983) suggested that schools were 
responsible for the developm ent of higher career interests in groups of 
typically underachieving students. Close ties between low levels of career 
aspiration and  eventual career outcomes were identified, particularly 
amongst female students. Streitm atter recom m ended that all children have 
access to schools that stress higher academic standards and career studies as an 
integral part of a school's curriculum.
Maple and Stage (1991) investigated the reasons that women and 
minorities w ere under represented in quantitatively-based fields of study. 
Career interest survey results from a sample of college students wrere analyzed
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to determ ine w hat variables most influenced their choice to pursue careers in 
mathematics and  science fields. Predictors w hich were found to be most 
im portant w ere early high school choice of major, m athem atics attitudes, the 
num ber of m ath  and  science courses taken in  high school, and parental 
influences. M aple and Stage recom m ended that researchers seek means of 
restructuring school curricula such that m athem atics courses do not become 
gatekeepers for m athem atics and science career-oriented students. Dick and 
Rallis (1991) also exam ined the trend for w om en to be disproportionately 
under represented  in quantitatively-based fields such as science and 
engineering. H igh school seniors w ere surveyed about their academic and 
career choices and the variables which influenced those choices. Social factors, 
including parents, teachers, and peers wrere show n to be im portant to students 
in choosing careers. Students choosing to pursue  careers in science, 
engineering, and  technology acknowledged encouragem ent to take 
mathematics and  science courses and personal influences on career choice 
more often than  did students choosing o ther fields. Preparedness in 
mathematics w as also show n to be an im portant prerequisite to aspiring to 
work in science, engineering, and technical fields. S tudents from schools in 
upper-m iddle-class suburban communities w ere better prepared in the 
num ber and level of m athem atics and science courses taken than were 
students from  u rban  high schools and vocational-technical high schools. 
Differences in  career choices betw een male and  female students were 
particularly large. The num ber of females choosing careers in science, 
engineering, and  technology was less than one-th ird  that of males. Even 
when only those students with exceptionally good m athematics and science 
preparation w ere isolated for study, the disparity in career choices between
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males and females rem ained.
Fox, Tobin, and Brody (1981) found that as early as junior high school 
the career interests and expectations of male and female students differed 
with most males expecting to have full-time careers while less than half of 
the females studied expected to have unin terrupted  careers. Garrison, Strong, 
and Smith (1986) stressed the need for equity in career education experiences. 
To help increase the rate of successful school to work transitions for females, 
it was recom m ended that m yths concerning career and family life conflicts be 
dispelled, females be better p repared  to compete with males through an 
equitable distribution of career developm ent opportunities, and alternative 
career-based lifestyles be in troduced within career developm ent curricula. 
Maloney and Hefzallah (1974) stressed the benefits of career education in 
school as a tool for developing in all school children higher levels of self- 
awareness. It was recom m ended that career education be designed to equitably 
develop a clear perspective of each student's self within a democratic society.
Many students experience difficulty entering the labor market. In m any 
cases they leave public school w ith little knowledge of the world of work, a 
clear understanding of their role w ithin occupational pursuits, or a m astery of 
the basic skills required to function in different occupational roles (Taylor, 
1987). It m ust therefore be a goal of a m iddle school curriculum  to provide 
early preparation for the transitions from school to w ork through the early 
development of foundations for the academic and vocational knowledge, 
skills, and attitudes necessary to successfully enter the world of work. One 
problem hindering successful career education is a lack of early intervention. 
Schools have typically not stressed career education in the early grades. 
Grotevant and D urrett (1980) found that although middle and high school
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students reach a point in their lives when crucial career choices are made, 
these students have little knowledge of the occupational choices available to 
them. In addition, m any of the students studied had chosen career paths that 
they were not academically prepared to pursue. Cheeks (1990) suggested that 
the importance of making early career choices cannot be overem phasized. It is 
important to remember, added  Cheeks, that forming career aspirations in 
early grades does not m ean that students will eventually pursue  such a career. 
Instead, it is crucial that children are aware of their future career options. To 
accommodate the need for informing adolescents of various career options, 
Cheeks recommended that early technology education program s be of an 
exploratory nature.
Part of the goal of a m iddle school technology curriculum  m ust be to 
encourage students to think seriously about their futures by familiarizing 
themselves w ith the various opportunities available to individuals in 
technology-related industries (Lindbeck and Lathrop, 1969). There is a body of 
common knowledge needed by all workers regardless of their particular 
occupations. All future workers need to know w hat values, interests, 
aptitudes, and abilities are im portant for various occupations. These needs 
can be fulfilled within appropriate  school programs (Simpson, 1975). Learning 
the actual technical skills required for employment is no longer enough to 
make an individual successful on the job. Workers, w hether they are in a job 
requiring professional training, or in a skilled or semi-skilled occupation, 
m ust have an understanding of certain principles that are fundam ental to 
success on any job. It is crucial that "career education" be added  to all students' 
work preparation experience to give it maximum value. Im portan t factors in 
adding education to any work experience can be gained by students in the
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classroom (Gillmore, 1970).
The goals of m iddle school Technology Education curricula which 
include integrating mathematics, science, an d  technology into real-world 
applications and problem  solving situations prom ote learning environm ents 
which serve to enhance students' career interests. Effective career interest 
developm ent through exploratory instructional activities help a com m unity 
to ensure its own dem ocratic generational grow th  by preparing its children 
with the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary' for future employm ent 
and post-secondary educational pursuits.
Computer-Assisted Instruction in the Integrated Technology Laboratory
People with low-level work skills earn low er wages and realize less 
profits than do o ther individuals w ith higher skill levels. While new jobs are 
created everyday, high paying but unskilled jobs are disappearing (United 
States Department of Labor, 1991). Today's students must be able to use 
computers to access information needed to solve problems. The rapid growth 
of global networks requires that all students achieve a high degree of technical 
acumen early in their educational careers (McFarlan, 1986). Information is no 
longer a luxury. Instead, it is a critical requirem ent for every individual's 
economic success (Cassell, 1986). American econom ic systems depend upon 
the ability of all students to use inform ation as a technological resource. 
While capital and m achines have traditionally been significant technological 
resources, inform ation processing has recently become a more crucial 
resource (Hacker and Barden, 1988).
Com puter-assisted instruction is intended to afford all students the 
opportunity' to attain  a high degree of technological literacy. Critics might
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perceive com puter education as merely the latest in a series of unsuccessful 
a ttem pts to revolutionize education through the use of audio- and visually- 
oriented non-prin t m edia. For example, m otion pictures, broadcast television, 
filmstrips, audio  recorders, and videotapes were all initially heralded for their 
instructional potential, bu t each ultim ately became m inor classroom tools 
alongside conventional teaching methods. Others perceive com puters as 
being a m uch m ore pow erful learning tool. The essential interactive na tu re  
of com puters provokes decision making and m anipulations of sim ulated 
environm ents. W hen com puters are controlled by students, learning tasks 
become m ore individualized. Com puters enable each studen t to receive 
imm ediate feedback during applied instructional activities. In addition, 
having students w ork collaboratively on com puters leads to greater initiative 
and more au tonom ous learning (Heinrich, Molenda, and Russell, 1989).
C om puters in education are used in two major contexts. The first is 
com puter-education instruction whereby students learn how to type on 
com puter keyboards (keyboarding), how to use word processing program s, 
how to program  com puters in languages such as Basic, Pascal, and Logo, and  
how to use o ther com puter applications such as database program s and 
spreadsheets. The second major computer-based activity in education is 
com puter-assisted instruction (CAI). Com puter-assisted instructional 
program s are specifically w ritten  for teaching individual students in school 
settings. There are two prim ary objectives of related instructional strategies 
related to com puter-assisted instruction. The first is to help studen ts 
understand the com puter as a m ind tool to be used to accomplish more than  
would otherw ise be hum anly possible. The second is to facilitate the studen t's  
transition from being a non-user of computers to becoming com puter literate.
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During this transition, studen ts learn what the com puter can and cannot do, 
and how to use the com puter to solve problems and accomplish tasks. A 
major emphasis of com puter assisted instruction is placed upon  the idea that 
students need not be experts on the inner workings of com puters to be 
successful users (McKeown, 1988).
To ensure a sufficient w ork force for Virginia's businesses and 
industries, the Virginia D epartm ent of Education has im plem ented 
curriculum guidelines specifically geared tow ard the developm ent of a 
technologically literate population. The technological m ethod central to the 
state's technology education curriculum  organizes thought and action into a 
world of technological advancem ents and artifacts. Students increase their 
technological capabilities by understanding and applying technological 
processes. Innovative technology education program s enable students to 
comprehend and apply the technological m ethod to problem s and follow 
logical procedures to solve them. In addition, technology education programs 
help to create opportunities for students to communicate ideas and solutions 
and to analyze technological benefits and impacts (Technology Education 
Service- Virginia D epartm ent of Education, James M adison University,
Virginia Tech, Old D om inion University, 1992).
The Virginia Eighth-Grade Standards o f  Learning for  Computer  
Literacy recognize tha t com puter and technology skills are essential 
components of every m iddle school student's education and require that by 
the end of the eighth grade students are able to perform  specific computer 
related tasks. Eighth-graders m ust be able to use computers to process, store, 
retrieve, and transm it inform ation. They m ust also appreciate relevant 
advantages and disadvantages of computer technologies. The learning
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standards also stress the use of com puters w ithin m ultidisciplinary 
applications (Virginia State Board of Education, 1995).
To help im plem ent the design an d  form ulation of appropriate 
com puter-assisted classroom environm ents, researchers have attem pted to 
assess the usefulness of com puters in education. In an investigation of the 
developm ent of technology-assisted classrooms, Bright and Prokosh (1995) 
im plem ented a project in which experienced m iddle school teachers 
im m ersed themselves in calculator an d  com puter use for teaching 
m athematics and communicating about such processes to colleagues. 
Com puters were show n to be superior to calculators to help students solve 
m athematical problems. In all classes studied , levels of off-task time during 
classes were significantly low w ith am ounts of time spent on calculators and 
computers variable. In addition, teachers in  technology-assisted classrooms 
were observed to reevaluate the use of technology in  m athem atics instruction 
to provide students w ith more effective and  m eaningful instruction. In 
another investigation of the usefulness of calculators and computers in 
mathematics education, Battista (1994) sought to assess the effectiveness of 
using calculators and computers to increase the effectiveness of mathematics 
instruction. Recognizing that the universal availability of calculators and 
high-powered com puter systems has a p rofound  effect upon the content of 
mathem atics curricula, Battista sought to recom m end means by which 
educators can use calculators and com puters as tools for exploration and 
em pow erm ent in m athem atics instruction. Concerning the use of calculators, 
Battista stressed that conceptual knowledge and reasoning, not knowledge of 
com putational algorithms, em powers studen ts to solve real-world 
mathematical problems. In addition, w ith  practice, students can utilize
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calculators as tools to support mathematical reasoning and concept 
developm ent. C om puter m icrow orlds which consist of objects and  actions for 
m anipulating those objects w ere show n to enhance studen ts ' developm ent of 
mathematical concepts and reasoning. They did so by supporting 
m athem atical exploration an d  by furnishing env ironm ents in w'hich 
students can m ore easily reflect on m anipulations of m athem atical objects 
that they have created. C om puters have also been show n to enable students 
to im prove com putational skills by enhancing guess-and-test m ethods of 
problem solving. The guess-and-test method as described by Laing (1985) is 
m ade up of four steps including w riting down w hat is know n and w hat is 
wanted, making a reasonable guess, testing the guess th rough  substitution 
into the problem, and refining the answ er if necessary. H aigh (1993) sought to 
explain how the guess-and-test m ethod of solving problem s em phasized the 
use of com puters and estim ation skills to solve w ord problem s. He no ted  that 
one problem w ith guess-and-test solutions was the need for lengthy and 
cumbersome com putations. He found the use of com puters to be 
advantageous in problem solving because in giving instructions to the 
com puter program m ers became better acquainted with the problem  and steps 
necessary' to obtain the solution. Haigh concluded that w'hile the guess-and- 
test m ethod of problem  solving is useful in solving a variety of m athem atical 
problems, com puters m ade the process easier by elim inating the need for 
cumbersome procedures.
Having had used com puters in mathematics education for m any years, 
Kemeny (1991) advocated their use in schools for more than  just w ord and 
data processing. Examining educational trends, he stressed that there is great 
uncertainty as to exactly w hat the com puter's role should be in education. His
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recom mendations for com puter-assisted instructional strategies included the 
use of inexpensive m athem atics software w hich required no program m ing or 
knowledge of program m ing. Atkins and Blissett (1992) investigated the 
relationship betw een interactive video instruction in  m athem atical 
probabilities and the problem -solving skills of urban m iddle school students. 
During instructional activities, groups of students interacted with m ystery 
program s that required  the use of m athem atics to solve contextual problem s. 
Learning and problem  solving were show n to be enhanced by the use of 
computers in instruction. Steffe and VViegel (1994) also exam ined the use of 
computers in m athem atics instruction. They sought to identify underlying 
processes inherent to transform ations of com puter-assisted instruction to 
m athematical achievem ent. Of particular in terest was obtaining evidence that 
cognitive play activity involves operations of intelligence which yield 
situations of m athem atical schemes. W ithin a constructivist learning 
environm ent, Steffe and  VViegel observed that students developed an 
ownership of com puter tasks in the area of play which eventually grew  to 
encompass tasks m ore independent in nature. In addition, social interaction 
among and betw een students and w ith teachers was show n to im prove 
during long-term  com puter-assisted instruction. Steffe and VViegel concluded 
that com puter-assisted instruction opens pathw ays for studen ts to engage in 
meaningful m athem atical activity. H ershkovitz and Nesher (1996) 
investigated the role of schemes which underlie cognitive processes 
including problem -solving in mathematics. They com pared software that 
required users to w ork  in schemes to analyze and solve problems w ith  
software that required users to fill in tables with data to derive problem  
solutions. Both types of software were show n to be valuable during the
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solution of easy word problem s, however, to solve harder word problems, 
students of varying abilities had  more success after instruction with software 
that required the user to w ork w ith schemes.
To help enhance s tuden ts ' creative potentials while using computers, 
Clements (1991) studied  the effects of com puter program m ing upon 
m athem atics achievement. Logo-based com puter-assisted environm ents were 
shown to support verbal and figural achievement. Noss (1987) investigated 
various elements of geom etrical concepts that children learn through Logo 
com puter programming. In this study, children who had learned Logo for 
one year were compared to children who had no Logo experience. A test 
designed to probe children 's conceptions of three components of length and 
angles was used to m easure mathematical knowledge. Results indicated 
inconsistent inferences w ith  gains made by some students in some areas of 
com putation. The findings suggested that careful coordination of com puter 
interaction with m athem atical concepts be m aintained in order to construct 
the cognitive, social, and  technical components of a successful mathematics 
curriculum. Clements and  Battista (1989) also investigated the effects of 
com puter program m ing in Logo on specific geometric conceptualizations. 
After instruction students learning Logo were compared to students who did 
not receive Logo instruction. Upon completion of instruction all students 
were interviewed to ascertain their conceptualizations of angles, shapes, and 
motions. In both groups children 's notion of angle and angle measure were 
m ultifaceted and included a num ber of misconceptions, although 
perform ance was uniform ly higher in the Logo group. The Logo children 
were also more aware of the components of geometric shapes and were more 
likely to conceptualize geom etric objects in terms of the actions or procedures
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used to construct them. Clements and Battista (1990) later im plem ented 
another investigation of the effects of Logo on childrens' conceptualizations 
of angles and polygons. In this study  students were interviewed three times; 
once at the beginning, again at the middle, and again at the end of a 40 session 
Logo graphics program m ing experience. The Logo children progressed from 
their original intuitive notions to more m athem atically sophisticated and 
elaborate ideas of angle, angle size, and rotation than did the control group. In 
addition, more Logo children explicitly m entioned geometric properties of 
shapes, indicating that they were beginning to think of the shapes in term s of 
their properties instead of their visual appearance. From their investigations, 
Clements and Battista concluded that there was support for the hypothesis 
that computer-assisted instructional experiences, especially those enriched 
with appropriate activities and discussions, can help children become 
cognizant of their m athem atical intuitions and  move to h igher levels of 
geom etric thinking.
Clements and McMillan (1996) conducted innovative research in 
m athematics achievement by combining the study of m athem atics 
m anipulatives w ith investigations of com puter-assisted instructional 
technologies. While m anipulative m aterials have been show n to be helpful 
in m athem atics instruction, Clem ents and McMillen no ted  that when 
connections between activities and m athematical concepts are not made, 
success was not guaranteed. Clem ents and McMillen broadened the definition 
of concrete instructional m aterials to include com puter sim ulations. They 
described concrete materials as objects related to mathematical concepts which 
can be seen and m anipulated to provide clues as to the practical and 
conceptual solution to problems. The need for concrete m anipulatives to
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have physical mass was deem phasized because it was suggested that 
mathematical ideas are ultim ately m ade integrated-concrete, not by their 
physical or real-world characteristics, bu t rather by how "meaningful" they 
are. W hat m ade their research tru ly  innovative was their suggestion that 
computers m ight supply representations that are just as personally 
meaningful to students as were real objects. That is, com puter images of 
m anipulative m aterials might help develop integrated-concrete knowledge. 
The im portant point, stressed Clem ents and McMillen, is that "concrete" is 
quite literally in the m ind of the beholder. Clements and McMillen added  
that com puters offer a m ore m anageable and clean m anipulative which better 
mirrors the child 's m ental actions than do physical materials. Com puters also 
offer m ore flexibility in presentations than do physical sets or m anipulative 
kits. A nother advantage of using com puter m anipulatives is that they allow 
for changing arrangem ents or representations with rearrangem ents and 
changes in spreadsheets, graphs, and  inform ation required to solve problems. 
Com puter m anipulatives also enhance the ability for users to store and later 
retrieve configurations. The ability to sim ultaneously m anipulate various 
m anipulatives or phases of m anipulation w ithin a problem 's solution also 
adds to the appeal of com puter-generated m anipulatives. In addition, 
Clements and McMillen suggested other advantages in teaching and learning 
mathematics using com puter-generated m anipulatives. C om puter 
m anipulatives link the specific to the general, thus making instruction m ore 
meaningful. They encourage students to pose problems and make their ow n 
conjectures and help to build scaffolding for problem solving. Through such 
scaffolding processes, students build  upon their initial intuitive visual 
approaches to construct more analytical approaches. Com puter m anipulatives
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also focus a tten tion  and increase the m otivation of students during 
instruction. They also encourage and facilitate complete precise explanations 
for mathem atical processes which lead to the solution of practical problems.
Clements and  McMillen offered guidelines to acquiring mathematics 
manipulatives. M anipulatives should be appropria te  for use by the particular 
children being taught. They should not prescribe or unnecessarily limit 
students' solutions or ways of making sense of mathem atical ideas. Educators 
should be careful in selecting "prestructured" m anipulatives which do not 
adapt well to a w ide variety of problem-solving situations. M anipulatives 
should be able to serve many purposes by the nature of their design and form. 
C om puter-generated m anipulative program s should have uncom plicated 
actions, allow students to save configurations and sequences, allow students 
and teachers to pose their own problems, and allow students to go beyond the 
realm of w hat can be done w ith physical m anipulatives.
Com puters have been shown to help increase the ability of children to 
solve m athem atical problems. Com puter-assisted instruction enables 
students to better manage and analyze data  and has been shown to make 
instruction more relevant and m eaningful to students. A review  of the 
literature supports theories which state that com puter technology can 
increase levels of achievem ent in m athem atics, and the literature clearly 
advocates the advantages of an environm ent in which com puter-assisted 
experiences are utilized in mathematics instruction for all levels of learners.
Sum m ary
M agnet school educational program s provide urban comm unities with 
means of helping to im prove schools through voluntary choice initiatives,
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increase academic perform ance of all students, decrease disparities in 
achievement betw een racial, ethnic, and gender groups, increase parental and 
community involvem ent and support for school program s, and increase the 
effectiveness of staff developm ent programs. Since the 1960s, aerospace 
magnet program s have become popular throughout the nation. By the 1990s, 
many of the nation 's public school systems have im plem ented aerospace 
instructional program s which have proven themselves to be successful 
vehicles for inculcating in students the knowledge, skills, and a ttitudes 
necessary to either enter rewarding careers or pursue rew arding post­
secondary educational opportunities.
A closer look at aerospace curricula reveals common elem ents in 
program im plem entation which include the integration of interdisciplinary 
curricular activities w ith aerospace studies. Aerospace technology program s of 
instruction provide students with exciting, m otivational, and relevant 
instruction. Subsequently, public schools throughout the nation have 
adopted them to im prove levels of service to their com m unities th rough  
excellence in instructional delivery. As an integral com ponent of aerospace 
magnet programs, technology education curricula have become a great 
integrator of all school disciplines. By recognizing the inter-connectedness of 
mathematics, science, and technology, aerospace technology m agnet curricula 
have been designed to enable students to use interdisciplinary hands-on and 
computer-assisted problem-solving strategies to realize higher levels of 
mathematics achievem ent and strive for more productive career goals.
The body of educational research supports that the use of concrete 
manipulatives increase levels of achievement in m athem atics, and  the 
literature advocates the advantages of an environm ent rich w ith hands-on
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experiences for all levels of learners. Similarly, educational research supports 
the use of com puter-assisted instruction to afford all students the opportunity 
to attain higher degrees of mathematics, scientific, and technological literacy. 
The research also indicates that interdisciplinary hands-on and computer- 
assisted instruction help to develop w ithin students h igher career-goal 
oriented behavior.
The goals of aerospace technology education curricula include 
integrating mathematics, science, and technology into real-w orld applications 
and problem-solving situations. Such instructional program s promote 
learning environm ents which serve to im prove academ ic success and 
enhance career interests of students by better preparing them for future 
employment and post-secondary educational opportunities.
In the following chapter, Chapter HI, Methodology, the procedures to be 
followed during the study  are outlined. The purpose of the methodology 
section is to acquaint the reader with a description of the research 
methodology used in this study, a description of the subjects under study, 
descriptions of the instrum ents used to m easure dependen t variables, 
descriptions of field and laboratory’ procedures followed during study 
implementation, and a description of statistical procedures to be followed 
within the study.
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CHAPTER in  
METHODOLOGY
Research Design
The present study was conducted to determ ine the nature and 
m agnitude of the effects of interdisciplinary hands-on and  computer-assisted 
aerospace technology instruction on m athem atics achievem ent and levels of 
career interest in urban seventh-grade students. To generate valid results, a 
two-group true experim ental research design w as im plem ented. More 
specifically, the study was a random ized subjects, pretest-posttest control 
group design. In this design/ the subjects were random ly assigned to 
experimental and control groups and were pretested on the dependent 
variables. The treatm ent was then  introduced only to the experim ental group 
for a period of eight weeks, after which both groups w ere again m easured on 
the dependent variables.
The average difference betw een the pretest and posttest scores (Y2 - Yi) 
was found for each group, and these average difference scores were compared 
in order to ascertain w hether the experimental treatm ent produced a greater 
change than did the control situation (Ary, Jacobs and Razavieh, 1990). The 
main strength of the random ized subjects, pretest-posttest control group 
design was the initial random ization in subject selection and group 
assignment which helped to assure statistical equivalence betw een the groups 
prior to experimentation. In addition, the pretest p rov ided  an additional 
check on the equality of the two groups on dependent variables. This design, 
w ith its random ization, provided controls for m ost of the extraneous 
variables that might have posed threats to internal validity including
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problems of history, m aturation, and pretesting, as they were experienced by 
both groups. Differential selection of subjects and statistical regression were 
also controlled for through  random ization and pretest analysis.
To elim inate concerns of external validity, m ost specifically the pretest 
sensitization of subjects to the posttests as a result of prio r exposure and 
sensitization, two equivalent forms of the M etropolitan  Achievement Test, 
Sixth Edition-M athem atics Survey Tests (MAT6) w ere used for pretest and 
posttest m easurem ents of mathematics achievem ent.
Subjects
Of the eighty subjects originally selected for study, five subjects from 
the treatm ent g roup and four subjects from the control group were dropped 
as a result of school schedule changes, transfers from  school, and absences 
during testing procedures. Therefore, the population studied consisted of 
seventy-one seventh-grade students that were random ly selected from an 
urban m iddle school in southeastern Virginia. From  a population of students 
interested in enrolling in Technology Education courses, 40 subjects were 
random ly selected and assigned to the experim ental treatm ent group. From 
the population of studen ts enrolled in other elective courses including Art, 
Exploring Language, Band, Chorus, Orchestra, and  Teen Living, 40 subjects 
were random ly selected and assigned to the control group. The intent of such 
selection procedures was to accurately represent a generalizable sample of 
urban seventh grade students. Subject and parental consent for study 
participation was docum ented with a subject agreem ent form. A copy of the 
subject agreem ent form  is found in Appendix A.
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Independent Variable
The independent variable included two levels of a chosen course of 
elective study. The experimental treatm ent consisted of an interdisciplinary 
aerospace technology course as opposed to non-participation in such a course. 
The experim ental treatment reflected an  interdisciplinary aerospace them e 
which included the interdisciplinary hands-on design, production, and 
testing of hang gliders, parachutes, hot-air balloons, m odel rockets, and model 
airplanes. In addition, the experim ental treatm ent included activities in 
mathem atical problem  solving w ith paper and pencil and com puter-assisted 
instruction. The course of study had been specifically designed to increase 
students' proficiency in the areas of mathem atics concepts including 
num eration, geometry, and m easurem ent. D uring laboratory activities, 
students used num ber concepts including thousands, decimals, fractions, 
functions, and equations. Students also worked w ith geometry, customary 
m easurem ents, and metric m easurem ents. Instructional activities depended 
upon the use of computational skills which included using the four basic 
operations of addition, subtraction, m ultiplication, division, and estim ation. 
Activities stressing mathematical com putation required the use of decimals, 
fractions, percents, and proportions. The control group participated in 
instruction in other elective classes including Art, Exploring Language, Band, 
Chorus, Orchestra, and Teen Living, none of which provided for 
interdisciplinary hands-on aerospace or com puter-assisted instruction.
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Dependent Measures
Two instrum ents were em ployed to assess educational outcomes: the 
M etropolitan Achievement Test, Sixth Edition-M athematics Survey Tests 
(MAT6) and the Interest Determ ination, Exploration and Assessm ent System 
(IDEAS). Equivalent forms L and M of the MAT6 Survey were used separately 
for pretest and posttest m easurem ents. The M etropolitan Achievem ent Test, 
Sixth Edition-M athematics Survey Tests (MAT6), is in tended  to provide 
teachers, mathematics curriculum  specialists, and researchers w ith detailed, 
criterion-referenced, prescriptive inform ation to evaluate studen ts ' strengths 
and needs in m athematics and to plan an  appropriate program  of instruction. 
The Mathematics Concepts Test contains 35 items that m easure Num eration, 
Geometry, and M easurem ent. N um ber concepts involving thousands, 
decimals, fractions, advanced concepts, functions, equations, geometry, and 
customary and metric m easurem ent are assessed. To satisfy security 
requirements of the publishers of the MAT6 survey, actual tests cannot be 
displayed within this dissertation. However, sample questions which appear 
in the tests can be presented. Figure 2 shows sample questions from the 
Mathematics: Concepts Test. Subjects were allowed 10 m inutes for test 
preparation and 25 m inutes to complete the test.
Figure 2
Sample Questions from the MAT6 Mathematics: Concepts Test
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The M athematics: Com putation Test contains 30 items that m easure 
com putation of w hole num bers, decimals, and  fractions. Whole num ber 
items require m ore complex addition, subtraction, m ultiplication, division, 
and estimation. Decimals and Fractions items require addition, subtraction, 
m ultiplication, and  division of decimals, fractions, and mixed num bers. 
Percents and Proportions are also assessed. Figure 3 shows sample questions 
from the M athematics: Com putation Test. Subjects were allowed 10 m inutes 
for test preparation and 28 m inutes to complete the test.
Figure 3
Sample Questions from the MAT6 M athematics: Computation Test
A 6 2. E 2 /4
B 1 1/2+1/2=  F 1/4
C 9 G 2
D MG H NG
Content validity, criterion-related validity, and construct validity w ere 
considered during  the developm ent of the MAT6 tests. The content coverage 
of MAT6 was validated at five stages in the developm ent of the series. First, 
the authors based their blueprints on an extensive analysis of textbooks and 
other curricular m aterials. Second, MAT6 content editors, all form er teachers 
holding graduate degrees in education or subject-m atter areas, verified the 
selection and grade placem ent of the proposed objectives. Third, curriculum  
experts from around  the country confirm ed the m atch of the objectives to 
current school syllabi. Fourth, students th roughout the nation dem onstrated 
the appropriateness of the MAT6 items and objectives by their perform ances 
on the tests during various research program s. Finally, teachers participating 
in standardization program s affirmed that test-related objectives w ere 
currently being taught at the grades tested (Prescott, Balow, Hogan, and Farr, 
1986).
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Criterion-related validity' was obtained for earlier editions of the 
M etropolitan A chievem ent Tests which yielded correlations w ith other 
achievement tests regularly in the .60 to .85 range. Evidence of construct 
validity of the MAT6 includes, bu t is not limited to grade-to-grade 
progression of p-values, Rasch m odel fit statistics, and test and  dom ain total 
correlations that are lower than reliability coefficients (Prescott, Balow, 
Hogan, and Farr, 1986).
To m easure the effects of experimental treatm ents on subjects' interests 
in career fields, the Interest Determination, Exploration and Assessment 
System was adm inistered to all subjects prior to and after treatm ent periods. 
The IDEAS: Interest D eterm ination, Exploration and A ssessm ent System tool 
is a short, interest inventory of paper-and-pencil design, consisting of 128 
Likert Scale items to be com pleted in twenty to twenty-five minutes. It is 
designed for use w ith  junior high, middle school, and early high school 
students in conjunction w ith program s of instruction stressing career 
exploration. It has been designed to be used w ith all students, including 
special education students and students at risk. The IDEAS Inventory' is 
useful in assisting students, their parents, and educators to develop an 
awareness of personal likes and dislikes that have a bearing on career 
development and direction. The goal of using the IDEAS inventory is to 
narrow the entire career field dow n to two or three possible areas for further 
exploration instead of one specific career (Johansson and Campbell, 1971).
Items for the IDEAS interest inventory were d raw n  from  the Career 
Assessment Inventory, enhanced version item pool, and reflect only those 
items that are designed to be com prehended at the sixth-grade reading level. 
The items cover school subjects, occupational titles, and activities. Norms for
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the IDEAS inventory are based on students in schools across the United 
States, representing a variety of ethnic backgrounds. Combined gender norm s 
are provided for use in comparing scores w ith those of other individuals in 
the same age group. There are sixteen Basic Scales for the IDEAS interest 
inventory. They were draw n from the Basic Interest Scales of the Career 
Assessment Inventory, enhanced version. They are organized according to 
the widely accepted RIASEC themes (Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, 
Enterprising, and Conventional themes) as devised by Holland (1985). The 
realistic them e includes mechanical and fixing things, protective services, and 
nature and the outdoors. The investigative them e includes m athematics, 
science, and medical. The artistic theme includes creative arts and writing. 
The social them e includes community service, education, and child care. The 
enterprising them e includes public speaking, business and sales, and the 
conventional them e includes office practices and food service (Johansson and 
Campbell, 1971). A copy of the IDEAS: Interest Determination, Exploration 
and Assessment System can be seen in Appendix B.
Procedure
Seventh-grade technology classes were scheduled in a block sequence 
with classes m eeting for ninety m inutes from 8:30 to 10:00 in the m orning, 
either two or three days each week, alternately, for eight weeks. Subjects in 
the experim ental group engaged in interdisciplinary hands-on aerospace and 
com puter-assisted instructional activities, while the subjects in the control 
group engaged in regularly scheduled elective activities. Instructional 
activities undertaken by the control group did not reflect the aerospace theme 
and com puters were not used.
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The hands-on instructional activities which w ere provided for the 
experimental group w ere modifications of activities developed by Steven A. 
Bachmever, of Dade County, Florida. Using his twenty-five years experience 
as a classroom teacher, Bachmeyer has created an aw ard-w inning curriculum  
framework designed to present students w ith m athematics, science, and 
applied technology instruction w ithin an aerospace theme. Bachmever's 
(1996) activities provide students w ith an easy-to-read, well-wrritten, and 
informative book on the activity topic and a list of the construction m aterials 
necessary to construct flyable aerospace models.
Bachmeyer's On the Step and Go activity unit enabled subjects to 
explore topics such as hang gliders and parachutes. Subjects used selections 
from Bachmeyer's (1996) fifty-four page book as a reference for academic 
instruction and also designed, constructed, and test-flew' parachutes and small 
hang gliders during this activity unit. All hands-on activities wrere dependent 
upon exercises in m athem atical problem solving. Subjects calculated areas of 
various parachute canopies, timed their descents during laboratory 
experiments, averaged size-related group tests and graphed results of design- 
and production-efficiency analyses.
The hot-air balloon experience was developed from  Bachmeyer's (1996) 
Lighter-than-Air activity unit. Subjects used selections from Bachm eyer's 
forty-tw’o page Lighter-than-A ir book and worked in teams to design and 
develop hot-air balloons of varying sizes and shapes from tissue-paper and 
glue. Hot-air balloons w^ere later flown in the classroom and on the field 
adjacent to the school building. In addition to balloon construction, subjects 
explored topics such as gas-filled balloons, hot-air balloons, and other lighter- 
than-air flight.
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D uring activities w ithin  the Rocketry unit, subjects gained the 
experience of producing their own body-tube, rocket assembly, and 
decorations on  their own m odel rockets. Using selections from  Boyd Hanks' 
(1989) eighteen page book, subjects learned about the history of rockets, rocket 
design, and the physics of flight. After calculating m aterial volumes and 
areas, engine charges, and expected altitudes, subjects test flew their model 
rocket designs on the field adjacent to the school building.
The Aircraft  Structures  activity unit provided subjects w ith  instruction 
about the materials and processes used in the design and  m anufacture of 
aircraft. Selections from Bachmeyer's (1996) fifty-one page book helped 
subjects identify the names and  functions of aircraft parts, as well as describe 
design aspects of each part. M any m ath and science skills w ere d raw n upon as 
subjects explored structures and their purposes. D uring interdisciplinary' 
hands-on instruction, subjects constructed and flew balsa w ood and paper- 
shell, rubber-band powered m odel airplanes as they learned the concepts of 
lift, drag, thrust, and centripetal and centrifugal forces.
To provide for a structured  transition betw een hands-on and 
com puter-assisted instruction during each class period, subjects completed 
short m athem atics practice exercises with paper-and-pencil which were 
developed from  exercises found in Mathematics for  the Trades: A  Guided 
Approach  by Carmen and Saunders (1981) and The Sadlier  Mathematics  
Program in Problem Solving  by Taylor (1975). In addition to providing for a 
structured transition betw een activities, mathematics exercises encouraged a 
variety of problem-solving strategies to help accom m odate varying learning 
styles. The exercises presented subjects w ith illustrations, charts, maps, 
graphs, diagram s, rulers, and sample solutions to problem s. In addition to
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writing questions, relating situations, draw ing pictures, devising strategies in 
estimation and approxim ation, subjects practiced m ental com putation, 
engaged in w ritten m athem atical practice, and developed confidence in 
working with m athem atical processes. Problems included m easurem ents in 
both metric and customary' units of m easurement. No m ore than five 
minutes per school day were dedicated to paper and pencil activities.
Com puter utilization by the experimental group required the use of 
both mathematics and problem -solving skills. Subjects w orked in  groups of 
between two and four subjects per com puter during each class period. Short 
and long-duration problem -solving exercises were provided on each of the 
classroom's eight computers. Program s which had been selected stressed the 
developm ent of basic-m athem atical skills through repetitive drill and 
interaction with anim ated, audio-visual presentations. There was one Centris 
660 computer, two LC 575 computers, and five LC 520 com puters. All 
computers were equipped w ith  double-speed CD ROM drives.
One mathematics program  which was installed into a M acintosh 
Centris 660 is called Math Blaster Mystery: The Great Brain Robbery 
(Davidson & Associates, Inc., 1996) and was intended to encourage subjects to 
solve word problems, think logically, and use pre-algebra skills as they 
searched through an anim ated creepy mansion. It has been recom m ended for 
use with children aged ten-and-up.
Another in the M ath Blaster series which was installed into a 
classroom com puter is Math  Blaster: In Search of  Spot  (Davidson & 
Associates, Inc., 1996). This program  was installed into a M acintosh LC 520. By 
interacting w ith this program , subjects were intended to learn to solve 
problems which required the use of mathematical skills including: addition,
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multiplication, fractions, and percentages. It has been recom m ended for use 
with children aged six through twelve.
The last in the M ath Blaster series which was installed into a classroom  
computer is Alge-Blaster 3 (Davidson & Associates, Inc., 1995). It was installed 
into a Macintosh LC 520. Alge-Blaster 3 uses an interactive tutorial approach 
to guide students through experiences covering integers, polynom ials, and 
graphing. It has been recom m ended for use w ith children aged ten-and-up.
Math Munchers  Deluxe  by MECC (1995) was installed into a M acintosh 
LC 575. This program  uses colorful audiovisual presentation technologies to 
help students develop im portant m athem atical skills. Subjects w ere in tended  
to interact w ith the com puter program  to build self-confidence and skills in 
addition, subtraction, fractions, decimals, and m athematical problem  solving. 
It is recom m ended for use w ith children aged six through eleven.
N um ber  M unchers  by MECC (1995) was installed into a M acintosh LC 
520 computer. The program  is designed to intensify in difficulty as each 
individual studen t excels in m athem atical-achievem ent. Through in teractive 
play, subjects were intended to learn essential skills and develop confidence 
using m ultiples of num bers, equivalent fractions, and prim e num bers. It has 
been recom m ended for use with children aged six through twelve.
Trouble Troggle Math  by MECC (1995) was installed into a M acintosh 
LC 520 computer. While using this program  subjects engaged in scenarios 
covering 60 levels in which their answers to m athem atical problem s 
provided means by which characters traveled through adventures. T hrough 
interactive play, subjects were intended to learn essential skills and develop 
confidence w ith counting, adding, subtracting, dividing, and m ultiplying. It 
has been recom m ended for use with children aged six through twelve.
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Subjects were intended to learn about angles, estimation, and distance 
using a program called Cosmic G o l f  by Milliken Publishing (1995) which was 
installed into a M acintosh LC 520 computer. To use this software, subjects had 
to m aster angles and length estim ation in order to play com puter-sim ulated 
games of golf which included challenges such as slime pits, w ater hazards, 
space ships, tar traps, crystalline mountains, and other players. Three- 
dimensional graphics, exciting sound effects, realistic golf play, and 
challenging m athem atical problem s make Cosmic Golf  suitable for use with 
children in grades four through eight.
Two software program s from  the Concepts and Skills Series (1995) by 
Intelligent Software were installed into two M acintosh LC 520 Com puters 
(one w ith N um ber M unchers and  one w ith Trouble Troggle M ath). The 
Concepts and Skills Series were intended to teach subjects concepts, ideas, and 
methods of mathem atics. Using pow erful graphics and  anim ation to provide 
a unique learning experience, the Pre-Algebra and the Geometry  programs 
first provided subjects w ith concepts, then examples, and finally 
opportunities for practice in problem  solving using key m athem atical 
concepts. Subjects became dynam ically involved in learning experiences and 
had the opportunity to review concepts and experience new related problem ­
solving applications. The Pre-Algebra program was intended to enhance 
subjects' problem-solving skills in basic arithmetic, positive and negative 
numbers, num ber theory, decimals, fractions, expressions and formulas, 
equations, percentages, and inequalities. The geometry program  was intended 
to enhance subjects' problem -solving skills in basic elements, intersecting and 
parallel lines, triangles and triangle congruence, quadrilaterals, right triangles, 
circles, areas and perimeters, and construction proofs. The Concepts and Skills
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Series has been developed for use by children in  grades seven through 
twelve.
One of Edmark's "Mighty M ath Series" was installed  into a Macintosh 
LC 575 computer. The program is called Mighty  M ath  Calculating Creic 
(Stanger, 1996) which has been recom m ended for ch ildren  aged eight through
eleven. The Mighty Math program  w as intended to teach subjects basic math
skills while also building their confidence in perform ing m athem atics 
operations. The program  was also intended to help individuals to 
com prehend the concepts behind operations so they can develop the thinking 
skills necessary for successful-problem solving. Figure 4 provides an 
overview of applied technology activities undertaken by subjects each day.
Figure 4
Overview of Daily Instructional Activities
Cosmic Golf
Math Blaster: 
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U pon completion of eight weeks of study which included 
interdisciplinary hands-on and com puter-assisted instruction, studen ts in 
both experimental groups were adm inistered Form  M of the M etropolitan 
Achievem ent Test (MAT6), Com putation: W hole N um bers, and G eom etry 
and M easurement subtests, and the Interest Determ ination, Exploration and 
Assessment System (IDEAS) survey. The tests w ere adm inistered in two 
consecutive days to accommodate the alternating-daily blocked schedule. 
Students from treatm ent and control groups were tested together under the 
same conditions. The two MAT6 subtests were adm inistered first according to 
published guidelines w ith  a ten m inute break betw een them. Following 
another break, subjects w ere adm inistered the IDEAS survey. Subjects only 
circled Likert responses on the IDEAS survey; no scoring was done by subjects. 
No problems or unusual situations occurred during testing procedures.
Data Analysis
The analysis of dependent measures was concerned with raw  scores for 
the MAT6 sub tests and for standard scores and index values for the IDEAS 
survey. Three levels of inquiry were relevant to the objectives of this study. 
The first level of inquiry was concerned with the equality of treatm ent and 
control groups on dependent variables prior to study im plem entation. 
Although random ization procedures were used to d ivide subjects into two 
equivalent groups, an additional check on equivalence was desired. That 
check on group equivalence was accomplished using  univariate f-tests for a 
difference between two independent means on all corresponding treatm ent 
and control group pretest measures including raw  scores for the tw o MAT6 
subtests, standard scores for the sixteen IDEAS career interest areas, and index
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values for the six RIASEC career interest themes.
The second level of inquiry was m ade concerning changes in 
dependent m easures within groups between pretest and posttest 
administrations. The in tent was to m easure changes, if any, which occurred 
as a result of treatm ent and control conditions. H ypotheses relating to effects 
due to interdisciplinary hands-on and com puter-assisted treatment 
conditions, or the absence of such conditions, on m athem atics achievement 
were assessed through separate independent univariate  f-tests for related 
measures which w ere used to analyze changes in p retest and posttest scores 
for the Mathematics: Concepts Test and The M athematics: Com putation Test 
of the M etropolitan Achievement Test, Sixth Edition-M athem atics Survey 
Tests (MAT6).
Hypotheses relating to effects due to interdisciplinary hands-on and 
computer-assisted treatm ent conditions, or the absence of such conditions, on 
fields of career interest in subjects were m easured using pretest-posttest 
differences in career interest standard scores and them e index values obtained 
from the Interest Determ ination, Exploration and  Assessm ent System. 
Pretest-posttest differences in standard scores and them e index values were 
assessed through separate univariate f-tests for related measures.
The third level of inquiry was concerned w ith differential mathematics 
achievement rates and  varying influences on career interests between the 
treatment and control groups upon completion of the study. Hypotheses 
relating to effects due  to interdisciplinary hands-on and computer-assisted 
treatm ent conditions on mathematics achievem ent w ere assessed through 
separate f-tests for a difference between two independent m eans which were 
used to analyze treatm ent and control group posttest differences on
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dependent measures for the M athematics: Concepts Test and The 
Mathematics: Com putation Test of the M etropolitan Achievement Test, Sixth 
Edition-M athematics Survey Tests (MAT6).
Hypotheses relating to effects due to interdisciplinary hands-on and 
computer-assisted treatm ent conditions on fields of career interest in subjects 
were m easured using treatm ent and control group differences in posttest 
career field standard scores and RIASEC theme index values obtained from 
the Interest Determ ination, Exploration and Assessment System. To in terpret 
IDEAS scores the sixteen raw  scores from  subject career field interest 
assessments were weighted and converted to standard scores and placed 
within a regression equation to p roduce six RIASEC theme-index values. 
Analysis of posttest differences in standard  scores and index values followed.
Sum m ary
To empirically assess the effects of interdisciplinary hands-on and 
computer-assisted aerospace technology instruction on the mathematics 
achievement and levels of career interest in urban seventh graders, the 
present study was of a random ized subjects, pretest-posttest control group 
design. Two instrum ents were em ployed to assess educational outcomes: the 
M etropolitan Achievement Test, Sixth Edition-M athematics Survey Tests 
(MAT6) and the Interest D eterm ination , Exploration and Assessment System 
(IDEAS). Seventy-one seventh-grade subjects were random ly selected from an 
urban m iddle school in sou theastern  Virginia to participate in either 
experimental treatm ent or control groups.
Subjects in the treatm ent group  engaged in interdisciplinary aerospace 
technology instruction, while the subjects in the control group engaged in
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regularly scheduled elective activities. The treatm ent consisted of the design, 
production, and testing of m odel parachutes, hang gliders, hot-air balloons, 
rockets, and airplanes. In add ition  to interdisciplinary hands-on activities, the 
treatm ent included short problem -solving drill activities and  com puter- 
assisted mathematics instruction. The control g roup  was enro lled  in regular 
seventh-grade elective course including Art, Exploring Language, Band, 
Chorus, Orchestra, and  Teen Living. Technology and other elective classes 
were scheduled to m eet in a block sequence w ith classes m eeting for ninety 
minutes, either two or three days each week, alternately, for eight weeks. 
Upon the completion of eight weeks of study, posttests were adm inistered to 
both groups. In the following chapter, C hapter IV, Findings, the results of this 
study 's research will be presented w ith respect to furnishing data for the 
hypotheses posed.
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS
In Chapter IV the findings of this study are presented. The study's 
purpose, to assess the effects of applied aerospace technology instruction on 
mathematics achievem ent and career interests of urban seventh-grade 
students, was accomplished by providing subjects with innovative 
Technology Education instructional experiences and  by attaining measures of 
mathematics ap titude  and career interests of subjects. The pretest-posttest 
control group design used allowed for the analysis of measures for both 
experimental and  control groups. Instrum entation designed to m easure 
mathematics achievem ent included The M athematics: Concepts Test and The 
Mathematics: Com putation Test subsections of the M etropolitan
Achievement Test, Sixth Edition-Mathematics Survey Tests (MAT6). Career 
interests were m easured using the Interest Determ ination, Exploration and 
Assessment System (IDEAS).
To analyze dependent measures to determ ine the effects of treatm ent 
conditions on the population under study, a series of univariate analyses 
were conducted. Figure 5 shows the basic com putational form ula for the Mest 
of a difference betw een two means (Bruning and Kintz, 1987) which was used 
to analyze pretest and  posttest MAT6 and IDEAS data.
Figure 5
Formula for t -Test of a Difference Between Two Independent Means
X l - X 2
£ X 2 - ( - X)2 + I X 2 J Z W 2
L  ■ :V | • N 2 • 1 -1-  1
(.V , + \ J2) - 2
iV] *V,
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To assess differences in each subjects' MAT6 and IDEAS pretest and 
posttest scores a f-test for the difference betw een related measures was used. 
Such analyses provided the research with m eans to assess changes in scores 
for both treatm ent and control groups. Figure 6 shows the basic 
com putational formula for the f-test of a difference between related measures 
used (Bruning and Kintz, 1987).
In accordance w ith recom mendations by the writers of the IDEAS 
survey, weighted index values for all pretest and  posttest standard scores were 
calculated within a regression formula which combined related career 
interests into larger career themes. The intent was to combine related career 
interests into Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and 
Conventional (RIASEC) career themes sim ilar to those devised by Holland 
(1985). Table 2 Shows the regression formula used to calculate RIASEC theme 
index values (Johansson, 1996). Detailed inform ation for these calculations is 
found in Appendix C.
Figure 6
Formula for t-Test of a Difference Between Related Measures
x - y
f =
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Table 2
Regression Formula for Determ ining P retest and Posttest Theme Index Values
R ea listic  T h em e jo7  X M ech . F ix in g  -  .18  X P rot. S e r v ic e s  -  -2° X N a tu r e /O u td o o r s  - 11.82 (C on stan t) = T otal
I n v e s t ig a t iv e  T h e m e 3 0  X M a th e m a tics  -  .76 X S c ie n c e  -  .1 8  X M ed ica l - 15.71 (C o n sta n t)  = T otal
A rtistic  T h e m e .o4 X C rea tiv e  A rts  -  3 3  X W ritin g  -1 1 -2 6  (C o n sta n t) =  T ota l
Socia l T h em e 3 8  X C o m m u n ity  S e r v ic e  -  .35 X E d u c a tin g  -  -24 X C h ild  C a re  -  1 2 .o l (C on stan t) =  T otal
E n terp risin g  T h e m e 3 7  X P u b lic  S p ea k in g  s- -24 X B u s in e ss  -  .41 X S a le s  -  10.47  (C o n sta n t) =  T otal
C o n v e n tio n a l T h e m e .°0 X O ffice  P ractices *  .07  X F ood  S e r v ic e  -  2 3 5  (C o n sta n t) =  T ota l
Data for Metropolitan Achievement Test, (MAT6)
Pretest Data
Subjects were assigned to treatm ent and control groups randomly. 
However, additional assurance of sam ple equivalence was desired. The 
concern was that students expressing a preference in various elective courses 
might do so because of their higher abilities in those areas. To check group 
equivalence prior to study im plem entation, pretest raw  score measures for 
both treatm ent and control group MAT6 results were compared using 
univariate f-tests for independent means.
Table 3 shows the mean, standard deviation, and f-test results for the 
pretest M etropolitan Achievement Test, Sixth Edition-M athematics Survey 
Tests (MAT6), Mathematics: Concepts Test, Form L. Scores for the 35 subjects 
within the treatm ent group ranged from 10 to 32 and yielded a mean of 20.77 
with a standard deviation of 5.81. The control group of 36 subjects attained 
scores ranging from 10 to 30 and yielded a mean of 19.72 with a standard 
deviation of 4.93. On the pretest Mathematics: Concepts Test, no significant 
d if fe re n c e  w as fo u n d  b e tw e e n  t r e a tm e n t  an d  c o n tro l  groups (t = .29; 
df = 69; p < .05; critical value = 2.021).
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TABLE 3
Pretest Scores of Treatm ent and Control G roups for the 
M etropolitan Achievem ent Test, Sixth Edition-Mathematics Survey Tests (MAT6) 
M athematics: Concepts Test, Form L





































M ea n  =  2 0 . / / M ea n  =  19 .72
S D  =  5.81 S D  =  4 .93
p <  .05
II ii f -  o °
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Table 4 shows the mean, standard  deviation, and f-test results for the 
pretest M etropolitan Achievem ent Test, Sixth Edition-M athematics Survey 
Tests (MAT6), Mathematics: C om putation Test, Form L. Scores for the 35 
subjects within the treatm ent g roup  ranged from 8 to 26 and yielded a mean 
of 18.00 with a standard  deviation of 4.84. The control group of 36 subjects 
attained scores ranging from 9 to 25 and  yielded a mean of 17.69 w ith a 
standard deviation of 4.65. On The Mathematics: Com putation Test, no 
significant difference was found betw een treatm ent and control groups (f =
.26; d f  = 69; p < .05; critical value = 2.021).
TABLE 4
Pretest Scores of T reatm ent and Control Groups for the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test, Sixth Edition-Mathematics Survey Tests (MAT6) 
Mathematics: Com putation Test, Form L
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Figure 7 illustrates the pretest relationship between treatm ent and 
control groups in m athematics achievem ent as determ ined by MAT6 results 
at the start of study implementation. Scores for both groups were similarly 
distributed. No significant differences were found between treatm ent and 
control groups on dependent m easures em ployed to assess m athematics 
achievem ent.
Figure 7
Pretest Scores of Treatment and Control Groups for the M etropolitan Achievement Test, 
Sixth Edition-Mathematics Survey Tests (MAT6) Mathematics: Concepts Test 
and The Mathematics: Computation Test, Form L
T rea tm en t G ro u p  
C o n tro l G rou p
M ATH EM ATICS: C O N C IP I S  TEST M A TH EM A TIC S: C O M PU T A T IO N  TEST
Post test Data
In o rder to determine w hether or not significant differences in 
m athem atics achievement existed betw een treatm ent and control groups 
upon completion of the study, posttest results were compared using 
univariate f-tests of independent means. Table 5 shows the mean, standard 
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Sixth Edition-M athematics Survey Tests (MAT6), Mathematics: Concepts
Test, Form M.
TABLE 5
Posttest Scores of Treatment and Control Groups for the 
M etropolitan Achievement Test, Sixth Edition-Mathematics Survey Tests (MAT6) 
Mathematics: Concepts Test, Form M
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3 4 32 26
35 32 26
3 6 30
M oan = 23 .82 M oan  =  2 0 .1 4
S D  = 5.01 S D  =  4 5 7
" P < .02 f  =  2 .6 5 " rf/= 6w
Scores for the 35 subjects within the treatm ent group ranged from 15 to
32 and yielded a m ean of 23.82 with a standard deviation of 5.01. The control 
group of 36 subjects attained scores ranging from 10 to 30 and yielded a mean 
of 20.14 with a standard  deviation of 4.57. On the posttest Mathematics: 
Concepts Test, a significant difference was found between treatment and 
control groups (t = 2.65; d f=  69; p < .02; critical value = 2.423).
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Table 6 show s the m ean, standard deviation, and  f-test results for the 
pretest M etropolitan Achievement Test, Sixth Edition-M athematics Survey 
Tests (MAT6), M athem atics: Computation Test, Form  M. Scores for the 35 
subjects w ithin the treatm ent group ranged from 11 to 29 and yielded a mean 
of 20.74 w ith a standard  deviation of 4.14. The control group of 36 subjects 
attained scores ranging from 7 to 29 and yielded a m ean of 16.69 with a 
standard deviation of 5.91. On the posttest M athematics: Computation Test, a 
significant difference was found between treatm ent and control groups (f =
3.19; df=  69; p < .01; critical value = 2.704).
TABLE6
Posttest Scores of Treatment and Control Groups for the 
M etropolitan Achievement Test, Sixth Edition-Mathematics Survey Tests (MAT6) 
Mathematics: Computation Test, Form M
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Figure 8 illustrates the relationship betw een treatm ent and control 
groups in mathematics achievement as determ ined by MAT6 posttest results. 
Significant differences between treatm ent and control group MAT6 raw  scores 
were indicated.
Figure 8
Posttest Scores of Treatment and Control Groups for the Metropolitan Achievement Test, 
Sixth Edition-Mathematics Survey Tests (MAT6), Mathematics: Concepts Test 
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Pretest-Posttest Data
To determine changes in dependen t m easures that occurred during the 
study for treatment and control groups, w ithin-group differences in pretest 
and posttest scores on the MAT6 subtests were compared using univariate f- 
tests. Pretest and posttest scores were both measures of the same subjects a t 
different times. Therefore, f-test analyses used were for the analysis of related 
measures. The intent was to locate evidence, if any, of significant changes in 
MAT6 scores over time. Table 7 shows the pretest and posttest scores, group, 
standard deviations, and f-test results for the M etropolitan Achievem ent
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Test, Sixth Edition-M athematics Survey Tests (MAT6), Mathematics: 
Concepts Test, Forms L and M. Differences in scores for the 35 subjects within 
the treatm ent group ranged from -7 to +11. Differences in scores for the 36 
subjects w ithin the control group ranged from -10 to +9. On the Mathematics: 
Concepts Test, treatm ent group pretest-to-posttest gains were show n to be 
significant ( t  = 3.99; rf/=  34; p < .001; critical value = 3.551). No significant 
difference was found in the control group (f = .57; d f  = 35; p < .05; critical 
value = 2.021).
TABLE 7
Pretest-Posttest Differences for Treatment and Control Groups on the M etropolitan Achievement 
Test, Sixth Edition-Mathematics Survey Tests (MAT6) Mathematics: Concepts Test, Forms L and M
T re a tm en t G rou p  C o n tr o l G r o u p
It P r e te s t P o s tt e s t P r e te s t P o s t t e s t
1 2o 22 24 20
2 23 23 lu 23
3 20 22 11 20
4 32 2U 23 30
5 18 27 21 23
n 27 2° 22 2o
— 25 27 15 20
8 15 23 23 23
u 24 31 20 21
10 23 23 21 18
11 13 17 30 24
12 18 lu 2° IS
13 lo 15 23 2o
14 20 21 14 20
15 25 21 23 lu
lo 15 23 13 13
17 10 17 lu lo
18 22 2o 2U 25
l u 30 32 18 15
20 12 25 17 25
21 30 32 lu 22
22 25 25 2o 25
23 lu 30 lo 10
24 lo 18 2o lo
25 lu 18 24 24
2o 2u 22 16 14
27 2o 27 28 25
28 18 2U 17 22
2U 25 30 24 24
30 10 lo 14 21
31 20 25 10 12
32 13 20 18 lo
33 17 27 15 18
34 lu 15 14 17
35 27 28 22 21
3o lo 13
M ea n 20 .77 23.82 10,72 20.14
-----.001
t  = 3 .9 9 ------ df=  34 II
4* cif= 3o
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Table 8 shows the pretest and posttest scores, group, standard 
deviations, and t-test results for the M etropolitan A chievem ent Test, Sixth 
Edition-M athematics Survey Tests (MAT6), M athematics: Com putation Test, 
Forms L and M. Differences in scores for the 35 subjects w ithin the treatment 
group ranged from -4 to +11. Differences in scores for the 36 subjects within 
the control group ranged from -10 to +10. On the M athematics: Concepts Test, 
treatm ent group pretest-to-posttest gains were show n to be significant (t = 
4.26; cif = 34; p < .001; critical value = 3.551). No significant difference was 
found in the control g roup  (f = 1.29; df=  35; p < .05; critical value = 2.021).
TABLE 8
Pretest-Posttest Differences for Treatm ent and Control Groups on the
M etropolitan Achievement Test, Sixth Edition-Mathematics Survey Tests (MAT6)
M athematics: Computation Test, Forms L and M
T reatm ent Group C ontrol G roup
n  P retest P osttest P re te st  Posttest
! 24 23 23
2 l u 13 ~
3 17 21 17 14
4 IS 22 IS 22
ft5 21 is
r> 25 *»~ 2s: 13
2 10 20 20 !u
ft I I 13 lo 2h
u 24 23 I«
Hi 20 -) \ 23 I 3
U U IV 24 2U
12 16 1’ 24 In
13 10 11 24 2o
14 lb Is 14
1^ 1ft IV 20 2^
lb 17 1ft 14 12
17 17 14 17 7
lb 21 iv 24 17
1* *>*> 2ft 12 10
20 11 \ li 19 Is
21 2o 2v In In
->-» •>-* 24 T“
23 IV 24 12 U
24 13 17 13 11
25 24 20 ■o 23
26 2q 24 i? 12
27 22 20 20 IS
2ft 13 24 19 2h
2*? IV 24 10 13
30 b 14 13 in
31 1* 23 13 17
32 14 17 1 1 10
33 14 -s 9 10
34 21 20 13 11
3^ 20 23 19 Is
36 12 14
M ean HUH' 20.74 17.n" ln .n u
t =  4 .2 6 * * " . /r=34 t = 1.29 df= 3?
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Figure 9 illustrates the relationship between treatm ent and control 
groups concerning w ithin-group differences in pretest and posttest MAT6 raw 
scores. Univariate f-test analyses of related measures indicate that significant 
gains in achievem ent were m ade by the treatm ent group while no significant 
gains were made by the control group.
Figure 9
Pretest and Posttest Scores for Treatment and Control Groups for the 
M etropolitan Achievement Test, Sixth Edition-Mathematics Survey Tests (MAT6), 
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Data for the Interest Determination, Exploration and Assessment System
Pretest Data
Although subjects were assigned to treatm ent and control groups 
randomly, additional assurance of sample equivalence was desired. The 
concern was that students expressing a preference in various elective courses 
might do so because of their higher abilities in those areas. To check group 
equivalence prior to study implementation, pretest raw  score measures for
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both treatm ent and control group IDEAS survey results were com pared using 
univariate f-tests for independent means. Analyses were conducted for all 
corresponding treatm ent and control group pretest m easures for standard 
scores on the sixteen IDEAS career interest areas and index values for the six 
IDEAS RIASEC career interest themes.
Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the M echanical/Fixing interest 
area of the Realistic theme ranged from 0 to 30, yielding standard scores 
ranging from 30 to 73, w ith a m ean score of 54.20 and a standard  deviation of 
11.01. Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the Protective Service interest 
area of the Realistic theme ranged from 3 to 31, yielding standard scores 
ranging from 36 to 73, w ith a m ean score of 51.80 and a standard  deviation of 
9.10. Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the N a tu re /O u td o o r interest area 
of the Realistic theme ranged from 0 to 29, yielding standard  scores ranging 
from 29 to 70, with a mean score of 49.91 and a standard  deviation of 10.20. 
Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the Mathematics interest area of the 
Investigative theme ranged from 1 to 32, yielding standard  scores ranging 
from 31 to 68, with a m ean score of 48.11 and a standard deviation of 10.92. 
Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the Science interest area of the 
Investigative theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard  scores ranging 
from 33 to 73, with a m ean score of 57.97 and a standard  deviation of 11.41. 
Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the Medical interest area of the 
Investigative theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard  scores ranging 
from 34 to 70, w ith a m ean score of 54.51 and a standard deviation of 11.30. 
Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the Creative Arts interest area of the 
Artistic theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores ranging from 27 
to 73, with a mean score of 46.00 and a standard deviation of 11.16. Raw scores
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for the treatm ent group on the W riting interest area of the Artistic theme 
ranged from 0 to 31, yielding standard scores ranging from 33 to 71, with a 
mean of 47.57 and a standard deviation of 10.46. Raw scores for the treatment 
group on the Community Service interest area of the Social theme ranged 
from 1 to 30, yielding standard scores ranging from 27 to 68, w ith a mean of 
47.03 and a standard deviation of 10.73. Pretest raw scores for the treatment 
group on the Education interest area of the Social theme ranged from 5 to 32, 
yielding standard scores ranging from 35 to 72, with a m ean of 51.51 and a 
standard deviation of 10.92. Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the Child 
Care interest area of the Social theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard 
scores ranging from 28 to 69, w ith a m ean of 48.43 and a standard  deviation of 
13.17. Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the Public Speaking interest area 
of the Enterprising theme ranged from 0 to 28, yielding standard scores 
ranging from 28 to 67, with a mean of 46.17 and a standard deviation of 10.79. 
Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the Business interest area of the 
Enterprising theme ranged from 4 to 31, yielding standard  scores ranging 
from 32 to 69, with a mean of 47.71 and a standard deviation of 9.67. Raw 
scores for the treatm ent group on the Sales interest area of the Enterprising 
theme ranged from 0 to 25, yielding standard  scores ranging from 31 to 65, 
with a mean of 45.43 and a standard deviation of 13.01. Raw scores for the 
treatment group on the Office Practice interest area of the Conventional 
theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores ranging from 28 to 72, 
with a mean of 45.66 and a standard deviation of 12.52. Raw scores for the 
treatm ent group on the Food Service interest area of the Conventional theme 
ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores ranging from 29 to 70, with a 
mean of 48.86 and a standard deviation of 14.07 (these scores are displayed in Table 9).
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Raw scores for the control group on the M echanical/Fixing interest 
area of the Realistic theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores 
ranging from 30 to 73, w ith a mean score of 50.06 and  a standard  deviation of
11.73. Raw scores for the control group on the Protective Service interest area 
of the Realistic theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard  scores ranging 
from 32 to 73, w ith a m ean score of 50.61 and a standard  deviation of 12.47. 
Raw scores for the control group on the N atu re /O u tdoo r interest area of the 
Realistic theme ranged from 0 to 31, yielding standard scores ranging from 29 
to 72, with a mean score of 49.50 and a standard deviation of 13.19. Raw scores 
for the control group on  the M athematics interest a rea  of the Investigative 
theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores ranging from 30 to 72, 
with a m ean score of 43.94 and a standard deviation of 12.23. Raw scores for 
the control group on the Science interest area of the Investigative theme 
ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores ranging from 33 to 73, w ith a 
mean score of 53.42 and a standard deviation of 13.48. Raw scores for the 
control group on the Medical interest area of the Investigative theme ranged 
from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores ranging from 33 to 70, with a mean score 
of 54.14 and a standard deviation of 11.90. Raw scores for the control group on 
the Creative Arts interest area of the Artistic them e ranged from 0 to 32, 
yielding standard scores ranging from 27 to 73, with a m ean score of 51.17 and 
a standard  deviation of 12.90. Raw scores for the control group on the Writing 
interest area of the Artistic theme ranged from 1 to 32, yielding standard 
scores ranging from 34 to 72, with a mean score of 50.36 and a standard 
deviation of 11.45. Raw scores for the control g roup  on the Community 
Service interest area of the Social theme ranged from  0 to 32, yielding 
standard scores ranging from 27 to 71, with a m ean score of 48.17 and a
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standard deviation of 12.07. Raw scores for the control group on the 
Education interest area of the Social theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding 
standard scores ranging from 27 to 72, with a m ean score of 50.53 and a 
standard deviation of 13.07. Raw scores for the control group on the Child 
Care interest area of the Social theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard 
scores ranging from 28 to 72, with a mean score of 50.47 and a standard 
deviation of 14.48. Raw scores for the control group on the Public Speaking 
interest area of the Enterprising theme ranged from 1 to 32, yielding standard 
scores ranging from 30 to 70, with a mean score of 50.86 and a standard 
deviation of 12.34. Raw scores for the control group on the Business interest 
area of the Enterprising theme ranged from 1 to 32, yielding standard scores 
ranging from 28 to 72, w ith a m ean score of 48.67 and a standard deviation of 
12.55. Raw’ scores for the control group on the Sales interest area of the 
Enterprising theme ranged from 1 to 32, yielding standard scores ranging 
from 33 to 72, with a mean score of 50.22 and a standard deviation of 12.67. 
Raw scores for the control group on the Office Practice interest area of the 
Conventional theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores ranging 
from 28 to 72, with a mean score of 48.64 and a standard deviation of 14.50. 
Raw scores for the control group on the Food Service interest area of the 
Conventional theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores ranging 
from 29 to 70, w ith a m ean score of 49.14 and a standard deviation of 12.24 
(these scores are displayed in Table 10).




























































































































































Control G roup Protest Raw and S tandard  Scores for Career Fields and RIASECTIiemos on the 
Interest D eterm ination, Exploration and Assessment System (IDEAS)
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'r is ing  T he m e C o n v e n tio n a l T h e m e
Bust. Sales on. Pi act. f  ood Setv.
Raw Std. Raw Std. Raw Std. Raw Std.
1 28 1 33 0 28 0 29
2 29 2 34 0 28 0 29
3 30 2 34 0 28 0 29
3 30 2 34 0 28 2 31
3 30 2 34 0 28 2 31
5 33 3 35 2 28 4 34
7 36 4 37 2 31 4 34
8 37 5 38 3 3t 5 35
9 39 6 39 6 36 6 36
9 39 6 39 7 38 7 38
10 40 7 41 9 40 8 39
11 41 7 41 10 42 15 48
12 43 7 41 10 42 15 48
13 44 9 43 12 45 16 49
13 44 9 43 12 45 16 49
14 46 9 43 13 46 16 49
15 47 11 46 14 47 17 51
15 47 14 50 16 50 18 52
17 50 15 52 16 SO 18 52
17 50 16 53 18 53 19 S3
18 51 17 54 19 54 20 54
19 S3 18 56 20 56 20 54
20 54 18 56 20 56 20 54
22 57 IB 56 20 56 20 54
22 57 19 56 21 57 20 54
24 59 20 57 21 57 20 54
24 59 21 60 23 60 21 56
25 61 21 60 25 63 22 57
25 61 23 63 25 63 24 60
26 62 23 63 25 63 24 60
26 62 23 64 25 63 25 61
27 64 25 65 26 64 25 61
28 65 29 71 29 68 30 67
29 66 29 71 30 70 30 67
30 68 32 72 31 71 32 70
32 72 32 72 32 72 32 70
48.67 50.22 48.64 49.14




Pretest values for the m ean and standard  deviation of each of the 
sixteen career interest area standard scores for both the treatm ent and control 
groups were computed. Univariate t-test analyses for independen t means 
were conducted to compare levels of career interest prior to study 
im plem entation. Table 11 shows the f-values for treatm ent and  control group 
pretest career interest standard scores. No significant differences in the sixteen 
career interest areas were show n to exist betw een treatm ent and control 
groups at the start of study (df=  69; p < .05; critical value = 2.021).
TABLE 11





Mean SD Mean SD f-Value
Mechanical Fixing 54.20 11.10 50.0b 11.73 t = 1,4b^
Protective Services 51 .SO 9.10 50.bl 12.47 f = .442
N ature/O utdoors 49.91 10.20 49.50 13.19 /=  .141
Mathematics 48.11 10.92 43.94 12.23 t = 1.458
Science 57.97 11.41 53.42 13.48 t = 1,47b
Medical 54.51 11.30 54.14 11.90 f = .129
Creative Arts 4b .00 11.1b 51.17 12.90 t = 1.737
Writing 47.57 10.4b 50.3b 11.45 t =  1.031
Community Service 47.03 10.73 48.17 12.07 t = .404
Educating 51.51 10.92 50.53 13.07 t = .330
Child Care 48.43 13.17 50.47 14.48 t = .597
Public Speaking 4b. 17 10.79 50.8b 12.34 f = 1.2b0
Business 47.71 9.n7 48 .b 7 12.55 t = .347
Sales 45.43 13.01 50.22 12.67 f = 1.512
Office Practices 45.bb 12.52 48.b4 14.50 t = .892
Food Service 48.8b 14.07 49.14 12.24 t = ,08b
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Mean pretest scores of treatm ent and control groups for the sixteen 
IDEAS career interest areas w ere analyzed. Figure 10 illustrates the 
relationships betw een career interest levels of treatm ent and control groups 
prior to study as determ ined by m ean pretest standard scores on the sixteen 
career interests surveyed. No significant differences in the sixteen career 
interest areas were show n to exist betw een treatm ent and control groups.
Figure 10
Mean Pretest Scores of Treatm ent and Control Groups 
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An analysis of pretest them e index values followed. Once RIASEC 
theme index values were determ ined through regression analysis, mean 
values and standard deviations for each theme index value were calculated. 
Pretest mean theme index values for treatm ent and control groups were 
compared using univariate  f-test analyses for independent means. Table 12 
shows the t-values for treatment and control group pretest RIASEC theme 
index values (df= 69; p < .05; critical value = 2.021).
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TABLE 12
Univariate t-test Analyses of Treatment and Control Group Pretest RIASEC Theme Index Values
Treatm ent Group Control Group
n= 35 n= 3o
Mean SD Mean SD f-Yaluo
Realistic Theme 48.59 12.19 45.18 13.70 f= 1.058
Investigative Theme 52.33 13.04 47.82 15.o7 f = 1.234
Artistic Theme 43.39 12.02 48.18 14.02 /= 1.445
Social Theme 44.32 13.11 45.12 14.73 t= .231
Enterprising Theme 37.28 10.49 40.02 12.51 t =  1.163
Conventional Theme 4o.8o 12.20 49.5o 13.70 f= .837
Treatm ent and control group pretest RIASEC them e index values were 
compared using t-test analyses of independent means. M ean index values and 
standard deviations for the Realistic theme were 48.59 and 12.19 for the 
treatm ent group and 45.18 and 13.70 for the control group. Analysis of the 
Realistic theme values yielded a f-value of 1.058. M ean index values and 
standard deviations for the Investigative theme w ere 52.33 and 13.64 for the 
treatm ent group and 47.82 and 15.67 for the control group. Analysis of the 
Investigative them e values yielded a f-value of 1.234. Mean index values and 
standard deviations for the Artistic theme were 43.39 and 12.62 for the 
treatm ent group and 48.18 and 14.02 for the control group. Analysis of the 
Artistic theme values yielded a f-value of 1.445. M ean index values and 
standard deviations for the Social theme were 44.32 and 13.11 for the 
treatm ent group and 45.12 and 14.73 for the control group. Analysis of the 
Social theme yielded a f-value of .231. Mean index values and standard 
deviations for the Enterprising theme were 37.28 and  10.49 for the treatment 
group and 40.62 and 12.51 for the control group. Analysis of the Enterprising 
theme values yielded a f-value of 1.163. Mean index values and standard 
deviations for the Conventional theme were 46.86 and  12.20 for the treatm ent 
group and 49.56 and 13.70 for the control group. A nalysis of the Conventional
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theme values vielded a f-value of .837. On the Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, 
Social, Enterprising, and C onventional theme index values, f-test analyses 
revealed no significant differences betw een treatm ent and control groups. An 
analysis of pretest data indicated no significant differences betw een treatment 
and control groups in m athem atics achievement and career in terest levels as 
assessed bv dependent m easures at the start of study im plem entation. Figure 
11 illustrates the relationship betw een the six pretest RIASEC theme mean 
index values for the treatm ent and control groups.
Figure 11
Mean RIASEC Theme Index Values for Treatment and Control Group IDEAS Pretest
1 1  T rea tm en t C ro u p  
□  C ontro l G roup
Realistic Investigative A rtis tic  Social Enterprising C onventional 
Them e Theme T hem e Them e Theme Them e
Posttest Data
No significant differences were shown between treatm ent and control 
groups on the IDEAS pretests. Posttest measures for both  treatm ent and 
control group IDEAS results were compared using univariate f-tests for 
independent means. Analyses were conducted for all corresponding 
treatment and control group posttest measures for standard  scores on the
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I o n
sixteen IDEAS career interest areas and index values for the six IDEAS 
RIASEC career interest them e values.
Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the M echanical/Fixing interest 
area of the Realistic theme ranged from 1 to 32, yielding standard scores 
ranging from 31 to 73, w ith a m ean score of 54.54 and a standard  deviation of 
11.53. Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the Protective Service interest 
area of the Realistic theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores 
ranging from 32 to 73, w ith a mean score of 54.34 and  a standard  deviation of
11.74. Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the N a tu re /O u td o o r interest 
area of the Realistic theme ranged from 0 to 29, yielding standard scores 
ranging from 29 to 70, with a mean score of 49.14 and a standard  deviation of 
11.24. Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the M athem atics interest area of 
the Investigative theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard  scores ranging 
from 30 to 72, w ith a mean score of 46.23 and a standard  deviation of 11.98. 
Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the Science interest area of the 
Investigative them e ranged from 1 to 32, yielding standard  scores ranging 
from 34 to 73, w ith a mean score of 55.74 and a standard  deviation of 11.96. 
Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the M edical interest area of the 
Investigative them e ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard  scores ranging 
from 34 to 70, w ith a mean score of 52.43 and a standard  deviation of 12.25. 
Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the Creative A rts interest area of the 
Artistic theme ranged from 0 to 28, yielding standard  scores ranging from 27 
to 67, w ith a m ean score of 45.91 and a standard deviation of 11.51. Raw scores 
for the treatm ent group on the Writing interest area of the Artistic theme 
ranged from 0 to 28, yielding standard scores ranging from 33 to 67, with a 
mean score of 44.46 and a standard deviation of 11.08. Raw scores for the
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treatm ent group  on the Community Service in terest area of the Social them e 
ranged from 0 to 29, yielding standard scores ranging from 27 to 6<o, with a 
mean score of 42.71 and a standard deviation of 11.65. Posttest raw scores for 
the treatm ent group on the Education in terest area of the Social theme ranged 
from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores ranging from  29 to 72, with a mean score 
of 47.43 and a standard deviation of 11.62. Raw scores for the treatm ent group 
on the Child Care interest area of the Social theme ranged from 0 to 32, 
yielding standard scores ranging from 28 to 69, w ith a m ean score of 44.09 and 
a standard deviation of 12.27. Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the 
Public Speaking interest area of the Enterprising theme ranged from 0 to 32, 
yielding standard  scores ranging from 28 to 72, w ith a m ean score of 44.66 and 
a standard deviation of 12.07. Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the 
Business interest area of the Enterprising them e ranged from 0 to 28, yielding 
standard scores ranging from 28 to 65, w ith a mean score of 46.34 and a 
standard deviation of 10.72. Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the Sales 
interest area of the Enterprising theme ranged from  0 to 25, yielding standard 
scores ranging from 31 to 65, w ith a m ean score of 43.63 and a standard 
deviation of 9.77. Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the Office Practice 
interest area of the Conventional theme ranged from 0 to 29, yielding 
standard scores ranging from 28 to 68, w ith a m ean score of 41.77 and a 
standard deviation of 12.01. Raw scores for the treatm ent group on the Food 
Service interest area of the Conventional them e ranged from 0 to 32, yielding 
standard scores ranging from 29 to 70, w ith a mean score of 46.26 and a 
standard deviation of 15.00 (these scores are displayed in Table 13).
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TABLE 13
Treatm ent Group Posttest Raw and Standard Scores for Career Fields and RIASEC Themes on the 
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Raw scores for the control group on the M echanical/Fixing interest 
area of the Realistic theme ranged from 0 to 34, yielding standard  scores 
ranging from 30 to 73, w ith a mean score of 50.58 and a standard  deviation of 
12.19. Raw scores for the control group on the Protective Service interest area 
of the Realistic them e ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard  scores ranging 
from 29 to 73, w ith  a m ean score of 51.08 and a standard  deviation of 12.91. 
Raw scores for the control group on the N a tu re /O u td o o r interest area of the 
Realistic theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard  scores ranging from 29 
to 72, with a m ean score of 49.14 and a standard deviation of 12.79. Raw scores 
for the control group  on the Mathematics interest area of the Investigative 
theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores ranging from 30 to 68, 
with a mean score of 44.17 and a standard deviation of 12.66. Raw scores for 
the control group on the Science interest area of the Investigative theme 
ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores ranging from 33 to 73, with a 
mean score of 52.00 and a standard deviation of 13.51. Raw scores for the 
control group on the Medical interest area of the Investigative theme ranged 
from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores ranging from 33 to 70, w ith a mean score 
of 53.67 and a standard deviation of 12.92. Raw scores for the control group on 
the Creative Arts interest area of the Artistic theme ranged from 0 to 32, 
yielding standard scores ranging from 27 to 73, w ith a m ean score of 50.11 and 
a standard deviation of 11.49. Raw scores for the control group  on the Writing 
interest area of the Artistic theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard 
scores ranging from 33 to 72, with a mean score of 49.81 and a standard 
deviation of 11.64. Raw scores for the control group  on the Community 
Service interest area of the Social theme ranged from  0 to 32, yielding 
standard scores ranging from 27 to 71, with a m ean score of 47.28 and a
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standard deviation of 13.14. Raw scores for the control group on the 
Education interest area of the Social theme ranged from 0 to 31, yielding 
standard scores ranging from 27 to 70, w ith a m ean score of 50.31 and a 
standard deviation of 13.53. Raw scores for the control group on the Child 
Care interest area of the Social theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard 
scores ranging from 28 to 72, with a m ean score of 51.22 and a standard 
deviation of 14.08. Raw scores for the control group on the Public Speaking 
interest area of the Enterprising theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard 
scores ranging from 28 to 70, with a m ean score of 49.00 and a standard 
deviation of 13.27. Raw scores for the control group  on the Business interest 
area of the Enterprising them e ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard scores 
ranging from 28 to 72, w ith a m ean score of 47.86 and  a standard  deviation of 
11.69. Raw scores for the control group on the Sales interest area of the 
Enterprising theme ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard  scores ranging 
from 27 to 72, w ith  a m ean score of 49.42 and a standard  deviation of 12.56. 
Raw scores for the control group on the Office Practice interest area of the 
Conventional them e ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard  scores ranging 
from 28 to 72, w ith a m ean score of 46.36 and a standard  deviation of 14.31. 
Raw scores for the control group on the Food Service interest area of the 
C onventional them e ranged from 0 to 32, yielding standard  scores ranging 
from 29 to 70, w ith  a m ean  score of 48.61 and a standard deviation  of 12.79 
(these scores are displayed in Table 14).
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Posttest values for the mean and standard deviation of each of the 
sixteen career interest area standard  scores for both the treatm ent and control 
groups were com puted. Univariate t-test analyses for independent means 
were conducted to com pare levels of career interests at the completion of 
treatm ent conditions. Table 15 shows the results of f-test analyses of treatm ent 
and control group posttest career interest standard scores. No significant 
differences in fourteen of the sixteen career interest areas were show n to exist 
between treatm ent and  control groups. Significant differences in posttest 
measures for the Child Care (t = 2.170) and Sales (f = 2.068) career interest areas
were indicated (d f =  69; p  <  .05; critical value = 2.021).
TABLE 15
Univariate t-test Analyses of Treatm ent and Control Croup Posttest Career Interest Standard Scores
Treatm ent Group Control Group
u= 35 n= 3o
Mean SD Mean SD t -Value
Mechanical Fixing 54.54 11.53 50.58 12.19 f = 1.343
Protective Services 54.34 11.74 51.08 12.91 t = 1.062
Nature/Outdoors 49.14 11.24 49.14 12.79 t  = 0.00
Mathematics 4o.23 11.98 44.17 12.00 f = .673
Science 55.74 11.9o 52.00 13.51 f = 1.179
Medical 52.43 12.25 53.o7 12.92 t = .396
Creative Arts 45.9 1 11.51 50.11 11.49 f=  1.470
Writing 44.4n 11.08 49.81 11.04 f=  1.895
Community Service 42.71 11 .o5 47.28 13.14 t = 1.480
Educating 47.43 ll.o2 50.31 13.53 f = .918
Child Care 44.09 12.27 51.22 14.08 t = 2.170*
Public Speaking 44.no 12.07 49.00 13.27 t  = 1.376
Business 40.34 10.72 47.80 11.09 t  = .545
Sales 43.03 9.77 49.42 12.50 t = 2.068*
Office Practices 41.77 12.01 4o.3o 41.73 f = 1.397
Food Service 4o.2o 15.00 48.01 12.79 t = .679
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Figure 12 illustrates the relationships between career interest levels of 
treatment and control groups at the com pletion of the study as determ ined by 
mean posttest standard scores on the sixteen career interests surveyed. No 
significant differences in fourteen of the sixteen career interest areas were 
shown to exist between treatm ent and  control groups at the com pletion of the 
study. Significant differences in posttest measures for the Child Care and Sales 
career interest areas were indicated.
Figure 12
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An analysis of posttest them e index values followed. Once RIASEC 
theme index values were determ ined through regression analysis, m ean 
values and standard deviations for each them e index value were calculated. 
Table 16 shows posttest mean them e index values for treatm ent and control 
groups which were compared using u n ivaria te  f-test analyses for independent 
means. No significant differences in RIASEC theme index values were 
indicated (df = 69; p < .05; critical value = 2.021).
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TABLE 16
Univariate t-test Analyses of Treatm ent and Control Group Posttest RIASEC Theme Index Values
Treatm ent Group Control G roup
n=  35 n= 3o
Mean SD Mean SD f-Value
Realistic Theme 48.7o 10.41 45.52 14.14 f= 1.048
Investigative Theme 49.96 13.04 4o.72 lo.21 t= .869
Artistic Theme 41.69 11.98 47.21 13.42 f= 1.745
Soaal Theme 39.34 13.02 44.71 15.67 f= 1.498
Enterprising Theme 35.06 9.71 39.41 12.75 f= 1.541
Conventional Theme 43.18 11.21 47.48 13.7o t=  1.377
Treatm ent and  control group posttest RIASEC them e index values 
were compared using t-test analyses of independent means. Mean index 
values and standard  deviations for the Realistic them e were 48.76 and 10.41 
for the treatm ent group and 45.52 and 14.14 for the control group. Analysis of 
the Realistic them e values yielded a f-value of 1.048. M ean index values and 
standard deviations for the Investigative theme were 49.96 and 13.64 for the 
treatment group and 46.72 and 16.21 for the control group. Analysis of the 
Investigative them e values yielded a f-value of .869. M ean index values and 
standard deviations for the Artistic theme were 41.69 and 11.98 for the 
treatm ent group and 47.21 and 13.42 for the control group. Analysis of the 
Artistic theme values yielded a f-value of 1.745. M ean index values and 
standard deviations for the Social theme were 39.34 and 13.02 for the 
treatment group and 44.71 and 15.67 for the control group. Analysis of the 
Social theme yielded a f-value of 1.498. Mean index values and standard 
deviations for the Enterprising theme were 35.06 and 9.71 for the treatm ent 
group and 39.41 and 12.75 for the control group. Analysis of the Enterprising 
theme values yielded a f-value of 1.541. Mean index values and standard 
deviations for the Conventional theme were 43.18 and 11.21 for the treatm ent 
group and 47.48 and 13.76 for the control group. Analysis of the Conventional
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theme values yielded a f-value of 1.377. On the Realistic, Investigative, 
Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and Conventional theme index values, f-test 
analyses revealed no significant differences between treatm ent and control 
groups. Figure 13 illustrates the relationship between the six posttest RIASEC 
theme m ean index values for the treatm ent and control groups. Analyses of 
posttest data indicated no significant differences between experimental groups 
in career interest levels as assessed by the IDEAS career interest survey at the 
com pletion of treatm ent conditions.
Figure 13
Mean RIASEC Theme Index Values for Treatment and Control Group IDEAS Posttest
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To determ ine changes in dependent measures that occurred during 
study im plem entation to treatm ent and control groups . w ithin-group 
differences in pretest and posttest scores on the IDEAS survey were compared 
using univariate  t-tests. Pretest and posttest scores were both measures of the 
same subjects' interests at different times. Therefore, f-test analyses used were
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for the analysis of related measures. The intent was to locate evidence, if any, 
of significant changes in scores over time.
Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for the Mechanical Fixing area 
were 54.20 and 54.54, respectively, w ith a difference of .34. The f-value for the 
pretest-posttest difference on the Mechanical Fixing area was f= .222. Mean 
scores for the pretest and posttest for the Protective Services area were 51.80 
and 54.34, w ith a difference of 2.54. The f-value for the pretest-posttest 
difference on the Protective Services area was f= .554. M ean scores for the 
pretest and posttest for the N ature/O utdoors area were 49.91 and 49.14, with a 
difference of -.77. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference on the 
N ature/O utdoors area was f= .581. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for 
the Mathematics area were 48.11 and 46.23, with a difference of -1.88. The f- 
value for the pretest-posttest difference on the Mathematics area was f= 1.304. 
Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for the Science area were 57.97 and 
55.74, with a difference of -2.23. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference 
on the Science area was f= 1.227. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for 
the Medical area were 54.51 and 52.43, with a difference of -2.08. The f-value 
for the pretest-posttest difference on the Medical area was f= 1.552. Mean 
scores for the pretest and posttest for the Creative Arts area were 46.00 and 
45.91, with a difference of -.09. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference 
on the Creative Arts area was f= .051. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest 
for the Writing area were 47.57 and 44.46, w ith a difference of -3.11. The f- 
value for the pretest-posttest difference on the Writing area was f= 1.726. 
Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for the Community' Service area were 
47.03 and 42.71, with a difference of -4.32. The f-value for the pretest-posttest 
difference on the Com munity Service area was f= 2.143. Mean scores for the
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pretest and posttest for the Educating area were 51.51 and 47.43, with a 
difference of -4.08. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference on the 
Educating area was f= 2.610. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for the 
Child Care area were 48.43 and 44.09, w ith a difference of -4.34. The f-value for 
the pretest-posttest difference on the Child Care area was f= 2.319. Mean scores 
for the pretest and posttest for the Public Speaking area were 46.17 and 44.66, 
with a difference of -1.51. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference on the 
Public Speaking area was f= .780. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for 
the Business area were 47.71 and 46.34, w ith a difference of -1.37. The f-value 
for the pretest-posttest difference on the Business area was f= .877. Mean 
scores for the pretest and posttest for the Sales area w ere 45.43 and 43.63, with 
a difference of -.18. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference on the Sales 
area was f= 1.820. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for the Office 
Practices area were 45.66 and 41.77, w ith a difference of -3.89. The f-value for 
the pretest-posttest difference on the Office Practices area w'as f= 2.495. Mean 
scores for the pretest and posttest for the Food Service area were 48.86 and 
46.26, with a difference of -2.600. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference 
on the Food Service area was f= 1.226. With the exception of four career 
interest areas, no significant differences were found betw een treatm ent group 
pretest and posttest scores. Significant differences were shown for the 
Community Service, f= 2.143; Educating, f= 2.610; Child Care, f= 2.319; and 
Office Practices, f= 2.495; career interest areas (df = 69; p < .05; critical value =
2.021). All significant differences were for decreases in pretest-to-posttest 
scores. Table 17 shows the pretest and posttest scores for the treatm ent group 
IDEAS survey results, the difference indicated, and f-test results for related 
measures.
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TABLE 17
Pretest-Posttest Differences for Treatm ent G roup on the




M ean Mean Difference f-Value
Mechanical Fixing 5 4 .2 0 5 4 . 5 4 .3 4 r =  .2 2 2
Protective Services 5 1 . SO 5 4 .3 4 2 . 5 4 t  = .5 5 4
Nature/Outdoors 4 9 .9 1 4 9 . 1 4 t  = .5 8 1
Mathematics 4 8 .1 1 4 8 .2 3 - 1 . 8 8 f =  1 .3 0 4
Science 5 7 .9 7 5 5 . 7 4 - 2 . 2 3 t = 1 .2 2 7
Medical 5 4 .5 1 5 2 .4 3 - 2 . 0 8 t = 1 .5 5 2
Creative Arts 4 8 . 0 0 4 5 .9 1 - .0 9 t = .0 5 1
Writing 4 7 . 5 7 4 4 .4 8 - 3 .1 1 t = 1 .7 2 6
Community Service 4 7 . 0 3 4 2 .7 1 - 4 . 3 2 t  = 2 .1 4 3 '
Educating 5 1 .5 1 4 7 . 4 3 - 4 . 0 8 f =  2 .6 1 0 *
Child Care 4 8 . 4 3 4 4 . 0 9 - 4 . 3 4 f  =  2 .3 1 9 *
Public Speaking 4 8 . 1 7 4 4 .8 8 - 1 .5 1 t = .7 8 0
Business 4 7 .7 1 4 8 . 3 4 - 1 . 3 7 f  =  .8 7 7
Sales 4 5 .4 3 4 3 .o 3 - 1 . 8 0 t  =  1 .8 2 0
Office Practices 4 5 .8 8 4 1 . 7 7 - 3 . 8 9 f  =  2 .4 9 5 *
Food Service 4 8 .8 8 4 8 .2 8 - 2 . 8 0 f =  1 .2 2 6
• l< • 1<S
Figure 14 shows the relationship betw een trea tm en t group pretest and 
posttest scores on the sixteen IDEAS survey career interest areas. Pretest- 
posttest differences in RIASEC theme index values were analyzed using 
univariate f-tests for related means.
Figure 14
Pretest-Posttest Differences for Treatment Group IDEAS Survey Career Interest Areas
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Table 18 shows the pretest for the treatm ent group RIASEC them e 
index values, the difference indicated, and f-test results for related measures. 
Mean scores for the treatm ent group pretest and posttest scores for the 
Realistic theme were 48.59 and 48.76, respectively, w ith a difference of .17. The 
f-value for the pretest-posttest difference on the Realistic theme was f= .127. 
Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for the Investigative theme were 52.33 
and 49.96, w ith a difference of -.237. The f-value for the pretest-posttest 
difference on the Investigative theme was f= 1.432. M ean scores for the pretest 
and posttest for the Artistic theme were 43.39 and 41.69, with a difference of - 
1.7. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference on the Artistic theme was f= 
.944. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for the Social theme were 44.32 
and 39.34, with a difference of -4.98. The f-value for the pretest-posttest 
difference on the Social them e was f= 2.637. Mean scores for the pretest and 
posttest for the Enterprising theme were 37.28 and 35.06, with a difference of -
2.22. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference on the Enterprising theme 
was f= 1.484. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for the Conventional 
theme were 46.86 and 43.18, with a difference of -3.68. The f-value for the 
pretest-posttest difference on the Conventional theme was f= 2.563. No 
significant differences were found for the Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, and 
Enterprising themes. Significant decreases between pretest and posttest values 
for the Social, 2.637; and Conventional, 2.563; themes were indicated {cif = 69; 
p < .05; critical value = 2.021).
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TABLE 18
Pretest-Posttest Differences for Treatm ent Group on the IDEAS RIASEC Theme Index Values
Treatm ent Group n= 35
Pretest Posttest
Mean Mean Difference f -V a lu e
























f = .127 
t=  1.432 
t  = .944 
t  = 2.637* 
t  = 1.484 
f = 2.563*
' r  -  o '
Figure 15 illustrates the relationship between treatm ent group pretest 
and posttest scores on the six IDEAS RIASEC them e index values. Xo 
significant differences were found amongst Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, 
and Enterprising themes. Significant differences in Social and Conventional 
themes were indicated.
Figure 15
Pretest-Posttest Differences for Treatm ent Group IDEAS Survey RIASEC Theme Index Values
^  Pretest Scores 
n  Posttest Scores
Realistic Investigative Artistic 
T hem e Them e Theme
S**aal Enterprising C onventional 
Them e Theme Them e
Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for the Mechanical Fixing area 
were 50.06 and 50.58, respectively, with a difference of .52. The f-value for the 
pretest-posttest difference on the Mechanical Fixing area was t= .539. Mean 
scores for the pretest and posttest for the Protective Services area were 50.61
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and 51.08, with a difference of .47. The f-value for the pretest-posttest 
difference on the Protective Services area was f= .727. Mean scores for the 
pretest and posttest for the N ature/O utdoors area were 49.50 and 49.14, w ith a 
difference of -.36. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference on the 
Nature /O utdoors area was f= .207. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for 
the Mathematics area were 43.94 and 44.17, w ith a difference of .23. The f- 
value for the pretest-posttest difference on  the Mathematics area was f= .112. 
Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for the Science area were 53.42 and 
52.00, with a difference of -1.42. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference 
on the Science area was f= 1.031. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for 
the Medical area were 54.14 and 53.67, w ith a difference of -.47. The f-value for 
the pretest-posttest difference on the Medical area was f= .372. Mean scores for 
the pretest and posttest for the Creative A rts area were 51.17 and 50.11, with a 
difference of -1.06. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference on the 
Creative Arts area was f= .984. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for the 
Writing area were 50.36 and 49.81, w ith a difference of -.55. The f-value for the 
pretest-posttest difference on the W riting area was f= .492. Mean scores for the 
pretest and posttest for the Community Service area were 48.17 and 47.28, 
with a difference of -.89. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference on the 
Community Service area was f= .592. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest 
for the Educating area were 50.53 and 50.31, with a difference of -.22. The f- 
value for the pretest-posttest difference on the Educating area was f= .113. 
Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for the Child Care area were 50.47 and
51.22, with a difference of .75. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference on 
the Child Care area was f= .412. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for the 
Public Speaking area were 50.86 and 49.00, with a difference of -1.86. The f-
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value for the pretest-posttest difference on the Public Speaking area was t= 
1.052. Mean scores for the pretest and  posttest for the Business area were 48.67 
and 47.86, with a difference of -.81. The f-value for the pretest-posttest 
difference on the Business area was f= .423. M ean scores for the pretest and 
posttest for the Sales area were 50.22 and 49.42, w ith a difference of -.80. The f- 
value for the pretest-posttest difference on the Sales area was f= .407. Mean 
scores for the pretest and posttest for the Office Practices area were 48.64 and 
46.36, with a difference of -2.28. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference 
on the Office Practices area was f= 1.305. M ean scores for the pretest and 
posttest for the Food Service area w ere 49.14 and 48.61, with a difference of 
-.53. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference on the Food Service area 
was f= .319. No significant differences were found between control group 
pretest and posttest career interest scores (d f  = 69; p < .05; critical value =
2.021). Table 19 shows the pretest and posttest scores for the control group 
IDEAS survey results, the difference indicated, and f-test results for related 
measures. Figure 16 shows the relationship betw een control group pretest and 
posttest scores on the sixteen IDEAS survey career interest areas.
TABLE 19
Pretest-Posttest Differences for Control Group on the
Interest Determination, Exploration and Assessment System (IDEAS) Survey
Control Croup 11= 3r>
IW tcst
Mean Moan Ditftruncv (•Value
Mechanical Fixing 30 (»o 3n.3*> t a .539
Protective Services 30 b i 3 1 (lb 47 f a .727
Nature/Outdoors 49 30 49 14 - 36 t = .207
Mathematics 4 3 94 44 IT 23 f a  .112
Science 33 42 32 00 -142 f «  1.031
Medical 34 14 33 b7 -.47 f a . 372
Creative Arts 3 1 . I * 30 I 1 -1.06 f a .984
Writing 5(1 3b 4*-* si - 33 f a . 492
Community Service 4^ |7 47.2s - rt9 f a  .592
Educating 3() S3 30 3J -.22 f a .113
Child Care 30 4* 31 22 f a  .412
Public Speaking 30 sh 49 00 -I v> f a  1.052
Business 4^ hT 47 sb - si ra  .423
Sales 22 49 42 - f a  .407
Office Practices 4 ^  n4 4r: 3b ■2.2s f a  1.305
Food Service 4 «  14 4s  n i - 33 f* .319
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Figure 16
Pretest-Posttest Differences for Control Group IDEAS Survey Career Interest Areas
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Pretest-posttest differences in control group RIASEC them e index values 
were analyzed using univariate f-tests for related means. Table 20 shows the 
pretest and posttest scores for the treatment group RIASEC theme index 
values, the difference indicated, and f-test results for related m easures. Mean 
scores for the control group pretest and posttest scores for the Realistic theme 
were 45.18 and 45.52, respectively, with a difference of .34. The f-value for the 
pretest-posttest difference on the Realistic theme was f= .533. Mean scores for 
the pretest and posttest for the Investigative theme were 47.82 and 46.72, with 
a difference of -1.10. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference on the 
Investigative theme was f= .657. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for 
the Artistic theme were 48.18 and 47.21, with a difference of -.97. The f-value 
for the pretest-posttest difference on the Artistic theme was f= .701. Mean 
scores for the pretest and posttest for the Social them e were 45.12 and 
44.71,with a difference of -.41. The f-value for the pretest-posttest difference on
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the Social theme was f= .233. Mean scores for the pretest and posttest for the 
Enterprising theme were 40.62 and 39.41, w ith a difference of -1.21. The f- 
value for the pretest-posttest difference on the Enterprising theme was t= .711. 
M ean scores for the pretest and posttest for the Conventional theme were 
49.56 and 47.48, with a difference of -2.08. The f-value for the pretest-posttest 
difference on the Conventional theme was f= 1.274. No significant differences 
were found between control group pretest and  posttest RIASEC theme index 
values (d f=  69; p < .05; critical value = 2.021).
TABLE 20
Pretest-Posttest Differences for Control Group on the 
(IDEAS) Survey Mean RIASEC Them e Index Values
Control Group h= 3o
Pretest Posttest





E nterprising Theme 4U.n2
Conventional Theme 49.5o
45.52 .34 t = .533
4o.72 -1.1 t = .657
47.21 -.97 f = .701
44.71 -.41 t  = .233
39.41 -1.21 t = .711
47.48 -2.08 t = 1.274
Figure 17 shows the relationship betw een control group pretest and 
posttest scores on the six IDEAS RIASEC them e index values. Measurable 
changes were small. No significant changes w ere indicated on the six themes.
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Figure 17
Pretest-Posttest D ifferences for Control Group IDEAS Survey RIASEC Theme Index Values
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Sum m ary
Pretest scores on the M etropolitan Achievement Test, Sixth Edition- 
Mathematics Survey Tests (MAT6), Mathematics: Concepts Test and  The 
Mathematics: C om putation Test, showed no significant differences of 
treatm ent and control groups. Posttest scores on both m athem atics tests 
showed significant differences between the treatm ent and control groups. 
Significant differences were shown to exist in pretest-posttest results for the 
treatm ent group on both mathematics tests, while no significant pretest- 
posttest differences were indicated for the control group.
No significant differences were found between the treatm ent and 
control groups on pretest scores on the sixteen Interest D eterm ination, 
Exploration and Assessment System (IDEAS) career interest areas and the six 
RIASEC theme index values. Significant differences betw een treatm ent and
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control groups on posttest score comparisons were indicated for the Child 
Care and Sales career interest areas only. \ 'o  other significant posttest 
differences were found betw een treatm ent and control groups on the career 
interest areas and RIASEC theme index values. Pretest-posttest difference 
analyses showed significant decreases in treatm ent g roup scores on the 
Community Service, Educating, and Child Care career interest areas, and on 
the Social and C onventional RIASEC them e index values. No other 
significant differences were found between IDEAS pretest and posttest scores 
for treatm ent and control groups.
In Chapter V, a discussion of the results of the study  will be furnished. 
Data will be in terpreted  in Chapter V and relations betw een findings and 
theory will be discussed. In addition, conclusions concerning the study's 
generalizability to o ther applications will be made. C hapter V will also 
provide the reader w ith practical recom m endations concerning the planning 
and im plem entation of interdisciplinary aerospace technology program s of 
instruction.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In Chapter V, sum m ary, conclusions, an d  recom m endations of this 
studv are presented. A discussion of the results of the study will be furnished, 
data will be interpreted, and relationships betw een findings and theory will be 
discussed. Chapter V will also provide the reader w ith practical 
recom m endations concerning the planning an d  im plem entation of urban 
middle school aerospace technology program s of instruction.
Sum m ary
This study was set in an urban center in southeastern  Virginia which 
embraces cultures of poverty amidst cultures of affluence. Its public schools 
are challenged with the task of providing for a w ide variety of learning styles 
while remaining accountable to high academ ic standards. Educational 
progress toward compliance with state standards has been slow. To help solve 
that problem, the school system has im plem ented a long-range strategic plan 
for continuous systemic improvement. As part of the im provem ent process, 
a grade K-12 m agnet school program has been im plem ented to increase levels 
of service to the comm unity. Goals of the m ulti-school m agnet program 
include helping to desegregate schools through voluntary choice initiatives, 
provide all students with opportunities in im proved academic programs, 
increase parental and  community involvem ent and support for schools, 
increase the effectiveness of staff developm ent program s, and increase 
student, teacher, parent, and community perceptions of school programs 
offered throughout the city.
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This study is concerned with the developm ent of an im proved 
Technolog}' Education program of instruction which has been im plem ented 
at the city's largest magnet middle school. There are over 1,100 students 
enrolled at the school. Seventy-three percent of the students are black, twenty- 
six percent are white, and about one percent are of other racial origin. Many of 
the students are  from poor families. While recent school im provem ent has 
been remarkable, the school is still challenged by low student achievement, 
high student absenteeism, and problems with studen t discipline. A m ajor 
goal of the school's magnet program  is to offer a curriculum designed to 
provide for intensive mathematics, science, and  technology instruction. The 
intent of the program  is to integrate aerospace studies throughout all subject 
m atter to better motivate and prepare all students to pursue successful 
academic and professional careers.
As a vital com ponent of the m iddle school curriculum, Technology 
Education courses help students to develop skills in creative thinking and 
problem-solving. The technology curriculum  provides students w ith an 
exciting activity'-based instructional program  which stresses applied academics 
and career interest development. The curriculum  has been designed to 
prepare all students to become technological thinkers and innovators 
through practical applications of mathematics, science, and technology in 
real-world situations. In technology classes students actively use appropriate 
information and  procedures from the disciplines of mathematics and science 
as tools to w ork m ore efficiently through innovative design processes. 
Through the integration of diverse fields of study, technology activities unify 
concepts which have traditionally been disassociated.
In the m iddle school under study, approxim ately 640 students are
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enrolled in Technology Education classes each year. This is approximately 55 
percent of the total student body. The problem  which presently exists is how 
might m iddle school curricula be developed to best support unique goals of 
m agnet program s while m aintaining a school's ability to offer its com m unity 
choice in instructional program  designs? Exam ined in this case were the 
effects of interdisciplinary hands-on and computer-assisted aerospace 
technology instruction on levels of m athem atics achievem ent and career 
interests of urban seventh graders.
A review  of the literature supports the use of applied instructional 
activities to enhance m athematics skill levels and enhance career interests. 
C om puters have been shown to help provide for effective m athem atics 
instruction by enabling students to com prehend and apply the technological 
m ethod to m athem atical problem solving. Using com puters, students build  
upon their initial visual approaches in o rder to construct more analytical 
approaches. Com puters also help students link specific and general concepts 
and encourage students to pose problems, build scaffolding skills for problem  
solving, and m ake their own conjectures.
This study also examined career interest developm ent in urban  
adolescents. The formulation of career interests in adolescents has been 
shown to be complex. During this period, children begin to match their career 
interests w ith their abilities and values. This tentative period is characterized 
by a plasticity which is easily influenced by environm ent. Career interests of 
m iddle school students are most heavily im pacted upon by socioeconomic 
status, parental influences, individual personality, and educational 
influences. Connections have also been m ade between m athem atics 
achievement and career aspiration. S tudents who are better prepared
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m athem atically are afforded a greater range of opportunities in continuing 
education as well as in the world of work. Academic reinforcem ent through 
applied academ ic instruction in Technology Education provides students 
w ith valuable tools for the investigation of career opportunities. The goals of 
the m iddle school Technology Education curriculum  include integrating 
m athematics, science, and technology into real-world applications and 
problem -solving situations in order to prom ote learning environm ents 
which serve to enhance student's career interests.
A nother im portant component of the Technology Education 
curriculum  is the inherent flexibility allowed in choosing appropria te  
scheduling paradigm s. Innovative block schedules facilitate the realization of 
technolog\’ objectives by providing appropriate time periods for applied 
academic instruction. W ithin various block schedules, heterogeneous groups 
of students are afforded ample opportunity to w ork with others w ithin a 
cooperative learning environm ent. Time is available for academ ic 
integration, hands-on activities, and com puter-assisted instructional 
activities. In addition, block schedules allow for the facilitation of classes that 
v a n ’ in length and content, thus offering students a more appealing variety of 
instruction.
In this study, experimental validity and generalizability to other urban 
populations w ere dependent upon a powerful research design. To generate 
valid results, a two-group experimental research design was used. More 
specifically, the study employed a random ized subjects, pretest-posttest 
control group design. From a population of students interested in enrolling 
in Technology Education courses (approximately 65 percent of eligible 
seventh-graders), forty subjects were randomly selected and assigned to the
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experimental treatm ent group. From the population of students enrolled in 
other elective courses including Art, Exploring Language, Band, Chorus, 
Orchestra, and Teen Living, forty subjects were random ly selected and 
assigned to the control group. The intent of such selection procedures was to 
accurately represent a generalizable sample of urban seventh-grade students. 
Subject mortality for various reasons led to a final sample of 71 (35 treatm ent 
subjects and 36 control subjects). In addition to the random  selection of 
subjects from a larger population, pretest adm inistrations of all dependent 
measures added additional checks for possible nonequivalence of 
experimental groups prior to study.
The independent variable in this study included two levels of a chosen 
course of elective study. The experimental treatm ent consisted of an 
aerospace technology course as opposed to non-participation in such a course. 
The experimental treatm ent included the interdisciplinary hands-on design, 
production, and testing of hang gliders, parachutes, hot-air balloons, model 
rockets, and model airplanes. In addition, the experim ental treatm ent 
included activities which stressed problem  solving with paper and pencil and 
computer-assisted instruction which also stressed m athem atical problem  
solving. The course of stud}' had been specifically designed to increase 
students' proficiency in areas of mathematics concepts including num eration, 
geometry, and measurement. During laboratory activities, students used 
number concepts including thousands, decimals, fractions, functions, and 
equations. Students also w orked with geometry, customary m easurem ents, 
and metric measurements. Instructional activities depended upon the use of 
computational skills which included using the four basic operations of 
addition, subtraction, m ultiplication, division, and estim ation. Activities
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stressing mathematical com putation required the use of decimals, fractions, 
percents, and proportions. The control group participated in instruction in 
other elective classes including Art, Exploring Language, Band, Chorus, 
Orchestra, and Teen Living, none of which provided for interdisciplinary 
hands-on aerospace or com puter-assisted instruction.
Two instrum ents w ere em ployed to measure educational outcomes. 
Mathematics achievement was m easured using two subtests of the 
M etropolitan Achievement Test, Sixth Edition-M athematics Survey Tests 
(MAT6). The Mathematics: Concepts Test and the Mathematics: Com putation 
Test, equivalent forms L and M of the MAT6 M athematics Survey were used 
separately for pretest and posttest measurements. The Interest D eterm ination, 
Exploration, and Assessment System (IDEAS) survey was used to measure 
levels of career interests. Significant gains in m athem atics achievem ent were 
indicated as a result of treatm ent conditions only. M easures of career interests 
indicated several significant changes in both groups, however, inferences 
were inconsistent.
Test measures also served to help profile urban seventh-graders on 
mathematics aptitude as com pared with other students throughout the 
nation. A comparison of pretest means for the entire seventh-grade sam ple 
w ith national norm ed values indicated the attainm ent of fairly low mean 
scores within the entire sam ple group. When com pared to values obtained 
during nationwide spring adm inistrations of the MAT6 Survey Tests, 
Advanced 1, Form L, the study sample achieved percentile ranks of 51 percent 
and 37 percent on the Mathematics: Concepts Test and the Mathematics: 
Com putation Test respectively. These figures were not surprising though. 
During 1997 spring adm inistrations of the Stanford 9 Tests to the studied
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school system 's entire third, fifth, eighth, and eleventh-grade populations 
yielded national percentile rankings of 35th percent for third-graders; 43rd 
percentile for fifth-graders; 36th percentile for eighth-graders; and the 32nd 
percentile for eleventh graders (Virginia State D epartm ent of Education, 
1997). These findings suggest that u rban  seventh-grade students m ight very 
well lag behind students from  nonurban  cultures in m athem atics 
achievem ent. On the Interest D eterm ination, Exploration, and A ssessm ent 
System (IDEAS) survey com parison of pretest means for the seventh-grade 
sam ple with national norms indicated that the sample had slightly- low er 
than average levels of career interests w hen com pared to nonurban seventh- 
graders. Furthermore, interests in the career area m ost concerned w ith 
m athem atics were lower than all o ther career interest areas m easured.
The results of posttest adm inistrations helped to facilitate the 
determ ination of w hether or not applied  technology instruction affected gains 
in dependent variables. More specifically, analyses of posttest data enabled the 
determ ination of w hether or not interdisciplinary hands-on and com puter- 
assisted instructional strategies resu lted  in gains in m athem atics achievem ent 
and the enhancem ent of career in terests in the population studied. Posttest 
com parisons facilitated the m easurem ent of actual gains by including control 
group measures that assessed changes occurring in the absence of treatm ent- 
group instruction. Statistical analyses of posttest measures em ployed f-tests 
for differences between independent means to assess probability levels that 
observed changes were in fact, not of random  origin. Posttest results on the 
MAT6 M athematics Survey, M athematics: Concepts Test and M athem atics: 
Com putation Test differed significantly between treatm ent and control 
groups, with treatm ent subjects show ing superiority on both tests. These
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findings suggested that participation in interdisciplinary hands-on and 
com puter-assisted technology activities affect larger gains in mathematics 
achievem ent of urban seventh-grade students than does non-participation in 
such applied instruction. This suggested that the use of applied technology- 
instructional strategies in urban m agnet school technology program s helped 
to facilitate significant gains in studen ts ' achievem ent in m astering essential 
m athem atical skills.
Conclusions
This study is concerned with the identification of applied  instructional 
strategies that help to offer urban comm unities effective alternatives to 
traditional instruction. Moreover, this study sought to em pirically assess the 
efficacy' of interdisciplinary hands-on and com puter-assisted instructional 
strategies on m athematics achievement and career interests of u rban  seventh- 
graders. Furthermore, this study sought to identify* means of offering applied 
technology instruction within them e-oriented m agnet school curricula.
The first research question considered relationships between 
com ponents of applied Aerospace Technology instruction and mathematics 
achievement. It was hypothesized that:
Hypothesis 1. Within an urban m iddle school aerospace magnet 
program, interdisciplinary hands-on aerospace and computer-assisted 
instructional activities will affect larger gains in the m athematics 
achievem ent of urban seventh-grade students than will non-participation in 
such instruction.
M ore specifically, skills in num eration, geometry’, and  m easurem ent; 
applying num ber concepts beyond thousands, decimals, and fractions; and
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applving advanced concepts to functions and equations, of urban seventh- 
grade students, were studied. The MAT6 Mathematics Survey, Mathematics: 
Concepts Test was used to provide appropriate m easurem ents. .Analyses of 
related f-tests found significant gains in m athem atical achievem ent in the 
application of concepts to problem  solutions for the treatm ent group only at 
the p< .001 level. Control group results indicated no significant achievement 
gains in the application of m athem atical concepts to m athematical problem 
solving at the p< .05 level. Analyses of independent f-tests found significant 
differences in the ability' of urban seventh-grade students to apply concepts to 
mathematical problem  solving w ith the treatm ent g roup  showing superiority 
at the p< .02 level. Thus, the hypothesis which stated that applied technology 
instruction will have a positive effect upon the ability of urban seventh-grade 
students to apply mathematical concepts to the solution of mathematical 
problems, was accepted. Significant results on the MAT6 Mathematics 
Survey, Mathematics: Concepts Test by the treatm ent group only shows that a 
relationship between applied technology instruction and  achievement in 
successfully applying m athematical concepts to m athem atical problems exists.
In addition to assessing subjects' skills in the application of mathematical 
concepts, the ability to use m athem atical computational procedures was also 
assessed. More specifically, skills in the com putation including complex 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division; the estim ation of decimals, 
fractions, and mixed numbers; and percents and proportions, of urban 
seventh-grade students, were studied. The MAT6 Mathematics Survev, 
Mathematics: Com putation Test was used to provide appropriate
measurements. Analyses of related f-tests found significant gains in 
mathematical achievement in com putation for the treatm ent group only at
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the p< .001 level. Control group results indicated no significant achievement 
gains in com putation at the p< .05 level. Analyses of independent f-tests 
found significant differences in the ability' of urban seventh-grade students to 
successfully complete m athematical com putation w ith the treatm ent group 
showing superiority at the p< .01 level. Thus, the hypothesis which stated 
that applied technology’ instruction will have a positive effect upon the ability 
of urban seventh-grade students to compute m athem atical problems, was 
accepted. Significant results on the MAT6 M athem atics Survey, Mathematics: 
Com putation Test by the treatm ent group only shows that a relationship 
between applied technology instruction and m athem atical computation 
exists.
These results are in agreement with data reported by Atkins and Blissett 
(1992) which suggested that computer-assisted instruction can create pathways 
for students to engage in more meaningful m athem atical activity’. The results 
also confirm Clements' and Battista's (1990) findings that computer-assisted 
instruction can enable students to progress from original intuitive notions to 
more mathematically sophisticated and elaborate conceptualizations of 
problems and their solutions. In addition, significant gains found in 
mathematics achievement can also be attributed to connections between the 
use of applied technology activities and m athem atical achievement. Similar 
connections have previously been identified by W ilson and Stensvold in 
1993.
The second research question considered relationships between 
components of applied technology instruction and career interests. Ginzberg 
(1951) noted long ago that children pass through variable stages of career 
interest developm ent as they grow from childhood to adulthood. Johansson
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(1996) described the plasticity of career-interest foundations that adolescent? 
tvpicallv display. Subsequently, developm ent of career interests in adolescents 
has been linked to several influences including individual personality 
(Dipboye and Anderson, 1961; Holland 1963a, 1963b; Papalia and Olds, 198o), 
socioeconomic status (Peterson, 1984), and parental influences (Werts 19oo, 
1968; Hoffman, 1979; Smith, 1981; Conger and Peterson, 1984). The ability of 
education to help students acquire and develop m ore m eaningful career 
aspirations has also been noted (Bell, 1963; Streitm atter, 1983, Taylor, 1987). 
Applied technology instruction in particu lar has been linked to m eaningful 
career interest developm ent (Naiser, 1993). Moreover, the critical need for 
skills in applying technological m ethods and processes to m athem atical 
problem solving in the w orld of w ork has been established (McFarlan, 1986; 
Cassell, 1986; Hacker and Barden, 1988; Technology Education Service- 
Virginia Departm ent of Education, James M adison University, Virginia Tech, 
Old Dominion University, 1992). Concerning the relationship betw een 
applied technology instruction and career interests, it was hypothesized that: 
Hypothesis 2. W ithin an urban m iddle school aerospace m agnet 
program, interdisciplinary hands-on aerospace and com puter-assisted 
instructional activities will enhance career interests of urban seventh-grade 
students toward m athem atical/technical fields to a g reater degree than will 
non-participation in such instruction.
This research question was concerned w ith the enhancem ent career 
interests of urban seventh-grade students toward m athem atical/technical 
fields. The Interest Determ ination, Exploration, and  Assessment System 
(IDEAS) was used to provide appropriate m easurem ents. The hypothesis was 
tested with both related and independent f-test analyses for the sixteen career
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fields including: Mechanical/Fixing, Protective Services, N ature/O utdoors, 
M athematics, Science, Medical, Creative Arts, W riting, Com munity Service, 
Educating, Child Care, Public Speaking, Business, Sales, Office Practices, and 
Food Service; and the six RIASEC themes including: Realistic, Investigative, 
Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and Conventional them es.
Analyses of related f-tests found significant decreases in interest levels in 
the career fields of Community Service, Educating, Child Care, and Office 
Practices; and  in turn, the Social and Conventional RIASEC themes for the 
treatm ent group  only at the p< .05 level. No significant treatm ent group gains 
were found. Control group results indicated no significant achievement gains 
or decreases in career field areas and RIASEC them es at the p< .05 level. 
Analyses of independent f-tests found significant differences in treatment and 
control group populations in the career interest fields of Child Care and Sales 
with the control group showing superiority' at the p< .05 level. All other 
comparisons showed differences not statistically significant, probably due to 
sampling e rro r or chance.
D ependent measures of career interest enhancem ent indicated several 
significant results, however, inferences were inconsistent. The Interest 
Determ ination, Exploration, and Assessment System did not provide 
sufficient da ta  for sound conclusions to be draw n. Thus, the hypothesis which 
stated that applied technology instruction will have an effect on the 
enhancem ent of career interests of urban seventh-grade students, was 
rejected.
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Recom m endations
This study was im plem ented to enable u rban school system s to identify 
instructional strategies that enhance career interests and increase 
mathematics achievement in seventh-grade students. In this case, an 
experimental m agnet school program  was studied. The instructional program  
provided interdisciplinary instruction which em phasized academ ic excellence 
through applied technology experiences. Intensive subject-related field 
experiences featuring the aerospace theme, paper-and-penril exercises, and 
computer assisted instruction were employed to prepare m otivated students 
to further their study in the technology of aerospace. The curriculum  stressed 
career fields, mathematics, critical thinking, problem  solving, 
communications, analytical skills, and decision making processes.
Applied technology instruction as provided within the experimental 
treatm ent was shown to produce larger gains in mathem atical achievement 
than did the absence of such instruction. Therefore, increased emphasis on 
technology education and associated instructional methodologies w ithin 
magnet school programs is recom mended. The constructivist technology 
laboratory- should be used as a model to better motivate urban children to 
achieve to higher academic standards. Both quality and content of academic 
experiences m ust be defined by academic standards as well as childrens' 
learning styles. Pedagogical systems including scheduling and the assignment 
of resources should be designed around the requirem ents of sound applied 
instruction.
Middle school facilities need to be designed to accommodate full 
student enrollments each school term. Technology laboratories should be 
capable of supporting applied instructional activities, paper-and-pencil
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activities, and com puter-assisted instruction for up to twenty-four students 
per class. There m ust also be sufficient num bers of faculty members licensed 
to teach technology education to accom m odate the instruction of all students. 
A recom mendation for adequate technology facilities and sufficient num bers 
of licensed technology teachers would serve to increase academic 
achievement of all students in  u rban  m iddle schools.
Effective interdisciplinary instruction is the product of integrated 
curriculum  planning. It is therefore recom m ended that thematic integrated 
instructional units be planned for, developed, and implemented by teams of 
teachers from varied disciplines. The team-teaching of integrated subject 
m atter enhances the unification of diverse studies, comm unication between 
educators, comm unication w ith  parents, and student achievement.
To increase the effectiveness of school curricula, it is recom mended 
that technology education teachers be included in academic teaching teams. 
This recom m endation w ould  help to facilitate a more hom ogeneous 
integration of instructional m aterials to provide for applications of academic 
content w ithin the overall instructional theme. In addition, technology 
teachers would be able to increase other teachers' awareness of and proficiency 
in applied instructional m ethodologies. The recom m endation to im plem ent 
long-term staff developm ent program s in the area of applied instructional 
methodologies would help u rban schools to meet the goal of all students 
achieving academic excellence.
The m ore effective use of instructional time in school is 
recommended. Block-scheduled technology classes allow for the distribution 
of efficient and effective applied instructional experiences. Schedules defined 
bv the needs of instruction provide time essential for the use of laboratory
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facilities, computers, and intensive subject-related field experiences.
While inferences concerning the effects of applied technology 
instruction on career interests of u rban  seventh-graders were inconsistent in 
this studv, caution m ust be show n to not disregard related research questions. 
If changes not m easurable by the em ployed instrum ent were present, chances 
of committing a Type II research erro r of assum ing no change had occurred 
when in fact thev had w ould increase. A more conservative recom m endation 
for increased career education is appropriate. To further enhance levels of 
career interest among urban children it is recom m ended that career 
awareness become an im portant com ponent of all instructional program s in 
grades kindergarten through twelve. T hrough the increased reinforcem ent of 
career-related experiences during  instruction, urban children can be afforded 
greater opportunity  to internalize higher career aspirations. Such inculcation 
of career education can help to elim inate deficits in career interest levels 
resultant of decreased parental, socioeconomic, and personal influences 
common to urban settings. Results of pretest-to-posttest Interest 
Determination, Exploration, and Assessm ent System (IDEAS) comparisons 
provide impetus for future investigation. Could it be that adolescents tend to 
lose interest in one career area p rio r to or while gaining interest in others? 
Did treatm ent conditions deter subjects' interests in more service-related 
career areas? The answers to these questions and others lie w ithin the realm 
of future research. Therefore, the recom m endation for m ore research 
concerning educational influences on career interests is made. O ther 
instrum ents might be sought, longer studies m ight be im plem ented, and data 
obtained during this study could be used to supply base-data for future 
longitudinal studies. In addition, the data reflected an inherent instability of
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adolescent career aspiration. Noting such plasticity, it is recom m ended that 
program s of instruction at the m iddle school level rem ain exploratory in 
nature in respect to the introduction of and concentration upon  career 
interests.
Finally, the success of urban m agnet school program s to increase the 
academic achievement of all students relies heavily on the ability of 
instructional leaders to im plem ent successful applied curriculum  models. 
The present study was m ade possible through current leadership initiatives 
which foster planning for continuous systemic im provem ent th rough  data- 
based decision making. It is recommended that educational leaders be held 
accountable for increased expertise in the areas of strategic planning, quality 
control, curriculum  paradigm  shifts, and applied interdisciplinary thematic 
instruction. This, and the aforem entioned recom m endations, w ould  enable 
urban m iddle schools to im plem ent curricula which offer their com m unities 
choice in instructional-program  design and also support the unique goals of 
successful magnet-school instructional program  paradigms.
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Appendix A
SUBJECT AGREEMENT FORM
To better serve our students with superior educational programs, the ... Middle School 
Department of Technology Education and the Urban Sendees Department of The Darden 
College of Education at Old Dominion University are conducting a study of aerospace 
technologv activities at the seventh-grade level. One purpose of this study is to determine how 
effective hands-on aerospace activities (bu ild ing model parachutes, kites, airplanes, hot-air 
balloons and rockets) and computer-assisted instruction are in improving students' skills in 
mathematics. Another purpose of the study is to determine how hands-on aerospace and 
computer-assisted instruction influence the career interests of students.
To measure vour child's mathematics achievement The Metropolitan Achievement 
Test, Sixth Edition- Mathematics Diagnostic Tests (MAT6)® will be administered. To measure 
vour child's career interests The Interest Determination, Exploration and Assessm ent System  
(IDEAS)® will be adm inistered.
Results of these tests will not effect your child's grades at school and will be kept 
confidential. AH test records are to be destroyed upon the completion of this study. At your 
request, vour child's scores on the MAT6 and the IDEAS survey will be reported to you along 
with their standing in relation to other seventh-graders throughout the nation. Requests for 
test scores must be made prior to June 13, 1997. There will be no cost to you for test administration 
and scoring.
Your child is free to refuse to participate in this study or to withdraw at any time with 
no penalties.
I have read the preceding contents of this form and consent to have my child  
participate in the study described.
Student's Signature Date
Parent or Guardian's Signature Date
Thank you for your support. If you have any questions concerning this study, please 
contact Mr. Fischer (Aerospace Technologv Education Teacher).
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Appendix B
Interest Determination, Exploration and Assessment System  
T he item s in th is book le t will he lp  vou id en tify  y o u r in terests and  m atch  them  w ith  j  w ide varie ty  o t  c a ree r '. 
T hese tw o  pages con ta in  a list o f activ ities re la ted  to  various careers. For each item , choose the  re sp o n se  that 
indicates how  m uch the activ ity  ap p ea ls  to  you . D o n 't w o rn ’ if som e o f the  activ ities a re  u n fam ilia r o r  
require  tra in ing  th a t you  do  no t have. T h e  o n ly  th ing  you should th ink  ab o u t is w h e th e r you w o u ld  like the
activ ity  o r  not. D o n 't w o rry  a b o u t sa la ry , s ta tu s , o r  tra in ing . K eep in m ind  th a t all o ccu p a tio n s and  careers
are open to everyone.
Do not spend  too m uch tim e on any one item  o r  talk  w ith your friends to see how  they a re  do ing . T here  i '  no 
tim e limit, b u t try  to  w ork  a t a steady  pace.
U se ball p o in t pen  o r  a pencil to circle y o u r  an sw ers ; a felt-tip pen  will no t w ork . P ress firm ly w ith  th e  pen  or 
pencil.
If vou decide  to  change an answ er, fill in th e  circle for y ou r on g in a l a n sw er (O) an d  then  d ra w  a circle
aro u n d  y o u r new  an sw er. T h e  response  choices a re  listed below .
L L I D D C ircle  L if you  like th e  a c t iv i ty  v e ry  m uch
L L I D D C ircle  L if you  like it a little  o r  l ik e  i t  so m e w h a t
L L I D D C ircle  I if v ou  are  u n d ec id ed , neu tra l, o r  in d i f f e r e n t  
L L I D D  C ircle D if you  d islike it a little  o r d is l ik e  i t  s o m e w h a t
L L I D D C ircle D  if vou d is l ik e  th e  a c tiv ity  v e rv  m uch
L L 1 D D W ork w ith sm all hand  to o l ' L L 1 D D M ake things ou t of w ood
L L 1 D D Drill in m ilitary com pany  (m arch in form ation L L 1 D D Be a  pnvate  detective
L L 1 D D Plant vou r o w n garden L L 1 D D Co th rough  w oods to find interesting p lan ts
L L 1 D D S tudy algebra L L 1 D D Study geom etry
L L 1 D D W ork in research  laborato ry L L 1 D D Enter a protect in a  science fair o r contest
L L 1 D D Be part ol a m edical operating  team L L 1 D D Learn about effectiveness ot different m edications
L L 1 D D Visit a rt galleries L L 1 D D Be a n  in teno r decorato r
L L 1 D D W nte a novel L L 1 D D Studv creative writing
L L 1 D D Fix things a round  the house L L 1 D D Fix a  clogged sink
L L 1 D D Be in the m ilitary ’ a rm ed service's L L 1 D D Be a  firelighter
L L 1 D D Plan a  p rog ram  to p reven t forest tires L L 1 D D W ork in n a tu re /o u td o o rs
L L 1 D D Solve m athem atical p u z z le s /p ro b le m ' L L 1 D D Studv arithm etic
L L 1 D D k eep  up-to-date on scientific re'e.irch L L 1 D D Read books on science
L L 1 D D Im prove the  health ot o thers L L 1 D D Do research to  hnd  a cure  to r a d isease
L L 11  D D M ake a ru g  from  v a n L L 1 D D A rrange flow ers to r  a d isp lay
L L 1 D D Study poetry L L 1 D D Study literature
L L 1 D D Be a m echanic L L 1 D D Read p opu la r m echanics m agazines
L L 1 D D Inspect people s r  security clearance L L 1 D D Be a  police officer
L L 1[ D D Study agriculture L L 1 D D C row  flow ers
L L 1t  D D W ork w ith m athem atical torm ulas L L 1 D D D raw  g raphs and ch arts
L L 1[ D D Study the effects o t gravity L L 1 D D Design a new  rocket engine
L L 1 D D Fix a p e rso n 's  broken leg L L 1[ D D Be a  physic ian /doc to r
L L 1 D D Do free-hand draw ings and  sketches L L 11  D D M ake pottery
L L 1 D D Be a new spaper reporter L L 1I  D D Studv English com position
L L 1 D D Fix broken toys L L 1 D D Fix a  broken rad io
L L 1 D D Be a  m em ber of a rifle team L L 1 D D Be a  secunty  guard
I L 1 D D Be a w ildlife m anager L L 1 D D Plant trees for a  new  forest
L L 1 D D Study general m ath L L 1 D D Add num bers to get a total
L L 1 D D Do scientific experim ents L L 1 D D W ork on a research  protect
L L 1 D D Try new  m edical p rocedures L L 1 D D Take the pulse  ot a hospital patient
L L 1 D D Studv a rt L L 1 D D Act in a plav
L L 1 D D W rite a storv  to r a m agazine L L 1 D D W nte  poetrv
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L L [ D D D o vo lun teer work, w ith J  Community grouo L L 1 D D c ’rg a iu /e  a g ro u p  or ciub
L L 1 D D Touch sw im m ing L L 1 D D Be* a high schix 'l teache’r
L L 1 D D  Bc j  nu rsery  sch.xil helper L L 1 D D Do babvsitting
L L 1 D D Lead g ro u p  d iscussions L L 1 D D Co on a public speaking tou r
L L I1 D D in terv iew  p eo p le  fo ra  |ob L L 1 D D Be a  superv iso r
I  L 1 D D Sell som eth ing  to a  custom er L L I1 D D W ork on sale s  cam paign o t a  new pr><duct
L L 1 D D D o office w o rk , such  a s  typing or tiling L L 1 D D  Studv office practices ttvping. txx'kkeeping-
L L 1 D D Studv hom e econom ics L L 1 D D Trv new  cooking recipes
L L 1 D D Raise m onev fo r ch an tv L L 1 D D Be a social w orke r
L L 1[ D D Be a  college p rofessor L L 1 D  D Coach a h igh school sports team
I  L 1 D D Direct a  ch ild ren ’s play L L !1 D D H elp a  child  w ith a  spelling lesson
I  L 1[ D D Study debate L L 1 D D D itend  the  rights of others
L L 1[ D D M anage a  d e p a r tm e n t store L L 1 D  D Be a  hotel m an ag er
L L 1 D D Sell things o v e r  the telephone L L 1 D D Sell office equ ipm en t I typewriter, co p er!
L L 1[ D D W ork in an  office L L 1 D D O pera te  a cash  register
L L 1 D D Prepare d in n e r  tor guests L L 1 D D Enter a  baking  contest
L L 1 D D H elp som eone  solve personal problem s L L 1[ D D Study h um an  behavior and  m ental problem s
I  L 1 D D Be a  d riv in g  in s tru c to r L L 1! D D Be an  e lem entary  school teacher
L L 1 D D Take care  of ch ildren L L 1 D D H elp physically  handicapped ch ild ren  ex erase
L L 1 D D Speak u p  to r v o u r view points L L 1I D D Be on a  d e b a te  team
L L 1 D D  Be the  lead er o t  a g ro u p  project L L 1! D D W ork on advertisem ent ot som ething  new
I  L 1 D D Be a real esta te  salesperson L L 11 D  D Studv sa le s /m a rk e tin g
L L 1 D D Type repo rts  o r  assignm ents L L 1 D D Be a receptionist in an  office
L L 1 D D W ork in a kitchen L L 1 D D Prepare liv 'd  to r special diets
L L 1 D D Be a  gu ide to r  visitors L L 1 D D W ork w ith a  g ro u p  on a project
L L 1 D D Teach ch ild ren  to read L L 1 D D Be a teacher s a id  /he lper
I  L 1 D D Be a  p lay g ro u n d  d irector L L 1 D D Tell s to n es  to children
L L 1 D D Study speech L L 1 D D Interview  peop le  in an  opinion survey
L L 1 D D Be a  banker L L 1 D 0  Be responsib le  to r h tnng  and  tin n g  people
L L 1 D D Sell do thos in a  d epartm en t store L L 1 D D Sell merchandise- bv traveling rrom place to place
L L 1 D D Be a  filing c lerk  (p u ts  a wav h ies/reco rds) L L 1 D D Study bookkeeping
L L I D D Plan m eals L L 1 D D Be a re s tau ran t cook
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Appendix C
Using IDEAS Scores to Calculate Theme Indices 
For those settings where additional reference materials or computer software (categorized by 
the six Holland types) is available, three methods have been devised for calculating six theme 
indices from an individual's IDEAS scores. These indices correspond to the six types in 
Holland's RIASEC model: Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and 
Conventional. These types have proven very helpful for discussing the world of work with 
students and adults and for organizing resource materials. Some inventories and systems refer 
directly to these six types, and others use their own six scales or indices that are generally 
similar in concept. For example, the Career Assessment Inventory contains six General Theme 
scales (R-Theme, I-Theme, etc.) that were developed on a theoretical-empirical basis to map 
the structure of the Holland model.
To determine the relationship between the IDEAS scales and the General Theme scales on the 
Career Assessment Inventory, separate analyses were performed for the three norm groups. The 
correlations between the IDEAS scales and the corresponding Career Assessment Inventory- 
General Theme scales were all high to very high. Generally, the values across the three 
samples were approximately the same for all of the scales, attesting to the uniform usefulness 
of the IDEAS scales.
There are three methods for calculating an individual's theme index or "code type." The 
methods differ in the level of accuracy of the results and in the need for additional 
computation. Generally, because these results will be used in career exploration, the level of 
accuracy is not of paramount importance. The simplest method. Method One, will suffice for 
most settings. After the six theme indices have been calculated, they can be used with computer 
databases that request actual score values. If the computer database requires a one-, two-, or 
three-letter code type, this can also be determined from the six theme indices. For example, a 
one-letter code type reflects the individual's highest score (R, I, A, S, E, or C). If a two-letter 
code is required, the first letter of the code reflects the individual's highest score and the 
second letter reflects his or her second highest score (e.g., RI, AS, RS, etc.). Three-letter codes 
are based on the individual's three highest scores.
M ethod Three
The third method is based on multiple regression analysis and produces the most accurate 
results. It is similar to the previous method, but access to a calculator would be helpful. Each 
IDEAS scale score is weighted differentially and included in a regression equation to produce a 
theme index value. The equations and corresponding weights for determining each theme index 
value are presented in Figures 1-3 to 1-5 (each figure corresponds to a different norm group). 
Maintaining a maximum of two decimal points during the calculations is sufficient. Rounding 
the final value to the nearest whole number suffices for most applications.
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Figure 1-3. Determining Theme Indices: Method Three (for students in Grades 7-9)
D ire c t io n s :  1. Find y o u r  s ta n d a rd  score for each o f  the  sca les an d  w rite  it in the
a p p ro p r ia te  u n sh ad ed , open box fo r each scale.
2. M u ltip ly  each  s ta n d a rd  score bv  th e  va lue  to  its  le ft an d  w n te  the 
re su lt in  the sh ad ed  box for each  scale. R ound  to tw o  decim al points. 
O R
D o the  o p e ra tio n s  indicated  and  carry  th e  ru n n in g  to ta l in the 
ca lcu la to r 's  m em ory .
3. A d d  the  n um bers  in each shaded  box an d  then  su b tra c t o r  a d d  the 
co n stan t th a t is indicated . W rite these re su lts  in th e  sh a d e d  box to  
th e  far r ig h t an d  round  to  the nearest w ho le  n u m b er .
R-Theme:
.67  \ - .1 8  x - .2 9 x -11.S2--
M echan ical /  Fixing Protective Services N a tu re  /  O u td o o rs T otal
I-Theme:
.30  x -  T o  X * . 18x -1 5 .7 1 -
M athem atics Science M ed ica l Total
A-Theme:
64 x - .5 3 \ -1 1 .2 6 -
C reative  A rts W ritin g T otal
S-Theme:
.58 x - .3 5  x - .2 4 x - 1 2 .o U
C o m m u n ity  Service Educating C h ild  C are Total
E-Theme:
.37 x - 24x - .4 1 \ -1 0 .4 7  ;
P u b lic  Speaking Business S a les T otal
C-Theme:
«<) x - .0 7  x -2 .3 5 -
O ffice Practices Food S erv ice Total
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